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Abstract
This thesis addresses the problem of reconstructing the three-dimensional
(3D) digital model of a scene from a collection of two-dimensional (2D)
images taken from it. To address this fundamental computer vision
problem, we propose three algorithms. They are the main contribu-
tions of this thesis.
First, we solve multiview stereo with the off-axis aperture camera.
This system has a very small baseline as images are captured from
viewpoints close to each other. The key idea is to change the size or
the 3D location of the aperture of the camera so as to extract selected
portions of the scene. Our imaging model takes both defocus and
stereo information into account and allows to solve shape reconstruc-
tion and image restoration in one go. The off-axis aperture camera can
be used in a small-scale space where the camera motion is constrained
by the surrounding environment, such as in 3D endoscopy.
Second, to solve multiview stereo with large baseline, we present a
framework that poses the problem of recovering a 3D surface in the
scene as a regularized minimal partition problem of a visibility func-
tion. The formulation is convex and hence guarantees that the so-
lution converges to the global minimum. Our formulation is robust
to view-varying extensive occlusions, clutter and image noise. At
any stage during the estimation process the method does not rely on
the visual hull, 2D silhouettes, approximate depth maps, or knowing
which views are dependent(i.e., overlapping) and which are indepen-
dent(i.e., non overlapping). Furthermore, the degenerate solution, the
null surface, is not included as a global solution in this formulation.
One limitation of this algorithm is that its computation complexity
grows with the number of views that we combine simultaneously. To
address this limitation, we propose a third formulation. In this for-
mulation, the visibility functions are integrated within a narrow band
around the estimated surface by setting weights to each point along
optical rays.
This thesis presents technical descriptions for each algorithm and de-
tailed analyses to show how these algorithms improve existing recon-
struction techniques.
Notation
a scaler
a column vector
bT transpose of b
C camera centre or viewpoint
P 3-D point
p 2-D image point
P projection matrix of a camera
S 3-D surface
V 3-D volume
N number of photographs or cameras
N normal vector
v distance from the image to the lens
vi distance from the image plane to the lens
f focal length of a lens
u distance fro an object to the lens
K camera calibration matrix
R rotation matrix
h point spread function
−−→
AB vector from A to B
R3 3-D space
Ω region in space
δΩ boundary of Ω
δφ diferentiation of function φ
ρ probability of an event
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Why Multiview Stereo?
3D reconstruction is the process of reconstructing the shape and appearance
of a scene from a set of images of this scene. This is a classical problem in
computer vision and needed in many fields such as robot navigation, virtual
reality, augmented reality, tracking and so on. This thesis addresses this classical
problem by solving multiview stereo and focuses on dealing with blur, clutter and
occlusions depending on how images are collected.
The process of 3D reconstruction can be accomplished either by active or
passive methods depending on which sensors are used. Active sensors like lidar
scanners and laser triangulation sensors estimate distance by interfering directly
with the reconstructed objects. Passive sensors record the radiance reflected or
emitted by the objects’ surface to infer 3D structure without directly interfering
with it. Therefore, passive methods can be used when it is possible to control
the scene illumination or when does not want the object sensing that it is being
probed. Furthermore, systems based on active sensors are typically more expen-
sive. As a passive system, we consider a camera with an image sensor in the
visible spectrum.
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Figure 1.1: The geometry and defocus of the off-axis aperture camera. For a surface
point P which is not in focus, its image is a blurred disc. When the aperture center
is at C1, the center of the blurred disc is at P1 (left image), if the aperture center
is rotated to C2, the center of the blurred disc is changed to P2 (right image). The
distance between P1 and P2 and the diameter of the blurred disc are also shown in the
right image with d1 and d2. It can be seen that they are comparable to each other.
This means that compared to the displacement of the projection, the defocus effect can
not be neglected. It can be also seen that the diameter of the blurred disc is related
to the size of the aperture, the distance between the aperture and the lens along the
direction of the optical axis and the distance from the object to the camera.
There are several passive methods to reconstruct the 3D shape of a scene
which include shape from shading, shape from motion, shape from defocus, stereo,
multiview stereo and so on. Compared to other techniques, multiview stereo has
the following advantages: First, dense depth maps can be obtained for each
viewpoint; Second, depth resolution and texture can be enhanced via viewpoint
fusion; Third, the shape of a full scene can be reconstructed.
1.2 Effects of the Baseline Scale in Multiview
Stereo
An excellent survey on multiview stereo is given by Seitz et al. in [146]. As shown
in that survey most methods work with the images captured with a relatively large
baseline. However, when the baseline i. e. the distance between cameras changes
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from very small to large, the differences of the constraints in multiview stereo
are significant. For example, when the baseline between cameras is very small,
occlusions do not pose a serious problem but defocus becomes more significant.
On the contrary, when the baseline between cameras is large, occlusions become
more relevant. In this work, we focus on dealing with blur when we solve multi-
view stereo with very small baseline and dealing with occlusions when we solve
multiview stereo with large baseline.
For solving multiview stereo with a very small baseline, we build our work
based on an off-axis aperture camera model as depicted in Figure 1.1. By rotat-
ing the aperture around the optical axis or changing the distance between the
aperture and the lens along the optical axis or the size of the aperture, different
views of the scene are selected. The illumination shows that the same point on
the surface of an object will be projected at different locations and with different
amount of blur on the image plane when the object is not in focus. When the
baseline is very small, compared to the difference of the locations of the pro-
jections of the object, the amount of blur is significant. In our formulation we
present a novel framework which combines stereo and defocus to obtain the 3D
surface reconstruction and image restoration in one go.
In solving multiview stereo with a large baseline, occlusion is an unavoidable
problem. The occlusions we meet in multiview stereo can be divided into two
classes: self-occlusions and occlusions from other objects. Figure 1.2 shows ex-
amples of both types of occlusions. In each view, some parts of the statue are
self-occluded. In the left image of Figure 1.2, some parts of the statue are oc-
cluded by other objects, the tourists. If the tourists were walking around when
these images were taken, they would appear in different locations relative to the
statue in different views. In this thesis we call such occlusions view-varying oc-
clusions. In the right image in Figure 1.2, the texture of the base of the statue is
similar to that of the wall behind it. When the foreground and background have
similar texture, we say that there is clutter. The clutter also could change with
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Figure 1.2: The occlusions and clutter. It can be seen that in each view some parts
of the statue are self-occluded. In the left image, some parts of the statue are occluded
by the tourists. The tourists are the occlusions from other objects with respect to the
statue. The texture of the base of the statue is similar to that of the wall behind it, so
there is clutter in both views.
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the viewpoint and hence we call it view-varying clutter.
Most methods for multiview stereo are robust to self-occlusions and some
of them are robust to occlusions from other objects [58, 61, 66, 160]. However
none is robust to occlusions and is formulated as a convex problem. Convexity
is desirable to guarantee convergence to a global minimum. There exists work
in multiview stereo using a convex formulation such as [94, 189] but without
robustness to the occlusions.
1.3 Contributions of this Work
The contributions of this work are as follows: First, to solve multiview stereo with
a very small baseline, such as in the off-axis aperture imaging device, we propose
a formulation which can achieve shape reconstruction and image restoration in
one go by combining stereo and defocus cues. The off-axis camera is a versatile
imaging device. We can use it to capture multiple images by rotating the aperture
around the optical axis, changing the size of the aperture or changing the distance
from the aperture to the lens along the optical axis. Nobody has modeled a
camera in this way before. We introduce a novel image formation model and also
introduce the concept of scene space rectification to simplify the analysis.
Second, to solve multiview stereo with a large baseline, we propose a formu-
lation which is not only convex but also very robust to view-varying occlusions
and clutter. This is the first time that the convexity and robustness to occlusions
and clutter are formulated in one framework. As mentioned earlier, this frame-
work does not relay on the visual hull, 2D silhouettes, or approximate depth
maps. Another very important feature is that we do not require knowing which
views are dependent (i.e., overlapping) and which views are independent(i.e., non
overlapping). This information is an essential ingredient in several methods to
render the formulations convex. The degenerate solution, the null surface, is not
included as a global solution in this formulation.
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Third, we also propose another formulation for solving multiview stereo with
a large baseline. The contributions in this case are more technical. We introduce
a weighting scheme to ensure that computations are carried out only where they
are needed, i.e. around the surface. Compared to the previous formulation, this
formulation maintains the same robustness to view-varying occlusions and clutter,
but integrates information from different views in a straightforward manner and
is more computationally efficient.
1.4 The Structure of this Thesis
Chapter 2 provides a review on the methods for dense reconstruction by solving
multiview stereo. They are divided into four classes: Voxel-based 3D volumetric
approaches, the algorithms that compute and merge depth maps, partial differ-
ential equation(PDE) based surface evolution methods and techniques to recon-
struct 3D surfaces by region growing. Descriptions are given to each class in the
subsections.
Chapter 3 focuses on the image formation models. It starts with the trajectory
of lights in image formation procedure, then presents the pinhole camera model
and finally concludes with the camera model with a finite aperture. In multi-view
stereo, most proposed methods work with calibrated images. The camera pose is
often described by the camera projection matrix which contains the intrinsic and
extrinsic parameters of the corresponding camera. The process of camera cali-
bration to determine the values of the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters
is also described briefly in this chapter.
Chapter 4 introduces the level set method devised by Osher and Sethian [132]
first and then continues with the numerical schemes for solving the correspond-
ing formulations in level set methods. The numerical schemes include the upwind
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scheme, the essentially nonoscillatory(ENO) schemes and the weighted essen-
tially nonoscillatory(WENO) scheme. The Chan-Vese algorithm [31], which is
connected very closely to the third algorithm proposed in this thesis, is reviewed
briefly in this chapter. We tested the effects of some parameters in the Chan-
Vese algorithm on the behavior of the interface and the convergence to the true
segmentation and compared the accuracy of different numerical schemes. The
corresponding experimental results are shown with 2D and 3D segmentations.
Chapter 5 introduces the formulation for solving multiview stereo with a very
small baseline. First the geometry of the proposed off-axis aperture camera model
is presented. The image formation model describes both stereo and defocus. To
simplify analysis we use space warping. A gradient flow minimization algorithm
is then introduced and tested on synthetic and real data.
Chapter 6 introduces two methods for solving multiview stereo with a large
baseline.
In the first part of this chapter, we present a view-varying occlusions and clut-
ter robust convex formulation by posing the task of reconstructing the 3D surface
as a partition problem. First, the energy formulation is explained in detail and
compared with other works. Next, we show how to compute the depth map with
respect to a central camera. By comparing a few schemes for integrating the
depth map representations, we show the advantages of the proposed integration
scheme. After the numerical implementation of the proposed formulation is pre-
sented, the first part of this chapter is terminated by displaying the experimental
results.
In the second part of this chapter, we introduce a second formulation for solv-
ing multiview stereo with a large baseline based on integrating the depth map
representations within a narrow band around the approximated surface.
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Chapter 7 summarizes this thesis. It starts with a summary of this thesis
and then continues with the main contributions of this work. This chapter is
terminated with the future work we are going to do based on the work displayed
in this thesis.
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Chapter 2
A Review of Multiview Stereo
2.1 Introduction
There is a large body of work on multiview stereo(MVS) algorithms for dense
shape reconstruction (see [146] for an excellent recent survey). Among the most
successful methods, are those based on shape from silhouette, which obtain an
estimation of the 3D surfaces from binary object/background segmentations of
each view [165, 176]. These methods are known to be robust and computationally
efficient, but cannot reconstruct all concavities. Other popular approaches are
those based on space carving, where voxels that do not correspond to pixels
that are photoconsistent are removed [98]. These methods have the limitation
that regularization is not enforced and reconstructions are often noisy. Solutions
that incorporate regularization have also been proposed. In [51, 159, 186] a
deformable model is updated in a variational minimization scheme until a certain
consistency criterion is satisfied. This approach allows to combine a data fidelity
term on the unknown surface, which measures how well the solution is consistent
with the data, with a regularization term, which constrains the solution to be
smooth. Although these methods achieve a higher robustness to image noise,
they inherently define the empty set as a global optimum and typically depend
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on the initialization. To compensate for such limitations, the volumetric graph
cuts method proposed in [177] incorporates a ballooning term. In addition, it is a
global minimization framework which improves the robustness considerably and
loosens the requirement of an initial guess. However the globality of the graph cuts
is guaranteed only in a discrete sense and increasing the space resolution will also
increase the computations dramatically. Other very effective techniques include
methods which merge depth maps obtained from small groups of neighboring
views [27, 79] and methods that reconstruct the final surface by growing from a
sparse set of “seed patches” from image features [61, 73].
According to the taxonomy in [146], the MVS algorithms can be divided into
four classes: voxel-based 3D volumetric approaches [83, 98, 145, 150, 155, 170,
177, 178], partial differential equations (PDEs) based surface evolution methods
[49, 52, 64, 93, 136, 190], the algorithms that compute and merge depth maps
[27, 65, 120, 160, 169, 189], and the techniques to reconstruct the 3D surfaces
by region growing [61, 66, 73]. A description to each class will be given in the
following sections.
2.2 Volumetric Scene Reconstruction
Volumetric data representations date back to the early 70’s of the last century
in the context of 3D medical imaging [70]. At the beginning there was a prob-
lem in storage space and computational speed, but with the dramatic improve-
ment of technology, these representations have been becoming a practical and
important tool in the field of computer vision. The earliest attempts at volu-
metric reconstruction from photographs are those that approximate the visual
hull [12, 28, 55, 102, 116] of the imaged objects. These methods are robust and
efficient but with some shortcomings. First, most of these methods are based on
2D silhouette images, which are binary images indicating whether a pixel is the
projection of a surface point or projected from the background. The silhouette
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images can be used to generate visual hulls. The visual hull of an object is an
approximation of it, which can generate the same silhouette images as the object
itself from any viewpoint. In practice, an approximated visual hull of a scene
can be obtained by backprojecting the silhouette images into space and inter-
secting the generated 3D cones. For the images taken in a natural environment,
especially in a cluttered scene, it is not easy or even possible to segment the
foreground from the background. Without silhouette images, there is no way to
generate the visual hull. It is a harsh constraint for the methods which recon-
struct the 3D shape based on the visual hull. Second, some concave parts can not
be reconstructed with these methods no matter how many views are being used.
Some parts of the reconstructed visual hull surface can be quite far from the true
surface. Space carving methods are another group of approaches working with
volumetric data representations. In this group of approaches, voxels that do not
correspond to pixels that are photoconsistent are removed [39, 145]. These meth-
ods introduce a bias towards maximal photoconsistent shapes and do not enforce
smoothness, which often result in rather noisy reconstructions. Volumetric graph
cuts formulate the 3D reconstruction problem as an energy minimization problem
of a Markov Random Field [83, 106, 177, 178]. In this group of methods, usually
the cost functionals consist of two terms: foreground/background cost and dis-
continuity cost. The smoothing constraint can be applied via the discontinuity
cost term. In the following subsections, a description on visibility is given first
and then the methods in each class are described briefly.
2.2.1 Visibility
As an important topic in computer graphics, computational geometry and scene
analysis, the notion of visibility is very important in computer vision, especially
in multiview stereo. Many visibility algorithms have been proposed in the liter-
ature of computer graphics and several surveys of visibility methods have been
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Figure 2.1: A 2D example of visibility. From this camera configuration it can be seen
that point P1 can be seen by cameras C1, C2 and C3 but can not be seen by cameras
C4, C5 and C6 and point P2 can only be seen by cameras C4 and C5.
published [15, 37, 46, 69, 167].
In multiview stereo, if a camera can see a certain patch on the surface of a
scene it is quite possible that another camera can not see it, especially when the
baseline is large (see Figure 2.1 for a 2D example). To reconstruct this patch, the
cameras which can not see it can not provide any useful information and such
wrong cameras usually lead to incorrect reconstructions. Knowing what surfaces
can be “seen” by a certain camera amounts to knowing the visibility mapping.
Hence, the visibility and the geometry of a scene are directly related. Given
the geometry it is straightforward to obtain the visibility; vice versa, given the
visibility, it is possible to obtain the geometry. Several strategies to approximate
the visibility before the reconstructing the geometry have been proposed and
some alternate between evaluating the two qualities.
Esteban and Schmitt [49] treat occlusion as an additional source of image
noise. For a certain pixel, the intersection of the optic ray passing through the
optical center and this pixel with the visual hull is quantized into different depth
levels. Individual correlations are computed with different images to obtain sev-
eral correlation curves. The criterion used to find the best candidate depth along
the optic rays is based on the correlation values and also on the coherence be-
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tween the correlation curves. If the four nearest neighbor cameras are used to
calculated the correlation curves, up to 2 bad correlation curves due to highlights,
occlusions or non-coherent textures occurring in the corresponding images can be
tolerated.
Some methods use an initial approximation of the true surface such as the
visual hull to estimate the visibility [93, 178]. The problem with these methods
is that the visual hull is not always available and, in addition, at the concavity
parts, the surface of the visual hull could be quite far from the true surface,
leading to wrong visibility approximation and then poor reconstruction.
In the variational 3D reconstruction methods, the surface obtained at a certain
iteration is used to approximate the visibility for the next iteration. With the
improvement of the reconstruction, the approximated visibility may converge to
the true one [90].
A probabilistic framework for estimating the visibility is proposed in [79]. This
framework is built upon the assumptions that the probability distributions of the
true depths and the measured ones are independent and the probability distribu-
tion of a sensor measurement given the scene depths and all other measurements
only depends on the surface depth it is measuring. The proposed visibility crite-
rion is related very closely to the depth-map fusion method proposed by Curless
and Levoy [40].
2.2.2 Volumetric Visual Hulls
A silhouette image is a binary image, with the value at a pixel indicating whether
this pixel is the projection of a point on the surface of the object or the projection
of the background. The silhouette images can be obtained by segmentation algo-
rithms [22, 164] or blue-screen techniques. In practice, to facilitate the extraction
of the silhouettes, the images are usually captured in a controlled environment
with black or white background. Then, the silhouettes can be obtained by thresh-
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Figure 2.2: The reconstructed visual hull of Dinosaur dataset. Left: one of the
input images (download from:http://vision.middlebury.edu/mview/data/. Right: the
reconstructed visual hull.
olding the images.
The visual hull of an object is the best approximation to the object which
can be obtained by using an infinite number of silhouettes captured from all view
points outside the convex hull of the object. If a viewing region is defined as a set
of points in space from which silhouettes of an object are seen, a formal definition
of visual hull with respect to a certain viewing region is given by Laurentini [103]
in the following way:
Definition (Visual hull). The visual hull of an object V with respect to a viewing
region Ω, denoted V H(V,Ω), is a volume in space such that for each point P ∈
V H(V,Ω) and each viewpoint C ∈ Ω, the half-line from C through P contains
at least one point of V.
In most cases, it is impossible to obtain an accurate visual hull from finite
silhouette images. But in this situation, it is still preferred to use a visual hull
instead of an approximated visual hull. So in this thesis, when we talk about a
visual hull it is usually an approximated one.
Many algorithms have been proposed for reconstructing 3D models from a
group of silhouette images [6, 12, 34, 103, 104, 105, 116, 117, 127, 128, 137, 153,
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157, 168] and there are many other 3D reconstruction algorithms which work
depending on visual hull as an initial guess [49, 59, 83, 93, 158, 170, 188]. In
practice, the viewing region only contains a finite number of viewpoints, leading
to an approximation of the visual hull depending on the number of views, the
location of the viewpoints and the complexity of the object.
The key step in visual hull techniques is the intersection test. Some methods
back-project the silhouettes and create an explicit set of cones that are then
intersected in 3D [128, 157]. Some methods discretize the bounding volume,
which contains the entire scene, into voxels and then project each voxel into all
silhouette images. The voxels whose projections are contained in every silhouette
belong to the visual hull [168]. To make the algorithms more efficient, most
methods use an octree representation and test voxels in a coarse-to-fine hierarchy.
The shape-from-silhouette problem has also been formulated as an optimization
problem [153] where the shape is reconstructed by computing a global minimum
of an energy function.
As shown in Figure 2.2, the visual hull techniques can not reconstruct all
the concavities of the surface of the objects. For example, consider the part
between the legs of the dinosaur. In this example, 72 silhouette images are used
to generated the visual hull. In fact no matter how many silhouette images are
used the concave part between the legs can not be reconstructed properly. Some
points on the surface of the reconstructed visual hull can be quite far from the
true surface.
Despite the inaccuracy of the 3D reconstruction, shape from silhouettes have
been used successfully in many applications, such as tracking [5, 19], virtual
reality [121], real-time human motion modeling [34], constructing a light field
[68] and so on.
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2.2.3 Volumetric Photo Hulls
If the background identification can not be performed accurately [152] or there
is no background pixel in the images, the visual hull reconstruction method will
fail. However, if the input images are grayscale or color ones, the additional
photometric information can be used to improve the 3D reconstruction process.
Kutulakos and Seitz [98] developed a theory for reconstructing arbitrarily-
shaped scenes from arbitrarily-positioned cameras by formulating shape recovery
as a constraint satisfaction problem. They showed that any set of photographs of
a rigid scene defines a collection of picture constraints that are satisfied by every
scene projecting to those photographs. They characterized the set of all 3D shapes
that satisfy these constraints and designed a practical reconstruction algorithm,
called Space Carving, based on the underlying theory. Furthermore, they showed
how to use the Space Carving algorithm to compute, from N photographs of an
unknown scene, a maximal shape that encloses the set of all photo-consistent
reconstructions, the photo hull.
The key step of the Space Carving algorithm is the photo-consistency test to
determine whether or not a voxel should be removed. Three definitions about
photo-consistency are given in [98], they are Point Photo-Consistency, Shape-
Radiance Photo-Consistency and Shape Photo-Consistency.
Definition (Point Photo-Consistency). Let V be an arbitrary subset of R3. A
point P ∈ V that is visible from C is photo-consistent with the photograph at C if
(1) P does not project to a background pixel, and (2) the color at P’s projection
is equal to radPC (the radiance from P to C). If P is not visible from C, it is
trivially photo-consistent with the photograph at C.
Definition (Shape-Radiance Photo-Consistency). A shape-radiance scene de-
scription is photo-consistent with the photograph at C if all points visible from C
are photo-consistent and every non-background pixel is the projection of a point
in the shape.
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Figure 2.3: Color consistency check. On the left, Cameras C1 and C2 see consistent
colors at a point on the surface but this point are occluded from camera C3. On the
right, cameras C4 and C5 see the inconsistent colors at a point not on the surface.
Definition (Shape Photo-Consistency). A shape V is photo-consistent with a
set of photographs if there is an assignment of radiance functions to the visible
points of V that makes the resulting shape-radiance description photo-consistent
with all photographs.
Generally speaking, with respect to a group of N photographs, more than one
shapes will be photo-consistent with them. Is there a member in this class which
subsumes all the other members in this class? The answer is given by the Photo
Hull Theorem in [98] as follows:
Theorem 2.2.1 (Photo Hull Theorem). Let V be an arbitrary subset of R3. If
V? is the union of all photo-consistent shapes in V, and then every point on the
surface of V? is photo-consistent. V? is called the photo hull. If it is closed, it is
a photo-consistent shape.
The theorem explicitly expresses the relation between the photo hull and all
other possible 3D photo-consistent shapes with respect to a group of photographs:
the theorem guarantees that every such photo-consistent shape is a subset of the
photo hull.
The algorithm of Space Carving, which has been proven correct, provides a
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way to calculate the photo hulls [98]. Given an initial volume V that contains
the scene, the algorithm proceeds by iteratively removing portions of that volume
until it converges to the photo hull, V?. 3D reconstruction based on photoconsis-
tency requires camera parameters for each used view and a model for the object
surface reflectance. Furthermore, a very important issue in this method is the cri-
terion for consistency check. Most of the consistency criteria require a threshold
from the user. Shape from photoconsistency methods often use the color consis-
tency constraint, which is introduced by Seitz et al [145], to distinguish object
surface voxels from other voxels. In addition, the voxel visibility problem has to
be well addressed since the color consistency check for a voxel requires the set of
images from which the voxel is visible. See Figure 2.3 as an example.
There are many variants of Space Carving [14, 47, 56, 97, 139, 151, 191]. Zeng
et al. [191] introduce a local prior as a new interpretation of the smoothness
assumption. This new prior leads to an effective implementation which combines
advantages of space carving and graph cuts. Kutulakos [97] proposed a new
multiview reconstruction algorithm, approximate N-view stereo, which is robust
to noise and inaccurate calibration. A probabilistic framework to infer the photo
hull distribution from a group of photos is introduced by Bhotika et al. in [14].
2.2.4 Volumetric Graph Cuts
One major limitation of the photo hull reconstruction methods is that a reg-
ularization is not enforced and reconstructions are often noisy. But in energy
minimization formulations it is easy to incorporate a regularization term. Since
the theory of graph cuts was first applied in computer vision in the paper by Greig
et al. [71], many powerful energy minimization algorithms have been developed
based on graph cuts [23, 25, 26, 83, 84, 95, 106, 138, 178].
Given a weighted graph with two distinguished terminal vertices called the
source S and sink T , vertices can be partitioned into two disjoint sets, each of
18
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(a) Original image (b) Segmentation results
(c) Graph built on the image (d) Minimum cut
Figure 2.4: An example of 2D segmentation with graph cuts. The cost of each edge
is reflected by the edge’s thickness.
which has the source S and sink T as a member. Each such partition is a cut of
the weighted graph. The cost of the cut is the sum of the weights of the edges
that join vertices that have been assigned to different sets. The minimum cut
problem is to find the cut with the smallest cost. Due to the theorem given by
Ford and Fulkerson [54], this problem can be solved by computing the maximum
flow between the terminals in low-order polynomial time. In practice, the running
time can be reduced to nearly linear for graphs with many short paths between
the source and the sink [96]. A simple 2D segmentation example of graph cuts is
shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.5: Surface geometry and flow graph construction. Left: a 2D slice of the
volume showing the relative locations of the base surface Sbase, the inside boundary
surface Sin and the scene surface Smin which represents the minimum cut in the flow
graph. The region between Sbase and Sin is represented with Ω. Right: two voxels in
Ω and the corresponding nodes in the graph. Each voxel is connected to its neighbors
and the source.
Based on the Riemannian minimal surface idea given in [24], Vogiatzis et
al. [178, 179] provide a novel formulation for the multiview scene reconstruction
problem, which combines a volumetric scene representation and a computation-
ally tractable global optimization using graph cuts. To handle the occlusion and
define connections to the source and sink, a base surface is used in the formulation
in [178]. A choice for the base surface is the visual hull of the scene, which can not
only be used to infer the occlusions but also to approximate the topology of the
scene. In addition, an inner boundary surface is defined based on the base sur-
face and a signed distance function that guarantees that the minimal surface lies
between the base and the inner boundary surfaces. The relationship of the base,
the inner boundary and the minimal surfaces is shown by a 2D slice of the space
in Figure 2.5 (left). In this formulation, the graph vertices consist of all voxels
whose center are between the base and inner boundary surfaces. The weight of
the edge joining the two corresponding vertices on the graph is defined based on
a photo-consistency measure and the size of the voxels. The configuration of the
graph is shown in Figure 2.5 (right).
Although the potential of graph cuts is attractive to many researchers, there
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are some shortcomings coming along with these techniques. Firstly, the globality
of the solution obtained from graph cuts is only in a discrete sense and the metri-
cation errors can not be avoided. Although such inaccuracies can be alleviated by
increasing the space resolution, a finer space resolution can increase the computa-
tion load dramatically. Secondly, it is not practical to build huge graph structures
since this entails considerable memory requirements. The possible remedy of us-
ing an adaptive multi-resolution scheme can not give any guarantee about the
globality of the computed solution.
2.3 Reconstruction Based on Surface Evolution
Surface evolution is a technique used in many application domains such as mate-
rial science, fluid mechanics and combustion. It is also a popular tool in computer
vision. Numerous surface deformation schemes have been proposed over the last
decades [49, 51, 52, 64, 136, 190]. They roughly fall into two main categories
depending on the representation which is considered for surfaces: Lagrangian or
Eulerian.
2.3.1 Lagrangian vs. Eulerian Surface Deformations
In Lagrangian methods, the surfaces are represented explicitly when they are de-
formed over time. There are numerous advantages in such representations, such
as adaptive resolution, compact representation and the ability to handle non-
geometric properties over the surface. But at the same time, there are two serious
issues when an explicitly represented surface is evolved, namely self-intersections
and topology changes, which make them difficult to use in many practical scenar-
ios. Many efforts have been devoted to tackle these two issues. McInerney and
Terzopoulos [119] introduced topology adaptive deformable curves and meshes,
but this method is only suitable for certain motions of the surfaces. Pons and
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Boissonat [135] proposed a method to evolve the mesh based on a restricted
3D Delaunay triangulation, but this method needs a strong assumption, i.e., the
input mesh is sufficiently dense such that the Delaunay triangulation will not con-
siderably change its layout. Some methods merge two surface boundaries when
they are facing each other and closer than a threshold and split surface bound-
aries when they are back to back to each other [100], but in these methods the
merges and splits are done in a heuristic sense. It is not easy to build a principle
to fulfill this procedure. As a consequence, the Lagrangian methods are often
neglected in favor of implicit representations which provide practical solutions to
such issues.
Eulerian methods formulate the evolution problem as time variation over sam-
pled spaces, most typically fixed grids. In such a formulation, the interface, which
is a curve in 2D and a surface in 3D, is embedded in a higher dimensional space
and represented implicitly. Two groups of the most successful methods in this
category are the volume tracking methods [48, 129] and the level set methods
[4, 52, 131, 132].
The volume tracking methods were introduced in the early 1970s [41, 129].
The basic idea of the volume tracking methods is similar to each other. That
is for each cell in a grid (usually fixed), a value is assigned to it based on the
fraction of that cell containing the material inside the interface. As given in
Figure 2.6, the interface is a closed curve. A value of unity is assigned to those
cells completely inside this curve, a value of zero to those completely outside, and
a fraction between 0 and 1 to those cells that straddle the interface, based on the
amount of the cell inside of the front. Then the interface is constructed solely
based on these “cell fractions”.
The difference between these methods lies in which geometry is chosen to
reconstruct the interface. For example, DeBar’s method [41] uses a piecewise
linear approximation and more elaborate reconstruction techniques use pitched
slopes and curved surfaces [35, 82, 101]. The resulting accuracy depends on the
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(a) The grids and the interface (b) The fractions for each cell
Figure 2.6: Volume-of-fluid method. A value is assigned to each cell in the grid based
on the amount of the cell inside the interface. For example, a cell is assigned 1 if it is
completely inside of the interface and 0 if it is completely outside. A fraction between
0 and 1 will be assigned to those cells that straddle the interface.
sophistication of the reconstruction and the “advection sweeps” which advance
the material.
The volume tracking methods avoid some problems happening in Lagrangian
methods such as topological change and Lagrangian time step. They are quite
powerful. However there are some drawbacks: first, since the results are notice-
ably dependent on the underlying orientation of the grid, it is problematic to
evolve under complex speed functions, especially in the presence of directional
velocity fields. Second, since the approximation to the front through volume
fractions is relatively crude, the techniques are inaccurate, and so are estimates
of the intrinsic geometric properties, such as curvature and normal direction.
Conversely, in level set methods, the level set equations can be accurately ap-
proximated by computational schemes which exploit techniques borrowed from
the numerical solutions of hyperbolic conservation laws. More complex speed
functions, such as those including curvature, are naturally framed in level set
problems. The intrinsic geometric properties, such as the normal vector and the
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curvature at a point of the front, can be easily determined. So with the develop-
ment of level set methods, they are getting more and more popular in computer
vision community. The details of these methods will be described in Chapter 4.
2.3.2 Variational Methods in Multiview Stereo
2.3.2.1 Variational Principles and the Euler-Lagrange Equation
Calculus of variations [87] is a field of mathematics that deals with functionals,
as opposed to ordinary calculus which deals with functions. A functional is a
real-valued function on a vector space, usually of functions. In practice, a func-
tional involved in calculus of variations is built according to a certain variational
principle for solving some physics problems. For example, to answer this ques-
tion: What is the shape of a chain suspended at both ends? The functional built
for solving this problem is based on the variational principle that the shape must
minimize the gravitational potential energy.
The final purpose of solving a problem of calculus of variations is to find
the extremal functions that make the functional attain a maximum or minimum
value - or stationary functions - those where the rate of change of the functional
is precisely zero. To fulfill this purpose, the key result to use in Calculus of
Variations is the Euler-Lagrange equation, which is a differential equation whose
solutions are the functions for which a given functional is stationary. The Euler-
Lagrange equation is built upon two fundamental theorems:
Theorem 2.3.1 Let the real-valued functional φ have a Gateaux differential δφ(x; a)
on a vector space X. A necessary condition for φ to have an extreme at x0 ∈ X
is that δφ(x0; a) = 0 for all a ∈ X, where Gateaux differential δf(x; a) is defined
as: δφ(x; a) = limα→0 1α [φ(x + αa)− φ(x)] and α is an arbitrary number.
Theorem 2.3.2 If ϕ(t) is continuous on [t1, t2] and
∫ t2
t1
ϕ(t)ψ(t)dt = 0 for every
ψ ∈ D[t1, t2] with ψ(t1) = ψ(t2) = 0, then ϕ(t) ≡ 0 on [t1, t2], where D[t1, t2] is
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the set of all real-valued functions defined on [t1, t2].
Based on the above two theorems, the Euler-Lagrange equation can be derived.
For example, to minimize the energy with the following form (single function of
several variables):
E(φ) =
∫
Ω
Φ(x1, · · · , xn, φ, φx1 , · · · , φxn)dx (2.1)
where x = (x1, x2, · · · , xn)T , φ = φ(x1, x2, · · · , xn), φxi = ∂φ∂xi and Ω is a region in
n-dimensional space.
The corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation has the following form:
∂Φ
∂φ
− Σni=1
∂
∂xi
∂Φ
∂φxi
= 0 (2.2)
The Euler-Lagrange equation has different forms based on the numbers of the
involved functions and variables, such as, the Euler-Lagrange equation of single
function of single variable and the Euler-Lagrange equation of several function
of several variables. The Euler-Lagrange equation can be used according to the
following theorem:
Theorem 2.3.3 If Functional (2.1) attains its extreme when φ = φ0(x), then
φ = φ0(x) must satisfy Equation (2.2).
A derivation of the Euler-Lagrange equation of single function of single vari-
able is given in Appendix A.
2.3.2.2 3-D Scene Reconstruction Based on Variational Principles
A set of images can be thought of as defining a set of constraints on a 3D scene
geometry and radiance or reflection. To reconstruct this 3D scene, a valid 3D
scene model that is projected using the camera matrices associated with the input
images should produce synthetic images that are the same as the corresponding
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real input images. With this variational principle and its variants, many 3D scene
reconstruction techniques have been proposed [38, 49, 52, 60, 89, 93, 109, 136,
154, 187]. Some formulations only use texture to infer the 3D shape like [52],
some methods combine the informations of texture and contours to reconstruct
the 3D geometry such as [38, 49] and some methods formulate the variational
frameworks based on the segmentation of the 2D images or the 3D volumes like
[93, 154].
Faugeras and Keriven [52] proposed four variational formulations with increas-
ing complexity of the object model and the matching functional for 3D shape
reconstruction. The final one which was used to compute the results displayed in
this paper is given in the following form:
Ψ4(S,N) =
∫ ∫
Φ4(S,N, v, w)dσ, where Φ4 = −Σni,j=1,i 6=j
〈Ii, Ij〉
|Ii| · |Ij|
〈Ii, Ij〉 = 1
4pq
∫ +p
−p
∫ +q
−q
[Ii(mi +m)− I¯i(mi)] ·
{
Ij[H(mj +m)]− I¯j(mj)
}
dm
+
1
4pq
∫ +p
−p
∫ +q
−q
{
Ii[H
−1(mi +m′)]− I¯i(mi)
} · [Ij(mi +m′)− I¯j(mj)]dm′,
|Ii|2 = 〈Ii, Ii〉, dσ = |Sv × Sw|dvdw. (2.3)
Here, S is the object surface embedded in a 3D volume and parameterized by
v and w. N is the inner unit normal to the surface. H is the homography
introduced by the tangent plane at a point on the surface. It can be seen that
only texture is included in this formulation.
The energy formulation given by Esteban and Schmitt in [49] has the following
form:
E(S) = Etex(S) + Esil(S) + Eint(S) (2.4)
Here, Etex(S) includes the information from the texture, Esil(S) contains the
information from silhouettes and Eint(S) is a smoothing term. In this formulation,
the information from texture and contours are all taken into account.
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The variational formulation allows to combine a data fidelity criterion on
the unknown surface with desired regularization term, thus achieving a consid-
erable increase in robustness to image noise. But this combination is also a two
edged sword because it is difficult to adjust the regularization behavior [154].
In addition, for many variational formulations, the empty set is always a global
minimum and the evolutions are easily trapped on local minima, which make the
initialization crucial. Kolev et al. [93] proposed a continuous global optimization
framework. This formulation not only contains the usual data fidelity and reg-
ularization terms but also includes a convex penalizer which makes it a convex
formulation. The energy model proposed in [93] has the following form:
E(φ) =
∫
V
(ρbck(x)− ρobj(x))φ(x) + νρ(x)|∇φ|+ αθ(φ(x))dx (2.5)
where V is the volume containing the scene to be reconstructed. V is divided
into two parts ΩSobj and Ω
S
bck denoting the interior and the exterior with respect
to a surface S. φ : V → {0, 1} is the characteristic function which represent the
surfaces implicitly. ρ(x) ∈ [0, 1] denotes the probability of a voxel lying on the
surface. ρobj(x), ρbck(x) ∈ [0, 1] describe the probabilities of a point x belonging
to ΩSobj and Ω
S
bck. θ(φ) = max{0, 2|φ − 12 | − 1} is a convex penalizer. For a
sufficiently large α, it can enforce φ to stay in the interval [0, 1].
Although this formulation is convex, it is based on the assumption that the
visibilities to each view have been obtained. On the other hand, the visibilities
are approximated based on the visual hull which limits its application.
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2.4 Reconstruction Based on Merging
Depth Maps
Usually a range image generated from an active vision technique or the depth
maps of a view computed in a passive vision technique can not cover the full
surfaces of the objects in a scene. The integration of multiple range images or
depth maps of multiple views is necessary to obtain a full reconstruction. Many
methods have been proposed on surface fusion for the data produced by range
finders and depth maps merging for the depth maps computed from the images
generated by passive sensors [40, 81, 156, 174, 183].
2.4.1 Fusion of Surfaces Produced by Range Finders
Surface fusion has received considerable attention in the literature for data pro-
duced by range finders, where the noise level and the fraction of outliers is typi-
cally lower than what is encountered by using passive sensors.
Turk and Levoy [174] proposed a method for combining a collection of range
images into a single polygonal mesh that completely describes an object to the
extent that it is visible from the outside. They align the meshes and zip together
adjacent ones to form a continuous surface that correctly captures the topology
of the object and then generate a consensus surface geometry by computing local
weighted averages of surface positions on all meshes. Soucy and Laurendeau [156]
introduced a similar algorithm in which the integrated surface model is piecewise
estimated by a set of triangulations modeling each canonical subset of the Venn
diagram of the set of range views. The local models are connected by constrained
Delaunay triangulations and then yielding a non-redundant surface triangulation
describing all surface elements sampled by the set of range views. A different
approach was proposed by Curless and Levoy [40] who employ a volumetric rep-
resentation of the space and compute signed distance functions from the depth
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estimates. The signed distance functions are cumulated into a single one which
represents the surface implicitly. Hilton et al. [81] presented a reliable range
image integration algorithm based on an implicit surface representation which
explicitly takes into account boundaries and holes.
Figure 2.7: The camera configuration in a conventional stereo rig.
2.4.2 Stereo Reconstruction
Stereo reconstruction is one of the most common techniques for inferring scene
geometry from two images with different viewpoints. It dates back to the 1970’s
when Marr and Poggio [114] attempted to solve the stereo problem based on
human-stereopsis. In a conventional binocular stereo rig, the two cameras have
the same intrinsic parameters and the two optical axes are parallel to each other
and the two image planes lie in the same plane (see Figure 2.7). In this camera
configuration, if a 3D point P can be seen by both cameras, the images of this
point will be registered in the same row and the only difference between the
locations of the pixels is in the horizontal location. The relationship between a
pixel (x,y) in reference image and the corresponding pixel (x′, y′) in the matching
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image is then given by
x′ = x+ d(x, y), y′ = y (2.6)
where d(x, y) is the disparity at pixel (x, y), which is defined as the displacement
of the corresponding pixels in the two images.
If the two cameras used in the stereo vision have a more general configuration,
the disparities are found along the epipolar lines. In practice, in many stereo re-
construction methods, the images are preprocessed with some image rectification
algorithms [9, 63] before building the correspondences between these two images.
As a result, the searching for building the correspondence between images is still
performed along a horizontal line.
Given B the length of the stereo baseline, F the focal length of the cameras
and d the disparity between the images of the point, the conventional stereo vision
determines the depth z of a 3D point P with the following formula:
z =
BF
d
(2.7)
In fact, the central problem in stereo reconstruction is the stereo correspon-
dence. A lot of work has been devoted here. Early algorithms on stereo vision
match sparse image features especially edge features [8, 10, 114, 130]. Edge
matching is useful because the edges detected in an image describe important
geometry of the scene. But if the correspondences are only built between the
sparse image features, a problem arising is that how to fill the gaps between the
features? Some assumptions such as continuity can be used to do it, but these
assumptions are only valid in specific situations. In contrast to feature matching
in stereo vision, the dense matching methods try to find a correspondence be-
tween every pixel in the stereo images [16, 17, 51, 88]. Kanade and Okutomi [88]
proposed a stereo matching algorithm with an adaptive window. An appropriate
window is selected by evaluating the local variation of the intensity and disparity
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to guarantee including enough intensity variation for matching and to avoid the
effects of projective distortion. Window-base methods are usually called local
methods because they attempt to optimize each point separately by aggregating
the cost within the window. On the other hand global techniques in stereo vision
[17, 18, 26, 57, 141, 141] typically compute disparity values for every point and
then minimize an energy function based on the costs for every point along with
a smoothness term.
E(d) = Edata(d) + λEsmooth(d) (2.8)
where Edata(d) measures how well the disparity function d agrees with the input
image pair and Esmooth(d) encodes the smoothness assumptions made by the
algorithm.
An exhaustive comparison between different stereo algorithms and experiment
evaluations is given in [142].
2.4.3 Fusion of Depth Maps Computed from Images
Among the first approaches to fuse depth maps computed from passive data was
that of Fua [58] where he adopted a particle based representation. The positions
and orientations of the particles are initialized from the depth estimates and then
refined by minimizing an image-based objective function. Spurious particles are
eliminated and those that appear to belong to the same global surfaces are clus-
tered. Koch et al. [91] proposed an automatic 3D surface modeling system that
extracts dense metric 3D surface from an uncalibrated video sequence. First the
dense correspondence maps are computed between adjacent image pairs and then
all possible image point correspondences over the image sequence are linked by a
linking algorithm. The position of the point is updated using the wider baseline,
reducing the sensitivity to noise. Koch et al. [92] also presented a volumetric
approach for fusion. Given depth maps for all images, the depth estimates for all
pixels are projected in the voxelized 3D space. Each depth estimate votes for a
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voxel probabilistically and the surfaces are extracted by thresholding. Hernandez
et al. [79] compute the probability that a point in a volumetric grid is visible
from depth maps and segment the volume into foreground and background using
graph cuts. Goesele et al. [65] presented a two-stage approach which computes
the depth maps for each reference view and then merges depth maps into a sin-
gle one to extract the surface. In the first step, normalized cross-correlation is
computed for each depth estimate between the reference view and several tar-
get views. The depth estimates are rejected if the cross-correlation is not large
enough for at least two target views. The remaining depth estimates are used
for surface reconstruction using the technique of [40]. Because of the noise of the
input images, the depth estimates are frequently rejected in the first step leading
to many holes in the final reconstruction.
2.5 Image Features and Region Growing Meth-
ods
Image matching is a fundamental aspect of many problems in computer vision,
including 3D model reconstruction, object recognition, motion tracking, image
alignment, camera self-calibration and so on. Among all kinds of image matching
methods, such as histogram-based image matching, region-based image matching,
feature point matching is the most popular one. A lot of work has been devoted
to feature detecting and matching [113, 123, 144, 193]. But feature matching
techniques usually yield only a sparse set of matching features, which could be
sufficient for applications like camera self-calibration or object recognition. But
for reconstructing a dense 3D model of a scene, they are usually not enough. Some
3D reconstruction techniques use matching features as a constraint [158] and some
use them to initialize the shape and obtain the final reconstruction by combining
other algorithms [99, 161]. There is a group of methods which regard the matching
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features as seed points(regions) and repeatedly expand them to nearby pixel or
surfels(surface elements) to reconstruct a dense surface. This group of methods
is usually called “region growing methods” which are summarized in this section.
2.5.1 Image Features
A local feature of an image is an image pattern which differs from its immediate
neighborhood. Image features usually include the following four different types:
the edges, the corners(interest points), the blobs(region of interest points) and
the ridges.
There is not a universal definition of what constitutes an image feature and
the exact definition often depends on the problem, the methods used for detecting
the features or the type of applications. For example, if a search-based method
is used to detect edges in an image, then the edges can be defined as the pixel
with their gradient magnitude larger than a threshold. On the other hand, if a
zero-crossing based method is used to detect edges, then the edges can be defined
as the pixels where zero-crossings happen in a second-order derivative expression.
Many methods have been proposed to detect the image features which can
be divided into a few categories, contour curvature based methods, model-based
methods, multi-scale methods, intensity based methods and so on. A very good
survey is given in [175]. Here we just mention a few important ones. Beaudet
[13] proposed a Hassian-based detector which explores the Hessian matrix of
the intensity surface. The determinant of this matrix reaches a maximum for
blob-like structures in the image. This method has been extended by Dreschler
and Nagel in [45] and Zuniga and Haralick in [197], where the feature points
are located at the zeros crossing of a curve joining local extrema of the Hessian
determinant around a corner. Similar ideas were proposed in [50, 149]. The Harris
detector [75] has been a popular interest point detector for decades. The Harris
detector computes the locally averaged moment matrix obtained from the image
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gradients and then combines the eigenvalues of the moment matrix to compute
a corner “strength”, of which the maximum values indicate the corner positions.
Compared with the Moravec detector [122], the Harris detector is a more desirable
one in terms of detection and repeatability rate. Despite the high computational
cost, the algorithm is widely used in practice. Harris detector has been extended
in numerous papers [143, 195]. A new popular interest point detector called
the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) was proposed by Lowe [112]. In
this algorithm, a scale-space pyramid was built using the Difference-of-Gaussian
function. The local 3D extrema in the pyramid representation determine the
localization and the scale of the interest points.
2.5.2 Region Growing Methods
There are several methods in the literature which reconstruct the 3D models from
2D images based on region growing [61, 73, 110, 133, 194]. Compared with others,
the algorithms proposed in [61] and [73] achieve much better reconstruction. Here
I just give a brief explanation and comparison of the two more recent ones [61]
and [73].
In the algorithm proposed in [73], first a set of surface elements (surfels) are
computed in the form of planar disks with the technique proposed in [72]. In
this technique, scene planes are denoted by the four parameters NT=(n0, n1, n2,
d) with NTP=0 for all scene points P lying on N. Here P is represented in
homogeneous coordinates. For a set of pixels in Ω in the reference image, the
corresponding pixels in any comparison image are calculated by a homography
introduced by N. Start from an initial estimate of the plane parameters N˜, the
correct plane parameters N are computed by a fitting algorithm. Concretely
they are computed by iteratively minimizing a sum of square differences (SSD)
objective function of the intensities of the pixels in Ω and the associated ones
in the comparison images. After the seed disks are generated, they are used to
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initiate the surface reconstruction process on any not yet recovered part of the
scene. The disks that are used to approximate the unknown surface of a scene can
be divided into two groups: active or inactive. A disk is called inactive either if its
geodesic neighborhood on the surface is completely covered with disks or if it is
not possible to smoothly expand the recovered region at this particular position.
Otherwise a disk is called active. The main idea of the surface growing approach
is to add new disks to complete the neighborhood of active disks followed by
a correcting step of the plane parameters using the fitting algorithm mentioned
above, and then the recovered region is iteratively expanded by growing further
disks in tangential direction until a disk rotates by more than a threshold during
the fitting step.
The region growing algorithm proposed in [61] has a reconstruction procedure
of 3 steps: matching, expansion and filtering. In the matching step, first, the
corners and blob features are detected in each image using Harris and Difference-
of-Gaussian operators and then they are matched across multiple images to re-
construct a sparse set of patches. In the second step, new neighbors are added
to existing patches until they cover the surface visible in the corresponding view.
In the last step, two filtering procedures are applied to the reconstructed patches
to further enforce visibility consistency and remove erroneous matches.
There are two main differences between these two algorithms. First, in the
algorithm proposed in [61] the initial patches (which are called seed disks in
[73]) are generated based on the matching of features which are detected by
Harris and Difference-of-Gaussian operators. Unlike that in [73] where the fitting
algorithm is based on the matching of an unconstrained homography H with 8
degrees of freedom using the technique in [11]. There are no features detected and
exploited in [73]. The second difference is the including of the filtering step and
the repetition of the second and third steps in the procedure in [61]. In [73], there
is no guarantee that the plane fitting does not get stuck in a local minimum and
the seed disk hence does not lie on the scene surface. Further mechanisms have
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to be employed to detect such cases. In [61], the initial patches are built upon the
matching of features, the initialization of the patch parameters can be closer to
the corrected ones than that of the seed disks in [73]. So the convergence of the
fitting algorithm in [61] can work better. What is more, because of the including
of the filtering step and repetitively using of the filtering step, the algorithm
proposed in [61] can tolerate more erroneous patches generated in the first step
and obtain better results in terms of accuracy and completeness than those in
[73].
2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, a review on the methods for dense shape reconstruction by multi-
view stereo is given. They are divided into four classes: voxel-based 3D volumetric
approaches, partial differential equations (PDEs) based surface evolution meth-
ods, the algorithms that compute and merge depth maps and the techniques to
reconstruct the 3D surfaces by region growing. Our work of solving multiview
stereo with a large baseline can be seen as a combination of the first three classes.
In our work we employ the volumetric data representation. Because we use level
sets to represent the surface, with volumetric data representation it is easier to
embed the level set into a four-dimensional space. In our work, the depth maps
for each pixel is generated by photoconsistency measuring as done in the Space
Carving algorithm. Then the visibility functions are built based on the depth
maps. Although we do not do the depth maps merging in our work, we need to
integrate the visibility functions of each central view into a global visibility func-
tion with a scheme of visibility voting. This step is different to the depth maps
merging but they fulfill the same task of integrating the part surface reconstruc-
tions into a full surface reconstruction. In our work, the surface reconstruction
problem is formulated as a energy minimization problem. Starting from a ini-
tialization, the final surface is obtained by evolving the initial surface by some
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partial differential equations. In this step, we mimic the ideas of the second class
into our work. The only class of methods which are not connected very close to
our work are the methods based on image growing. But there are at least two
reason to include them here: first, feature extraction and matching are important
topics in computer vision and many efforts have been devoted on them. The cor-
responding algorithms have been used extensively. Second, we include this class
of methods here for the completeness of the review.
All the methods reviewed in this chapter achieve 3D shape reconstruction
based on the information of 2D images. To understand how a 2D image is cap-
tured by a imaging device is important to fulfill the reconstruction task. The
image formation procedure will be presented in the next chapter.
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Image Formation
3.1 Introduction
Computer vision is the science and technology of machines that extract informa-
tion from images for recovering a description of the scene in space. It is, in some
ways, solving the inverse problem of image formation which studies how a scene
gives rise to images. Therefore, it is necessary to get familiar with the image
formation process before designing computer vision algorithms.
There are two parts of the image formation process. The first part is the
geometry of the image formation which determines where in the image plane the
projection of a point in the scene will be located. The second part is the physics of
light which determines the brightness of a point in the image plane based on the
illumination condition, surface properties and the characteristics of the imaging
system.
To give a clear explanation of the image formation process, we start this
chapter with the light trajectory in image formation process and which is then
followed by the pinhole camera model and the finite aperture camera models. Af-
ter this, the image formation procedure is described from an algebraic viewpoint
by giving the projection matrix in homogeneous coordinates. This chapter will
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Figure 3.1: The light trajectory in the image formation process. In this figure, P is a
point on the surface and
−−→
PN is the normal vector of the surface at point P. A ray starts
from an illumination source and hits the scene surface at point P with incident angle
θi. This ray will be reflected along different directions and some of them will reach the
imaging device. The irradiance measured by the imaging device along certain direction
can be computed with the corresponding bi-directional reflectance distribution function.
be terminated by a brief explanation of camera calibration.
3.2 The light trajectory in Image Formation
As is mentioned in Section 3.1, the physics of light is part of the image formation
process. It is necessary to understand how the light emitted from an illumination
source is reflected by an object surface and how it is measured by an imaging
device. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
In Figure 3.1, a point light source is used. In general, the geometric shape of
a light can also be a line or a patch with finite area. An orthogonal coordinate
system in 3D is attached to the surface point P, which has the z-axis and xy-
plane coinciding with the surface normal
−−→
PN and the tangent plane of the surface
at point P respectively. The direction of a light ray can be represented by two
angles, the angle between the light ray and the surface normal and the angle
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between the projection of the light ray on the xy-plane and the x-axis, such as
(θi, φi) and (θo, φo) in Figure 3.1.
The amount of light can be measured with radiance. Here we adopt the
definition of radiance given in [148].
Definition (Radiance). Radiance measures the amount of energy traveling at
some point in a specified direction, per unit time, per unit area perpendicular to
the direction of travel, per unit solid angle.
In the above definition, the notion of solid angle can be defined as
Definition (Solid angle). The solid angle of a cone of a certain direction is the
area cut out by the cone on the unit sphere.
For most materials in practice, the proportion of a coming light reflected
by their surface in a certain direction can be expressed by the bi-directional re-
flectance distribution function (BRDF) βP (θi, φi, θo, φo) [77, 115, 126, 140, 180].
This is a function of two directions, the direction of the incident ray and the the
direction of the outgoing ray. For an outgoing light direction (θo, φo), the radiance
at the point P is given by the integration of BRDF against all incident directions
(θi, φi)
ρP (θo, φo) =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
2
0
βP (θi, φi, θo, φo)LP (θi, φi)cosθisinθidθidφi (3.1)
where LP (θi, φi) is the radiance of the incident light ray at point P coming from
direction (θi, φi).
There are certain materials whose BRDFs do not depend on the outgoing
direction, i.e., the BRDF is constant between any incident and outgoing direction
pair at each surface point. The surfaces of this kind of materials are called
Lambertian surface. A Lambertian surface is one of the fundamental assumptions
for most well-studied vision problems. Its usage will be seen in Chapter 6. For
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a Lambertian surface point P with constant BRDF βP the radiance along any
direction is the same as
ρP =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
2
0
βPLP (θi, φi)cosθisinθidθidφi (3.2)
The last stop of the light trajectory in image formation process is an imaging
device, which measures how much light is received by its sensor. In radiometry,
the term irradiance is used to describe the amount of light incident on a surface.
It is defined in [148] as
Definition (Irradiance). Irradiance measures incident light power per unit area.
A typical imaging device is the camera. Some camera models will be described
in the following sections.
3.3 Pinhole Camera Model
The pinhole camera is the simplest geometric model of a device to form an image
of a 3D scene on a 2D surface with a single small aperture, effectively a box with
a small hole on one side. Light from a scene passes through this single point and
projects an inverted image on the opposite side of the box (Figure 3.2).
3.3.1 Pinhole Camera Geometry
From the schematic of the pinhole optical system illustrated in Figure 3.2, it can
be seen that all the optical rays falling onto the image plane are passing through
the small aperture. Since the aperture is assumed very small in the ideal pinhole
camera model, it can be described by a point C, which is called the projection
center or the optical center of the camera. Lights go along straight lines, so the
geometric relationship between a 3D point P and its projection p on the image
plane can be derived. To describe this relationship, a reference frame for a camera,
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Figure 3.2: A schematic of the pinhole camera. Light rays from an object pass through
a small hole to form an image.
called camera reference frame, should be set up. A camera reference frame is an
orthogonal coordinate frame attached to the optical center with its z-axis being
the optical axis (the axis passing through the optical center and perpendicular
to the image plane) and x- and y-axes parallel to the image row and column.
The intersection of the optical axis with the image plane is called image center
(Figure 3.3). The distance from the optical center to the image plane is called
the focal length of the pinhole camera. If the focal length of a pinhole camera is
f then, in the camera reference frame, the image plane coincides with the plane
z = −f . Therefore, for a 3D point P with coordinates (X, Y, Z)T in the camera
reference frame and its projection p with coordinates (x, y,−f)T , the coordinates’
relationship between them is (see left image in Figure 3.3)
x = −f X
Z
y = −f Y
Z
(3.3)
The negative signs can be get rid of by simply flipping the image coordinates
(x, y) → (−x,−y). This is equivalent to placing the image plane in front of the
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Figure 3.3: The geometry of the ideal pinhole camera model. It describes the re-
lationship between a 3D point (X,Y, Z)T and its corresponding 2D projection (x, y)T
onto the image plane (left) and the flipped image plane (right).
optical center at z = f (see the right image in Figure 3.3). Now the relationship
between (X, Y, Z) and (x, y) is
x = f
X
Z
y = f
Y
Z
(3.4)
The pinhole camera model given in this section is an ideal image formation
model. Up to a certain degree, the smaller is the aperture, the sharper is the
image, but the image is dimmer. Usually forming an image with a pinhole camera
needs a long exposure time up to hours and even days. But an extremely small
aperture can produce significant diffraction effects due to the wave properties of
light, resulting in a blurred image. Additionally, vignetting, which is the reduction
of an image’s brightness at the periphery compared to the image center, occurs
as the diameter of the aperture is down to the thickness of the material in which
it is punched. This is because the sides of the aperture obstruct the light entering
at any direction other than the perpendicular ones. For a detailed mathematical
treatment, the readers can refer to [172].
In practice, the aperture must be larger to admit more light. But, on the other
hand, with a wide pinhole, light from a point on the scene surface spreads across
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the image, also leading to blurred images. So to duplicate the pinhole geometry
without experiencing the undesirable aspects of the apertures, a lens or a group
of lenses are placed in the aperture to focus the bundle of rays from each scene
point onto the corresponding point in the image plane. This leads to the camera
models with finite apertures, which will be discussed in the next section.
3.4 Camera Models with Finite Aperture
A pinhole camera would be excellent for imaging except for a few serious limita-
tions as pointed out in the later part of the last section. One of the limitations is
the image resolution. While the geometric optics states that making the pinhole
smaller improves the resolution of the image, this also reduces the amount of
incoming light. In addition, diffraction limits the effectiveness of shrinking the
hole. How to modify a pinhole camera model to admit more light and at the same
time give higher resolution? The answer exists in putting a simple convex lens at
the aperture with the focal length equal to the distance to the image plane. This
allows the hole to be enlarged and at the same time keep the geometry almost
the same as that of a ideal pinhole camera model (Figure 3.4).
In practice, usually a compound lens, which includes a number of optical lens
elements, is used in a camera. The additional elements allow the lens to reduce
various optical aberrations, but the principle of operation remains the same: a
pencil of rays is collected at the entrance pupil and focused down from the exit
pupil onto the image plane. So in this section, a thin lens is used to describe the
image formation process in camera models with finite apertures.
3.4.1 The Thin Lens
As depicted in Figure 3.4, a camera consists of an optical lens and a image plane
which contains an array of sensor elements that measure the amount of light in-
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cident on a particular location on the image plane. In optics, a lens is a device
that alters light propagation direction via diffraction. A thin lens is a lens with a
thickness that is negligible compared to its focal length (i.e., approximately pla-
nar). The thin lens assumption can simplify ray tracing calculations by ignoring
the optical effects coming with the thickness of lenses. The line which coincides
with the axis of rotational symmetry of the lens and is perpendicular to the image
plane is called the optical axis of the camera. The intersection of the optical axis
with the plane of the lens is called optical center. There are a few parameters
in Figure 3.4 that should be specified. f is the focal length of the lens, which
depends on the shape and material of the lens. u is the distance from a point
on the object surface to the lens, called object distance. The light rays emanated
from a surface point P will converge to a point Q after being diffracted by the
lens. The distance from Q to the lens is called image distance represented by v.
The distance from the image plane to the lens, called focus setting, is represented
by vi which could be different from v. Under the assumption of paraxial rays,
the relationship between focal length f , object distance u and image distance v
is given by the thin lens equation [21]. It is a mathematical idealization.
1
u
+
1
v
=
1
f
(3.5)
For a certain point P on the surface of the object, if vi = v, its image is still
a point. But, if vi 6= v, the image of point P will be spread out. Assuming a
circular lens, the energy coming from a point that is not in focus will distributed
within a disc, called the circle of confusion (COC). By similarity of triangles, the
radius of the COC can be computed as
b1 = b2 =
D
2
∣∣∣1− vi
v
∣∣∣ (3.6)
where D is the aperture of the lens. b1 and b2 are the distances as depicted in
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Figure 3.4: The schematic of the camera models with finite apertures. In this figure,
f is the focal length of the lens, u is the object distance, v is the image distance and
vi is the distance from the image plane to the lens. If the lens is a circular one, when
vi 6= v the energy from a point will distribute within a circle and then b1 = b2 is the
radius of the circle.
Figure 3.4. The absolute value in this equation includes the cases where v < vi.
3.4.2 Imaging Models for Cameras with Finite Apertures
In Section 3.4.1, it has been pointed out that when the focus setting vi does not
satisfy the thin lens Equation (3.5) the image of a surface point is no longer a
point but a defocus pattern such as a disc or what it is called a circle of confusion.
The corresponding region of the defocus pattern on the image plane is called the
confusion region. Then the energy radiated from a surface point will be dis-
tributed within the confusion region. The function h, which encodes the energy
distribution within the corresponding confusion region is called point spread func-
tion. Obviously, h depends on the image point p, surface point P = [xT , u(x)]T
with x as a parameterization of the surface. In addition, h also depends on the
focus setting vi. So it is often written as h
vi(p,x) to indicate its dependency on
p, x and vi. Suppose the point source at x emits light with infinitesimal intensity
r(x)dx, then the energy given by the surface point [xT , u(x)]T to the image point
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Figure 3.5: Two examples for point spread function. A smoothed vision of a pillbox
function in 1D (left). A Gaussian function in 1D (right).
p is hvi(p,x)r(x)dx. The image is formed as the combination of the contributions
from each point source. It is common to assume that sources combine linearly, so
the image is simply the sum of the contribution from each source. So the image
model can be written as
I(p) =
∫
R2
hvi(p,x)r(x)dx p ∈ Ω ⊂ R2 (3.7)
where function r : R2 → [0,∞) indicates the energy radiated from the corre-
sponding surface point.
If we assume that the energy coming from a surface point is uniformly dis-
tributed within the corresponding confusion region, then the point spread func-
tion is a pillbox function, which is the indicator function of the confusion region
normalized by its area. Usually this assumption is valid for a large aperture cam-
era. For a relatively small aperture camera, the point spread function is usually
set as a Gaussian. Based on our experimental results, for a small aperture cam-
era, Gaussian is a better choice than pillbox. Because within the confusion region
of the image of a light ray, we can see the center part is obviously brighter than
the boundary. But choosing the pillbox function as the point spread function can
simplify the computation, so when the aperture is large enough and the bright-
ness attenuation from the center to the boundary within a confusion region is not
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significant, a pillbox function is often used. For the stability in numerical scheme,
the pillbox function is often replaced with a regularized version. A regularized
version of a pillbox function in 1D is depicted with the left image in Figure 3.5,
while the right image in this figure shows an example of Gaussian in 1D.
3.5 Camera Projection Matrix
3.5.1 Homogeneous Coordinates
Homogeneous coordinates are an analytical tool most suitable for tackling prob-
lems in projective geometry, playing a role equivalent to the one Cartesian coor-
dinates play to Euclidean geometry [118]. Given a point X in the n-dimensional
space with Cartesian coordinates (X1, X2, . . . , Xn) ∈ Rn, the corresponding ho-
mogeneous coordinates of X are the set of (n+ 1)-tuples {w(X1, X2, . . . , Xn, 1),
∀w ∈ R\{0}}. Conversely, given the homogeneous coordinates of n-dimensional
point X as (X1, X2, . . . , Xn, Xn+1) ∈ Rn+1\{0, 0, . . . , 0)}, the Cartesian coordi-
nates of X (X1, X2, . . . , Xn)/Xn+1, if Xn+1 6= 0. If Xn+1 = 0, the point X is said
to be at infinity in direction (X1, X2, . . . , Xn), and it cannot be represented in
Cartesian coordinates.
3.5.2 The Calibration Matrix of a Perspective Camera
If the world and image points are represented by homogeneous coordinates, then
the pinhole camera model can be easily expressed as linear mapping between
their homogeneous coordinates. In particular, Equation (3.4) can be written in
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homogeneous coordinates in terms of matrix multiplication as
X
Y
Z
1
→

fX
fY
Z
 =

f 0 0 0
0 f 0 0
0 0 1 0


X
Y
Z
1
 (3.8)
The above expression can be written in a more compact form as
x = PX (3.9)
where x is a 3-vector representing the homogeneous coordinates of an image point,
X is a 4-vector representing the homogeneous coordinates of the corresponding
world point in the camera coordinate system and the 3×4 matrix P is the camera
projection matrix.
In (3.8), it is assumed that the origin of coordinates in the image plane is at
the principal point (the intersection of the optical axis and the image plane). In
practice, it is not. See Figure 3.6. Suppose the coordinates of the image center
in the image coordinate system are (u0, v0), then the mapping of a world point in
the camera coordinate system to a image point in the image coordinate system
is
(X, Y, Z)T → (fX/Z + u0, fY/Z + v0)T (3.10)
The above expression can be written conveniently in homogeneous coordinates as
X
Y
Z
1
→

fX + Zu0
fY + Zv0
Z
 =

f 0 u0 0
0 f v0 0
0 0 1 0


X
Y
Z
1
 (3.11)
The pinhole camera model expressed by Equation (3.11) assumes that the
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Figure 3.6: Image coordinate system (xima, yima) and camera coordinate system
(xcam, ycam).
image coordinates are Euclidean coordinates having equal scales in both axial
directions. In the case of CCD cameras, the image coordinates can be measured
in pixels. Since a pixel is not necessarily a square, there is the extra effect of
introducing unequal scale factors in each direction when image coordinates are
measured in pixels. If the number of pixels per unit distance in coordinates are
mx and my in the x and y directions, then the mapping of a 3D point from the
camera coordinates to pixel coordinates can be written as
X
Y
Z
1
→

αxX + Zx0
αyY + Zy0
Z
 =

αx 0 x0 0
0 αy y0 0
0 0 1 0


X
Y
Z
1
 (3.12)
where αx = fmx and αy = fmy represent the focal length of the camera in
terms of pixel dimensions in the x and y direction respectively. (x0, y0) are the
coordinates of the image center in the image coordinate system in terms of pixel
dimensions.
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Figure 3.7: The Euclidean transformation between the world and camera coordinate
frames.
The matrix
K =

αx 0 x0
0 αy y0
0 0 1
 (3.13)
is called the camera calibration matrix. If the lens skew is taken into account, a
skew parameter s should be added into the camera calibration matrix, and the
camera calibration matrix can be written as
K =

αx s x0
0 αy y0
0 0 1
 (3.14)
Now, Equation (3.12) has the concise form
x = K
[
I 0
]
Xcam (3.15)
where Xcam are the homogeneous coordinates of a 3D point in a camera coordinate
frame.
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3.5.3 Camera Rotation and Translation
In the previous section, the mapping is expressed between the camera coordinate
frame and the pixel coordinate frame. In general, especially when taking multiple
images of a scene from different view points, points in space are expressed in
terms of a common Euclidean coordinate frame, which could be different to any
camera coordinate frame. This frame is known as the world coordinate frame. The
camera and world coordinate frames can be related via a rotation and translation
(see Figure 3.7). For a point P with the inhomogeneous coordinates X in the
world coordinate frame and Xcam in the camera coordinate frame respectively,
the relationship between X and Xcam can be written as Xcam = R(X−C), where
C represents the coordinates of the camera center in the world coordinate frame
and R is the rotation matrix representing the orientation of the camera coordinate
frame with respect to the world coordinate frame. In homogeneous coordinates,
this equation can be written as
Xcam =
 R −RC
0 1


X
Y
Z
1
 =
 R −RC
0 1
X (3.16)
Substituting this into Equation (3.15) leads to the formula
x = KR
[
I −C
]
X (3.17)
where X are the homogeneous coordinates of a 3D point in a world coordinate
frame. The parameters contained in K are called intrinsic parameters of a camera
and the parameters contained in R and C are extrinsic parameters of a camera.
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Now the camera projection matrix is
P = KR
[
I −C
]
(3.18)
To fulfill a computer vision task, for a given view captured by a camera, it is
often required that the parameters of the camera are known. This is the problem
of camera calibration, which will be discussed briefly in the next section.
3.6 Camera Calibration in Computer Vision
Camera calibration is the process of determining the values of the extrinsic and
intrinsic parameters of the camera. It is an essential component for the extraction
of precise and reliable 3D metric information from images, especially in 3D re-
construction and recognition, which rely directly on the knowledge of the camera
parameters. Many efforts have been devoted on this topic and there is an exten-
sive body of literature on the calibration of digital cameras [3, 36, 173, 184, 192]
and there are publicly available softwares for camera calibration such as Camera
Calibration Toolbox for Matlab developed by Jean-Yves Bouguet [2].
To tackle the problem of camera calibration, a camera model should be cho-
sen first. Unsurprisingly the pinhole camera model will be used in this chapter
for describing the process of camera calibration. For an ideal pinhole projection
model (without lens distortion), the parameters to be calibrated are the ones con-
tained in the matrices K, R and C included in Equation (3.18). This procedure is
usually implemented by computing the projection matrix first and recovering the
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters from the projection matrix. The basic equa-
tions for calibrating an ideal pinhole projection camera are described in the next
section.
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Figure 3.8: Two examples of camera calibration pattern. A planar calibration target
with checkerboard patterns (left). Two planes at right angle with Tsai grid (right).
3.6.1 Basic Equations in Camera Calibration
The key idea behind camera calibration is to exploit the known coordinates of a
sufficient number of corresponding image and world points to build a system of
projection equations and then solve this system to find the camera parameters.
In order to know the world points’ coordinates, a calibration pattern is usually
used in the camera calibration process. A calibration pattern is a 2D or 3D object
of known geometry and used for generating image features which can be located
accurately. Figure 3.8 gives two examples of camera calibration pattern.
With the help of a calibration pattern, it can be assumed that a number
of point correspondences between 3D points Pi with coordinates (Xi, Yi, Zi) and
their 2D image points qi with coordinates (xi, yi) are known. For an ideal pinhole
camera model, the purpose is to find the camera projection matrix P, given in
Equation (3.18), such that

ωxi
ωyi
ω
 = P

Xi
Yi
ZI
1
 , ω ∈ R\{0}
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that is
xi =
ωxi
ω
=
p11Xi + p12Yi + p13Zi + p14
p31Xi + p32Yi + p33Zi + p34
yi =
ωyi
ω
=
p21Xi + p22Yi + p23Zi + p24
p31Xi + p32Yi + p33Zi + p34
(3.19)
The matrix P is defined up to an arbitrary scale factor and has therefore only 11
independent entries, which can be determined via a homogeneous linear system
AP = 0 (3.20)
If N matches are given, then we have
A =

X1 Y1 Z1 1 0 0 0 0 −x1X1 −x1Y1 −x1Z1 −x1
0 0 0 0 X1 Y1 Z1 1 −y1X1 −y1Y1 −y1Z1 −y1
X2 Y2 Z2 1 0 0 0 0 −x2X2 −x2Y2 −x2Z2 −x2
0 0 0 0 X2 Y2 Z2 1 −y2X2 −y2Y2 −y2Z2 −y2
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
XN YN ZN 1 0 0 0 0 −xNXN −xNYN −xNZN −xN
0 0 0 0 XN YN ZN 1 −yNXN −yNYN −yNZN −yN

and
P = [p11, p12, · · · , p33, p34]T .
The number of matching pairs N can be much larger than twelve, and then
Equation (3.20) is a overdetermined system of linear equations, which can be
solved through least square techniques or SVD (short form for singular value
decomposition).
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Knowing the projection matrices of cameras is sufficient for most computer vi-
sion tasks. But if necessary, it is easy to recover the individual camera parameters
from the projection matrix. See details in [172].
3.6.2 Radial Lens Distortion Modeling
If the radial lens distortion can be neglected, the measured coordinates of the
feature points can be used in the corresponding pairs for solving Equation (3.20).
But for cheap or short focal length lenses, the observed radial distortions can be
significant. For some computer vision applications requiring accurate measure-
ment, they can not be ignored. So there are many camera calibration algorithms
that include the lens radial distortion modeling [42, 78, 107, 173, 182]. Radial
distortion is typically modeled as xc = xd(1 + k1r2d + k2r4d + · · ·)yc = yd(1 + k1r2d + k2r4d + · · ·)
where (xd, yd) are measured coordinates with radial distortion, (xc, yc) are cor-
rected coordinates without distortion and r2d = x
2
d + y
2
d. ki, with i = 1, 2, · · ·
are parameters dealing with lens radial distortion and need to be recovered from
camera calibration. In most cases, the dominant non-linear distortion effect is
second order radial distortion. So in practice, the above expression is truncated
to second order and only k1 need to be calibrated.
To recover the radial distortion parameters of a camera, a combination of
linear and non-linear techniques are usually employed in the camera calibration
procedure. For example, in [78], an algorithm of direct linear transformation
(DLT) is employed to extract the initial estimates of the camera parameters and
then a non-linear least-squares estimation employing the Levenburg-Marquardt
algorithm is applied to refine the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters and compute
the distortion parameters. In [173], a two-stage technique for camera calibration
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is proposed. In the first stage a linear equation system is built based on the radial
alignment constraint for computing some intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. The
rest of the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters are first estimated by ignoring the
lens distortion in the second stage and then the refinement of these parameters
and the computation of distortion parameter are completed by using a standard
optimization scheme such as steepest descent.
3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have a brief review on the basic materials of image formation,
which include the light trajectory in the image formation process, the pinhole and
finite aperture camera models, the projection matrix of a camera and the camera
calibration. All these materials are basic in the field of computer vision but they
are very essential to our work. In solving multiview stereo with a small baseline,
we build our work on an off-axis aperture camera. For this camera, we introduce
an image formation model which combines the stereo and defocus cues in one
imaging device. The image formation model and the closed form computation of
it is one of the major subcontributions of this system. In solving multiview stereo
with a large baseline, to test and evaluate the proposed methods, we generate a
few groups of synthetic data. No matter the introduce of the image formation
model for the off-axis aperture camera or the generation of the synthetic data,
they are all based on a good understanding on the image formation procedure.
Although the camera calibration is not a major task in this work, the real data
involved in the experiments in our work are all calibrated. So we also include a
brief description on camera calibration in this chapter.
Understanding image formation procedure helps us to achieve the task of 3D
shape reconstruction. Another issue we need to deal with before we set out the
work of reconstruction is choosing a proper way to represent the reconstructed
surface. In our work, we use level sets to represent the surfaces and in one of our
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methods the algorithm is formulated in a level set framework. The relevant ma-
terials of level set methods including its advantages for 3D shape reconstruction
are given in the next chapter.
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The Level Set Methods and a
Primer on Surface Evolution
Methods
4.1 Introduction
As discussed in Section 2.3.1, surfaces can be represented explicitly or implicitly.
The level set methods play a very important role in surface evolution where the
surfaces are represented implicitly. Some advantages of the level set methods
are also described in Section 2.3 in the comparison between the Lagrangian and
Eulerian surface deformation methods and between the volume tracking methods
and the level set methods.
The level set methods are a group of formulations for surface evolution prob-
lems based on a particular class of partial differential equations and the corre-
sponding numerical algorithms for solving the involved partial differential equa-
tions. They have been used for tracking the motion of dynamical surfaces in fields
including graphics, image processing, tracking, computational dynamics, mate-
rial science and many others. Rather than an explicit representation in terms of
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curves or surfaces as in Lagrangian approaches, in level set methods an interface
is represented implicitly through a level set function φ(x). The interface itself
is usually the zero isosurface or zero level set φ(x) = 0. Various types of sur-
face motion can be described through the evolution of φ(x) by partial differential
equations.
The Chan-Vese algorithm [31] is an example of application of the level set
methods to segment objects with smooth boundaries in a given image. It is
closely related to the classical Mumford-Shah algorithm [124] but uses a simple
level set framework for its implementation. The original formulation of the Chan-
Vese algorithm focuses on bi-modal images, which consist of two regions, Ωci and
Ωco , of approximately piecewise constant distinct intensity values ci and co [31].
The bi-modal model can be extended to multimodal images [32].
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 presents a brief review of
some fundaments of level set methods. Numerical methods employed in level set
methods are described in Section 4.3. A brief explanation of the marching cubes
algorithm is given in Section 4.4, which is followed by the Chan-Vese algorithm
in Section 4.5. We tested the effects of some parameters in he Chan-Vese algo-
rithm on behavior of the interface and the convergence to the true segmentation
and compared the accuracy of different numerical schemes. The corresponding
experimental results are shown with 2D and 3D segmentations in Section 4.6.
4.2 Level Set Methods
The level set method devised by Osher and Sethian [132] provides a way for
computing and analyzing the motion of an interface under a velocity field which
depends on the position, time, geometry of the interface and external constraints.
One of the advantages of the level set method is that, by embedding the interface
as the zero level set in a higher-dimensional volume, the level set method can per-
form numerical computations involving curves and surfaces on a fixed Cartesian
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grid without having to parameterize these objects (this is the so-called Euclidean
approach). Also, it is easy for the level set method to deal with topological
changes such as splitting a shape into two, developing holes, or the reverse of
these operations. All these make the level set method a popular tool in computer
vision as well as in modeling time-varying objects, like inflation of an airbag, or
a drop of ink diffusing in water.
4.2.1 Level Sets
To get a good understanding of level set methods, it is necessary to have a good
understanding of what level sets are. Let us consider the example function z =
f(x, y) = (x2 + y2)− 4, where x and y are real numbers. The level sets of f(x, y)
are the sets on which the function is constant. Geometrically, a level plane z =
constant will cut through the surface z = f(x, y) on a level set. For example, if
we let plane z = 0 cut through the surface z = f(x, y), the intersection curve is
x2 + y2 = 4. This is the zero level set of the function z = f(x, y). If we let plane
z = 4 cut through the surface z = f(x, y), the projection of the intersection curve
on the ’xy’ plane is x2 + y2 = 8. This is the level set with value 4 of the function
z = f(x, y) (Figure 4.1).
In level set methods, the zero level set is usually used to represent the interface,
but there is nothing special about the zero level set. Indeed any level set can be
translated to the zero level set easily. For example, if we let z = 1 cut through
the surface z = f(x, y), the level set obtained is x2 + y2 = 5, which is exactly the
zero level set of function w = g(x, y) = (x2 + y2)− 5. In general, for any function
φˆ(x) and arbitrary level set φˆ(x) = a for some scalar a ∈ R, it is possible to define
φ(x) = φˆ(x)−a so that the zero level set of φ(x) is identical to the φˆ(x) = a level
set of φˆ(x). It can be seen that the only difference between φˆ(x) and φ(x) is a
scalar translation a, so the function φ and φˆ have the identical partial derivatives
and many other similar properties.
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Figure 4.1: An example of 2D level sets in a 3D space. The red circle is the zero level
set, the green one is the level set with value 2 and the yellow one is the level set with
value 4. See details of the level set function in text.
4.2.2 The Level Set Equation
In level set methods, the surface of interest is embedded implicitly as the zero
level set in a higher-dimensional function φ(x). The problem arising is how to
guarantee that the surface is given by the zero level set of the time-dependent
level set function φ(x) at any time. The answer can be obtained through the
derivation of the level set equation given by Osher and Sethian [132].
In order to derive an equation of the motion of the level set function φ(x)
and match its zero level set with the evolving surface, it is first required that the
level set value of a particle on the surface with path x(t) be zero (t is the time
variable). And hence
φ(x(t), t) = 0,∀t ∈ [0,∞). (4.1)
To find the derivatives with respect to t by the chain rule, we have
φt +∇φ(x(t), t) · ∂x
∂t
= 0. (4.2)
Here, ∇φ is the gradient of φ, ∂x
∂t
=
[
∂x1
∂t
∂x2
∂t
∂x3
∂t
]T
is the velocity of point x.
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Suppose F supplies the speed in the outward normal direction, then ∂x
∂t
·N = F ,
where N = ∇φ(x)/|∇φ(x)| is the normalized normal vector at point x. This
yields an evolution equation for φ, namely
φt + F |∇φ| = 0 (4.3)
Here we suppose the initialization of the level set function φ(x, t = 0) is given. A
way to initialize the level set equation is given in the next section.
This is the level set equation given by Osher and Sethian [132], which describes
the time evolution of the level set function in such a way that the zero level set
of this evolving function is always identified with the propagating interface.
4.2.3 Signed Distance Function
In multiview stereo, the first step in applying the level set method is to discretize
the volume which contains the objects of interest into voxels and initialize the
level set function φ(x) to guarantee that the zero level set is the current surface.
A simple way is to set positive values to the voxels outside of the surface, negative
values to the voxels inside of the surface and zeros to the voxels on the surface.
Also smoothness is a desirable property of the level set function especially when
using numerical approximations. A function that satisfies all these properties is
the so-called signed distance function. It satisfies |∇φ(x)| = 1 and is used to
initialize and update the level set function during the evolution of the surface.
Let us define the distance function d(x) with respect to a surface ∂Ω as
d(x) = min(|x− xI|) for all xI ∈ ∂Ω. (4.4)
Notice that d(x) = 0 on the surface where x ∈ ∂Ω.
A signed distance function is an implicit function φ with |φ(x)| = d(x) for all
x such that φ(x) = d(x) = 0 for all x ∈ ∂Ω, φ(x) = −d(x) for all x ∈ Ω−, and
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Figure 4.2: An example of signed distance function in 1D case. See details in the
text.
φ(x) = d(x) for all x ∈ Ω+. Where Ω− is the volume inside of ∂Ω and Ω+ is the
volume outside of ∂Ω. In the following sections of this chapter, Ω− and Ω+ will
be used in the same way.
For example, a signed distance function in the 1D case is φ(x) = |x|−1 (Figure
4.2). In this example, the surface consists of only two points: (1, 0) and (−1, 0).
Points between these two locations are inside of the surface and every other point
is outside of the surface. For a point x1 outside of the surface φ(x1) = d(x1) and
for a point x2 inside of the surface φ(x2) = −d(x2).
Even if the level set function φ is initialized as a signed distance function, the
evolution of the surface will generally make φ drift away from a signed distance.
Thus it is always advisable to reinitialize the level set function as an approximate
signed distance function occasionally. A signed distance function benefits from
analytical simplifications and does not have steep gradients, which is a problem
with finite-difference approximations. A reinitialization equation was proposed
in [166] in the following form
φt + S(φ0)(|∇φ| − 1) = 0 (4.5)
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where φ0 is the initial value of φ and S(φ0) is the sign function given as the
following expression:
S(φ0(x)) =

1, x ∈ Ω+
0, x ∈ ∂Ω
−1, x ∈ Ω−
(4.6)
It has been pointed out that good results are obtained when S(φ0) is numer-
ically smeared out [166]. So the authors suggest that
S(φ0) =
φ0√
φ20 + (∆x)
2
(4.7)
where ∆x is the size of the Cartesian mesh cell in the corresponding numerical
scheme, acting as a smoothing parameter. In fact ∆x can be replaced by any
small constant value.
The above approach works well when φ0 is neither too flat or too steep near
the interface (the zero level set). Otherwise there would be some problems. First,
when φ0 is too flat, the quantity of the right hand side of Equation (4.7) is small
and the propagating speed in the reinitialization would be slow too. More steps
will be needed to reset φ0 to a signed distance function. Second, when φ0 is very
steep near the interface, this approach might change the sign of φ0, thus moving
the interface across grid points. More detailed analysis can be found in [134].
So the authors of [134] suggest the following scheme which can solve the above
mentioned problems:
S(φ0) =
φ0√
φ20 + |∇φ0|2(∆x)2
(4.8)
In our experiments, we use the last scheme to reinitialize the level set functions
when it is necessary.
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4.3 Numerical Schemes
In the level set methods, as the surface evolves in time, the values of the level
set function at each point evolves too. The level set methods require choosing a
good numerical scheme to update the values of the function at each point over
small increments of time.
As pointed out in [147], the level set Equation (4.3) can be accurately approx-
imated by computational schemes which exploit techniques borrowed from the
numerical solutions of hyperbolic conservation laws. For example, 2D schemes
may be developed by using a discrete grid in the x − y domain and substitut-
ing finite difference approximations for spatial and temporal derivatives in the
following form
φn+1ij − φnij
∆t
+ F |∇φnij| = 0 (4.9)
where φnij is the approximation to the solution φ(i∆x, j∆y, n∆t) with ∆x and
∆y as the spatial steps and ∆t as the time step.
In the above equation, a forward difference scheme in time has been used,
and |∇φnij| represents some appropriate finite difference operator for the spatial
derivative such as the upwind scheme, which has the advantage of preserving
cusps and corners. For a higher degree of accuracy, the essentially nonoscillatory
(ENO) and weighted essentially nonoscillatory (WENO) schemes [131] could be
chosen. The upwind scheme and ENO and WENO schemes will be discussed in
the following sections.
4.3.1 Upwind Scheme
Hyperbolic partial differential equations describe wave propagation problems, for
example waves in water, gas, plasmas, traffic flow, etc. In a number of simple
cases the wave moves along with unchanged form with a certain speed. The
simplest hyperbolic equation exhibiting solutions of this sort is the first order
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Figure 4.3: The solution of the constant coefficient advection equation is constant
along each characteristic line.
advection equation for u(x, t)
∂u
∂t
+ a
∂u
∂x
= 0, with u(x, 0) = F (x) (4.10)
where a is a constant indicating the wave speed or the velocity of propagation
and F is some initial boundary condition. If a > 0, the wave moves to the right
and if a < 0 it moves to the left. If we specify u(0, t) = g(t) when a > 0, the
exact solution for Equation (4.10) is
u(x, t) =
 g(t− x/a), x < atF (x− at), x > at (4.11)
The solution is constant along each characteristic line with slope dx/dt = a
as illustrated in Figure 4.3.
It can be seen from the method of characteristics [74] that if the velocity of
propagation a satisfies a > 0, we should look to the left of a point xi to determine
what value of u will land on the point xi at the end of a time step. Similarly,
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(a) FTBS scheme (b) FTFS scheme
Figure 4.4: In the FTBS scheme, the information travels to the right like in Equation
4.10 with wave speed a > 0. In the FTFS scheme, the information travels to the left
like in Equation 4.10 with wave speed a < 0.
if a < 0, the values of u are moving from right to left and we should look to
the right to determine an appropriate value of u at point xi at the end of a time
step. The wave direction (i.e., sign(a)) is important for the analytic solution
of the advection equation. It is necessary to consider how this “feeds” into the
numerical finite difference schemes.
In Figure 4.4, the forward time and backward space (FTBS) and the for-
ward time and forward space (FTFS) schemes are shown. FTBS means that the
temporal derivatives are approximated by forward finite differences and the spa-
tial derivatives are approximated by backward finite differences. Similarly FTFS
means that the temporal derivatives and the spatial derivatives are all approx-
imated by forward finite differences. Figure 4.4 suggests that if the velocity of
propagation a > 0, then the spatial derivatives should be approximated by back-
ward finite differences and if a < 0, the spatial derivatives should be approximated
by forward finite differences. This method of choosing an approximation to the
spatial derivatives by biasing the finite difference stencil in the direction where
the characteristic information is coming from is known as the upwind scheme.
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The combination of the forward temporal finite difference with the upwind
difference scheme is a consistent finite difference approximation to the partial
differential Equation (4.10), since the approximation error can converge to zero
as ∆t → 0 and ∆x → 0. Here, ∆x, ∆t are the spatial and temporal steps
respectively.
According to the Lax-Richtmyer equivalence theorem [162] a finite difference
approximation to a linear partial differential equation is convergent if and only
if it is both consistent and stable. The stability of the above scheme can be
enforced using the Courant-Friedreichs-Lewy condition (CFL condition), which
asserts that the numerical waves should propagate at least as fast as the physical
waves, i.e., ∆x/∆t > |a|. If the velocity of propagation a varies from node point
to node point, the CFL temporal step restriction is
∆t <
∆x
max|a| (4.12)
where max|a| is chosen to be the largest value of |a| over the entire Cartesian
grid.
4.3.2 ENO and WENO Schemes
Upwind scheme has first-order degree accuracy. If a higher order degree accuracy
is expected, then ENO (essentially nonoscillatory) schemes and WENO (weighted
essentially nonoscillatory) scheme are used in the numerical approximation.
How do ENO and WENO schemes work? Suppose we want to solve the
following partial differential equation:
φt + a · ∇φ = 0 (4.13)
where the t subscript denotes a temporal partial derivative in the time variable
t. ∇ is the gradient operator and a is the given external velocity field.
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Figure 4.5: A solution discretized by node points.
For simplicity and without losing the generality, the one-dimensional version
is considered in the following part of this section, and then a · ∇φ = aφx. If φ is
evolved in time, a rather simple first-order accurate method is the forward Euler
method given by
φn+1 − φn
∆t
+ anφnx = 0 (4.14)
where ∆t is the time increment. The superscripts n and n + 1 denote the time
steps. Given the solution of φ at time step n, to obtain the solution at time step
n + 1, the φx need to be approximated at each node point. The more accurate
is φx, the more accurate is the solution. ENO and WENO are the numerical
schemes used to approximate φx.
Suppose a solution of φ at time step n is discretized and the nodes Ai with
coordinates (xi, φ(xi)) are obtained, where i is an integer number from 1 to the
total number of nodes (Figure 4.5). Let us approximate φx at the node point A5
as an example. If the ENO1 scheme is used to find φx at node point A5, it is
possible to choose the combination of A5 and A4 or A5 and A6 to do the Newton
polynomial interpolation and differentiate the polynomial to get φx. Because only
two points are involved in the interpolation, the result is actually a straight line
passing through A5 and A4 or A5 and A6. If the line passing through A5 and
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A4 is used, it is the same as using the forward time and backward space (FTBS)
scheme in upwind scheme. If the line passing through A5 and A6 is used, it is
the same as using the forward time and forward space (FTFS) scheme in upwind
scheme. Recall that the upwind scheme determines which combination of the
node points should be used. In fact, ENO1 is exactly the upwind scheme.
When the ENO2 scheme is used to find φx at node point A5. If the combina-
tion of A4 and A5 is chosen to approximate φx at A5 in the ENO1 scheme, and
then there are two sets of points that can be chosen in the ENO2 scheme, i.e.,
the combination of A3, A4 and A5 or the combination of A4, A5 and A6. The
nonoscillatory property is the criterion used to decide which node combinations
to choose. The basic idea of the nonoscillatory property is to use the smoothest
possible polynomial interpolation to find φ and then differentiate to get φx. To
reconstruct a polynomial based on some node points, it is necessary to have a
review of the concept of the divided differences. If the mesh spacing is assumed
uniform with step ∆x, the zeroth divided differences of φ are defined at each grid
node i (located at xi) as:
D0i φ = φi (4.15)
The first divided differences of φ are defined midway between grid nodes as:
D1i+1/2φ =
D0i+1φ−D0i φ
∆x
(4.16)
The second divided differences are defined at the grid nodes as:
D2i =
D1i+1/2φ−D1i−1/2φ
2∆x
(4.17)
The third divided differences are defined midway between the grid nodes as:
D3i+1/2φ =
D2i+1φ−D2i φ
3∆x
. (4.18)
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To find φx at node point A5 with ENO2 scheme, if the combination of the node
points A3, A4 and A5 is used to reconstruct the polynomial, then the polynomial
has the following form:
φ(x) = D05φ+D
1
4+1/2φ(x− x5) +D24φ(x− x4)(x− x5). (4.19)
If the combination of the node points A4, A5 and A6 is used to reconstruct the
polynomial and then the polynomial will be changed into the following form:
φ(x) = D05φ+D
1
5+1/2φ(x− x5) +D25φ(x− x5)(x− x6) (4.20)
The values of |D24φ| and |D25φ| indicate which of the polynomial interpolants
has more variation. The aim is to avoid interpolating near large variations such
as discontinuities or steep gradients. Thus, if |D24φ| < |D25φ|, the right side of
Equation (4.19) will be differentiated to find φx at node point A5 otherwise the
Equation (4.20) will be used.
If the combination of A5 and A6 is chosen to approximate φx at A5 in the
ENO1 scheme, then the same procedure will be conducted out on the combination
of A4, A5 and A6 and the combination of A5, A6 and A7 to find φx at node point
A5 with ENO2 scheme.
Based on the node points used in the ENO2 schemes, the node points used
in the ENO3 schemes are the point sets obtained by adding the next point to
the left or the next point to the right. The polynomials are built in the same
way as above. For example, if we want to approximate φx at node point A5 with
the ENO3 scheme, suppose node points A4, A5 and A6 are used in the ENO2
scheme, then the node points used in ENO3 schemes are A3, A4, A5 and A6
or A4, A5, A6 and A7. In this case, the values of |D35−1/2φ| and |D35+1/2φ| are
compared, and the polynomial corresponding to the smaller one will be used to
approximate φx.
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For a certain node combination in ENO1 scheme, two different node combi-
nations can be used in the corresponding ENO2 scheme and three different node
combinations can be used in the corresponding ENO3 schemes. For example,
if we use {A4,A5} to approximate the value of φx at node point A5 with the
ENO1 scheme, the two node combinations for ENO2 scheme are {A3,A4,A5}
and {A4,A5,A6} and the three node combinations for ENO3 scheme are:
{A2,A3,A4,A5}, {A3,A4,A5,A6} and {A4,A5,A6,A7}. By differentiating the
polynomials built upon each node combination in the same as above, three es-
timates of the value of φx are obtained. They are denoted as φ
1
x, φ
2
x and φ
3
x
respectively. In the ENO3 scheme, exactly one of the three is picked. The draw-
back to do so is that it is overkill in smooth regions where the data are well
behaved. To overcome this, a weighted ENO (WENO) is proposed, which is a
convex combination of φ1x, φ
2
x and φ
3
x given by
φx = ω1φ
1
x + ω2φ
2
x + ω3φ
3
x (4.21)
where the 0 ≤ ωk ≤ 1 are the weights with ω1 +ω2 +ω3 = 1. The key observation
of obtaining high-order accuracy in smooth regions is that weights of ω1 = 0.1,
ω2 = 0.6 and ω3 = 0.3 give the optimal fifth-order accurate approximation to φx.
The details of the proof can be seen in [85].
A comparison between the accuracy of ENO2 and WENO schemes is given in
Section 4.6 with the Sawteeth data set.
4.4 Visualizing Isosurfaces: Marching Cubes
Marching cubes is one of the latest algorithms for rendering isosurfaces from
3D data, originally proposed by Lorensen and Cline [111]. The given 3D data
are usually a volume discretized in voxels with a scalar value attached to each of
them. Each voxel identifies a cube. A cube can be built by connecting the centers
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Figure 4.6: The cube built by connecting the centers of eight neighboring voxels.
of eight neighboring voxels as depicted in Figure 4.6. In this figure, the vertices
C1,C2, · · · ,C8 of the cube are the centers of eight neighboring voxels. The value
at a vertex of a cube is the same as the value of the corresponding voxel.
For a user-specified isovalue and a given cube, if the isovalue is less or greater
than the values at all the vertices, then the isosurface with respect to the given
isovalue does not cut through this cube. On the other hand, if the isovalue is
less than the values at some vertices and at the same time greater than those of
others then the corresponding isosurface will go through this cube. An example
is depicted in Figure 4.7. In this figure, the values in the brackets behind each
vertex letter are the values at the corresponding vertices and the user-specified
isovalue is supposed to be 0.5. Because there are some vertices whose values are
less than the given isovalue such as C6 and C7 and there are some vertices whose
values are greater than the given isovalue, so the the isosurface will intersect with
this cube. To find the intersection of the isosurface with this cube, we need to find
the intersections of the isosurface with some edges of this cube first. If an edge
with the value at one end point is less than the isovalue and the value at the other
end point is greater than the isovalue, then it will intersect with the isosurface.
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Figure 4.7: One configuration of the intersection of the isosurface with a cube.
Under the given conditions, it can be seen that the isosurface intersects with
the edges C2C6, C3C7, C7C8 and C5C6. Suppose the isosurface intersects edge
C2C6 at point A, then the location of point A on edge C2C6 can be decided by a
linear interpolation. That is the location of point A should satisfy the following
expression:
|C2A|
|AC6| =
v2 − viso
viso − v6 (4.22)
where |C2A| and |AC6| are the lengths of the corresponding line segments, v2
and v6 are the values at C2 and C6 respectively and viso is the given isovalue. In
this example, because v2 = 1, v6 = 0 and viso = 0.5, it is easy to find that A is
the midpoint of edge C2C6 i.e., |C2A| = |AC6|. In the same way the locations
of the intersecting points B, C and D can be found on the corresponding edges.
According to the values at the relevant vertices, we have that |C3B| = |BC7|,
|C7C| = 1/4 · |CC8| and |C6D| = 1/3 · |DC5|. Thus two triangles 4ABD and
4BCD are generated for rendering the isosurface.
Due to different combinations of the values at the vertices of a cube, there are
15 different configurations of the intersections of the cubes with the isosurface
(Figure 4.8). More details can be found in [111]. After the algorithm determines
how the surface intersects a cube, then it will move to the next cube. When all
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the intersection triangles have been generated, they will be fused into a surface.
The final step in marching cubes calculates a unit normal for each triangle
vertex. The rendering algorithms use these normals to produce Gouraud-shaded
images. In Figure 4.9, 8 neighboring cubes and the corresponding coordinate
system are displayed. In this figure, Ci (0 < i < 12) are the vertices of the cubes
and the values at the corresponding vertices are denoted with vi. To estimate the
normal vectors for triangle vertices, we can estimate the gradient vectors at the
cube vertices first and then using linear interpolation to find the normal vectors
for triangle vertices. Next, we use finding the normal vector at vertex A as an
example. To find the normal vector at point A, we need to estimate the gradient
vectors at cube vertices c2 and c6. The gradient at C2 can be estimated by central
differences along the three coordinate axes by:
G2x =
v9 − v2
2∆x
G2y =
v10 − v2
2∆y
G2z =
v11 − v2
2∆z
(4.23)
where(G)2 = [G2x G2y G2z]
T is the gradient vector at cube vertex C2 and ∆x =
∆y = ∆z are the length of an edge of the cube.
In the same way, the gradient vector G6 at the cube vertex C6 can be esti-
mated. And then the normal vector GA at the triangle vertex A can be computed
by:
GA =
|C2A| ·G6 + |C6A| ·G2
∆x
(4.24)
Throughout this thesis, all the 3D surfaces for displaying experimental results
are generated with the marching cubes method. In the next section, we will give
an algorithm for 2D and 3D segmentation. This is an concrete example using the
marching cubes method to generate the 3D surface.
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Figure 4.8: The 15 different configurations of a cube with a isosurface. If a vertex is
denoted with a black dot, it means that the corresponding value at this vertex is less
than the given isovalue. Otherwise, the corresponding value is greater than the given
isovalue.
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Figure 4.9: Eight neighboring cubes and the corresponding coordinate system.
4ABC is the intersection of the isosurface with the relevant cube.
4.5 The Chan-Vese Algorithm
The Chan-Vese algorithm [31, 32] is an active contour algorithm based on Mumford-
shah segmentation techniques and the level set methods. In this model, the evolv-
ing curve does not depend on an edge-function to stop on the desired boundary.
So it can detect objects whose boundaries are not necessarily defined by gradi-
ents, for which the classical active contour models are not applicable. The general
form of the Chan-Vese model is
F (c1, c2, C) = µ · Length(C) + ν · Area(inside(C))
+λ1
∫
inside(C)
|u0(x, y)− c1|2dxdy
+λ2
∫
outside(C)
|u0(x, y)− c2|2dxdy (4.25)
where u0 is the image which is formed by two regions of approximatively piecewise-
constant intensities, with distinct values ui0 and u
o
0. C is a closed curve and
the constants c1, c2 are the averages of u0 inside C and outside C respectively.
µ, ν ≥ 0, λ1, λ2 > 0 are the weight parameters.
In Equation (4.25), the first two terms on the right hand side are the regular-
ization terms based on the length of the curve C or the area of the part inside of
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curve C. The last two terms on the right hand side are the data fidelity terms.
These terms guarantee that only when C is the boundary between the two regions
ui0 and u
o
0 Equation (4.25) obtains its minimum value.
The corresponding level set formulation of the Chan-Vese model is
F (c1, c2, φ) = µ
∫
Ω
δ(φ(x, y))|∇φ(x, y)|dxdy
+ν
∫
Ω
H(φ(x, y))dxdy
+λ1
∫
Ω
|u0(x, y)− c1|2H(φ(x, y))dxdy
+λ2
∫
Ω
|u0(x, y)− c2|2 (1−H(φ(x, y)))dxdy (4.26)
where Ω is the image domain. φ is an unknown function which defines the evolving
curve C as the zero level set of it. H is the Heaviside function and δ is the one-
dimensional Dirac delta function defined by
H(z) =
 1, if z ≥ 00, if z < 0, δ(z) = ddzH(z) (4.27)
The Euler-Lagrange equation [87] associated to Equation (4.26) for φ is
∂φ
∂t
= δ(φ)
[
µdiv
( ∇φ
|∇φ|
)
− ν − λ1(u0 − c1)2 + λ2(u0 − c2)2
]
= 0
in (0,∞)× Ω,
φ(0, x, y) = φ0(x, y) in Ω,
δ(φ)
|∇φ|
∂φ
∂~n
= 0 on ∂Ω (4.28)
where ~n denotes the exterior normal to the boundary ∂Ω, and ∂φ/∂~n denotes the
normal derivative of φ at the boundary. δ is the regularized version of the Dirac
delta function (see Equation (4.29)).
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4.6 Experimental Results of 2D and 3D Seg-
mentation with the Chan-Vese Approach
In this section, some experimental results of 2D and 3D segmentation with the
Chan-Vese algorithm are shown. At the same time, the effects of the parameter 
on the convergence of the algorithm are studied. A comparison on the accuracy
of the ENO2 and WENO schemes is also shown with the Sawteeth data set.
In all the experiments, the area term (i.e., the second term on the right hand
side of Equation (4.26)) is omitted. There are two reasons to do so: first, using
the length of the zero level set curve for the regularization is more powerful than
using the area term, because the length term is working on the zero level set
directly. Second, keeping the area term leads to more computation which affects
the efficiency of the whole algorithm. A regularized version of the Heaviside
function has the following form
H(z) =
1
2
(
1 +
2
pi
arctan
(z

))
(4.29)
where  is the parameter controlling the degree of the regularization. As  → 0,
the above function converges to the Heaviside function.
There are two groups of experiments shown in the 2D case. In the first group,
the image used for segmentation is called “YinYang-Fish” with size 217 × 233
pixels (see Figure 4.10).
The parameters in Equation (4.26) are set in the following way: first, because
we have decided to omitted the area term, so in all the experiments ν = 0. Second,
because we do not want favor any of the two data terms, so λ1 and λ2 should be
equal to each other. And then the ratio between µ and λ1 or λ2 tunes the work
of the regularization term against the data terms. In all the experiments, we set
λ1 = λ2 = 1, and the only parameter need to be tuned is µ. With a larger value
setting to µ, the regularization term will do more work. In the experiments of
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Figure 4.10: The segmentation of YinYang-Fish. The first two images in the first
row show the original image with two different initial zero level set curves from φ01 and
φ02. The third image shows the final segmentation. The images in the second row show
the zero contours of the level set function after different iterations. The first image in
the last row shows that when the value of  is too small the eye of the black fish can
not be detected and the last two images are two views of the final level set function.
See details in the text.
“YinYang-Fish” dataset displayed in Figure 4.10, we set µ = 20. The effect on
regularization by setting different values to µ is displayed in Figure 4.11 with the
Sawteeth dataset.
One more parameter need to be tuned in this algorithm is the parameter 
in Equation 4.29. The corresponding regularized Dirac delta function is δ(z) =
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/[pi(2 + z2)], which is non-zero everywhere. This property makes the Euler-
Lagrange equation of φ act on all level curves so that the algorithm tends to
compute a global minimizer. Notice that to take advantage of this property the
value of  should not be too small.
In Figure 4.10, we show the results from two different initial level set equations.
One of the initial level set equations is:
φ01(x, y) = 80−
√
(x− 109)2 + (y − 117)2 (4.30)
and the other one is:
φ02(x, y) = 50−
√
(x− 99)2 + (y − 127)2 (4.31)
It can be seen from the first two images in Figure 4.10, the initial zero level
contour from the level set function φ01 is much larger than that from the level
set function φ02. To detect the desired contour, they need to evolve in almost
opposite way i.e., one need to shrink and the other one need to expand. In both
experiments, if we set  > 3 then the results from both experiments are the same
as shown with the last image in the second row in Figure 4.10. But if  is set less
than 2, when the level set equation is initialized as φ01, the white eye of the black
fish in the image can not be detected (see the first image of th third row displayed
in Figure 4.10). Based on the results of a series of experiments, we can draw the
conclusion that although the Chan-Vese algorithm is not a convex formulation,
but by setting  with a relative larger value, say 5, it seems there is no problem
to obtain the global minimizer.
The second group of experiments in the 2D case are done with a group images
called Sawteeth data set, which are images of a polygon with one side shaped like
sawteeth (see the first image in Figure 4.11). The image has a noisy background
with size 300 × 360 pixels. With this group of experiments, first, we want to
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Figure 4.11: The segmentation of Sawteeth. The first image in the first row shows the
original image with the initial zero level set curve from φ03. The last two images in the
first row show effect of the strength of the regularization term on the smoothness of the
zero level set contours. From the third image we can see: the larger the regularization
term, the smoother the zero level set curve. The images in the second row and third row
show the segmentation results from ENO2 and WENO schemes. The small windows
in the green and blue squares in the first images in each row are enlarged in the second
and third images. The WENO scheme yields a more accurate boundary approximation
than the ENO2 scheme.
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show the different effects of the regularization term by setting different values to
µ. Second, we want to show the different accuracies of ENO and WENO schemes.
The initial level set function in this group of experiments is:
φ03(x, y) = 120−
√
(x− 180)2 + (y − 150)2 (4.32)
In the experiments shown with the second and third images displayed in the
first row in Figure 4.11, all the other parameters are set the same, the only
parameter changed is µ, which controls the strength of the regularization term.
For the second image, µ = 1 and for the third image µ = 20. Clearly, with more
regularization strength in the third image, the zero level set curve is smoother
than that in the second image. That is the larger is the value of µ the more
strength the regularization term has.
Another purpose of this group of experiments is to show the difference of the
accuracy of different numerical schemes. From Section 4.3, it has been known
that the ENO1 scheme, i.e., the upwind scheme, has first order accuracy, ENO2
scheme has second order accuracy, ENO3 scheme has third order accuracy and
WENO scheme has fifth order accuracy. In Figure 4.11, the segmentation results
from ENO2 scheme and WENO scheme are shown in the second row and third
row respectively. The first images in each row show the segmentation results. In
each image, there are two small windows included in a green and blue squares,
which are enlarged in the second and third images in each row respectively. With
the enlarged windows in both rows, one can visually appreciate that the WENO
scheme is more accurate than the ENO2 scheme.
In the 3D case, we display two groups of experiments. In these experiments,
the same regularized vision of the Heaviside function as in the 2D cases is used.
In Figure 4.12, the segmentation of two cubes in a volume is shown. In these
experiments, the volume size is 50× 50× 50 voxels. The values at voxels within
the objects are set to 1 and the values at the voxels outside of the objects are set
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Figure 4.12: The segmentations of Twocubes in 3D space. First row: the true objects
to be segmented(left) and the initialization of the zero level set(right). Second row: the
zero level set after 30 iterations(left) and the zero level set after 90 iterations. Third
row: the zero level set after 180 iterations (left) and final segmented objects after 240
iterations.
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Figure 4.13: The segmentations of Cupcube in 3D space. First row: the true objects
to be segmented(left) and the initialization of the zero level set(right). Second row: the
zero level set after 60 iterations(left) and the zero level set after 180 iterations. Third
row: the zero level set after 270 iterations (left) and final segmented objects after 360
iterations.
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to -1. 20% zero-mean noise is added. The parameters in Equation 4.26 and 4.29
are set as: µ = 5, ν = 0, λ1 = λ2 = 1 and =5. The ENO2 scheme is used in
these experiments. The level set function is initialized as:
φ04(x, y) = 3 · e−((x−25)2+(y−25)2+(z−25)2)/200 − 1.2 (4.33)
The initial zero level set is a sphere as shown with second image in Figure 4.12.
From this group of experiments, it can be seen that the level set methods can
deal with topological changes automatically. Compared with the detected result
with the ground truth, the two cubes are detected very accurately and only the
edges of the detected cubes are slightly smoothed because of the regularization
term.
The second group of experiments show the segmentations of a cup containing
a cube with a thin bar passing through it (see the first image in Figure 4.13). It is
not a easy task to segment an object like this from a volume. First the topology
of this object is complicated. Second, there is a thin bar contained in this object.
It is always a difficulty to segment a thin object from a volume. But it can be
seen from Figure 4.13, we have obtained a very good segmentation result. The
only difference we can see between the segmented object and the ground truth
is the segmented bar is slightly thicker than the original one. This is because
the regularized version of the Heaviside function spreads out the positive values
a little. In these experiments, the volume size is 60× 60× 60 voxels. The values
at the voxels within the objects are set to 1 and the values at the voxels outside
of the objects are set to -1. 30% zero-mean noise is added. The parameters in
Equation 4.26 and 4.29 are set as: µ = 8, ν = 0, λ1 = λ2 = 1 and =2. The
ENO3 scheme is used in these experiments. The level set function is initialized
as:
φ05(x, y) = e
−((x−30)2+(y−30)2+(z−30)2)/200 − 0.2 (4.34)
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The initial zero level set is also a sphere as shown in the second image in
Figure 4.13.
4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we first had a review on the basic materials of the level set
methods including the concepts of the level set, the signed distance function and
the derivation of the level set method proposed by Osher and Sethian, and then
the numerical schemes for solving the partial differential equations involved in
the level set methods are discussed in more details.
Because the marching cubes method is a popular algorithm for rendering iso-
surfaces from 3D data and most 3D surfaces displayed in this thesis are generated
with the marching cubes method, so how to generate a 3D surface with the march-
ing cubes method is presented in this chapter. In marching cubes methods, two
key steps are how to find the intersections of a isosurface with the edges of a small
cube and how to compute the normal vectors at each intersection point. They
are all discussed in detail.
The Chan-Vese algorithm is a concrete application of the level set methods.
It is also the inspiration of the last algorithm proposed in this work for solving
multiview stereo with a large baseline. After an explanation of the fundament of
the Chan-Vese algorithm, we showed a series of experimental results of 2D and
3D segmentation. With these experiments, we studied the functions of different
parameters in the Chan-Vese algorithm, especially, we discussed the influence of
the parameter  in Equation 4.29 on the convergence to a global minimum of the
solution.
We also compared the accuracy of different numerical schemes, i.e., ENO and
WENO schemes. Our conclusion is that to reconstruct a smoothing surface the
difference between them are not significant but to reconstruct an object with
sharp corners the difference between then are obvious. In the last situation, we
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should use the schemes with higher order accuracy.
The materials discussed in this chapter lay a solid foundation for our work
presented in Chapter 6. But in next chapter, we will first present our work for
solving multiview stereo with a very small baseline based on an off-axis aperture
camera.
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Chapter 5
Small-Baseline Multiview Stereo:
The Off-Axis Aperture Camera
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we present a novel 3D surface and image reconstruction method
based on the off-axis aperture camera. The key idea is to change the size or the 3D
location of the aperture of the camera lens so as to extract selected portions of the
light field of the scene. This results in an imaging device that blends defocus and
stereo information [33, 53, 76, 142]. In particular, this imaging device can be used
in a small-scale space where the camera motion is constrained by the surrounding
environment, such as in 3D endoscopy and 3D microscopy [108, 163]. The work
presented in this chapter is published in our paper [43].
Off-axis apertures have been used in several fields, such as ophthalmology,
astronomy and microscopy [125, 185]. In astronomy, for instance, multi-hole off-
axis apertures have been widely used in testing optical elements for nearly one
hundred years. A mask with two off-axis apertures, also called Hartmann Mask
or Scheiner Disk, was invented to correct of quantified defocus by the Jesuit
astronomer Christoph Scheiner (1572-1650). This technique is based on the prin-
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ciple that, unless the scene is brought into focus, the two apertures will generate
an effect similar to double vision.
Zomet and Nayar [196] proposed a camera consisting of an image detector and
a special aperture, but no lens. The aperture is a set of parallel light attenuating
layers with controllable transmittances in space and time. Compared with the
work of [196], we make use of a lens in our system and therefore our image
formation model is very different from theirs. The off-axis camera we use can be
thought of as a device composed of an image plane, a thin lens and a moving
aperture as depicted in Figure 5.1. The main advantage of this camera is that no
lens or image plane movement is required, as well as no relative motion between
camera and object is needed. We obtain images by changing the position and
diameter of the aperture. While this can be achieved by physically moving a
mask in front of the lens (as we do in our experiments), one could also place an
LCD transparent display and turn its pixels on or off in space and in time so as
to form the desired attenuation mask, as it was done in [196].
This chapter is arranged as follows: Section 5.2 gives a description of the off-
axis aperture camera and an image formation model that simultaneously captures
defocus and stereo information. As the proposed image formation model involves
a non-trivial deformation of the scene, we introduce the concept of scene space
rectification. In Section 5.3 we show that it helps the reconstruction of the 3D
shape. A gradient flow algorithm for 3D reconstruction and image restoration is
derived in Section 5.4. This chapter is terminated with experimental results and
a brief conclusion.
5.2 Off-Axis Aperture Camera
In this section, we will give a description of the off-axis aperture camera model
we proposed in this work. First, we present the geometry of this camera model,
and then the image formation model of this camera will be analyzed in detail.
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Figure 5.1: Geometry of the off-axis aperture camera. The off-axis aperture camera
can be decomposed into three elements: An image plane, a lens, and the moving
aperture. Top: Imaging a point P on a surface with the aperture positioned at the
top. Bottom: Imaging the same point P as above with the aperture positioned at the
bottom. Notice that when the point being imaged is not in focus, the image is a blurred
disc and its center changes with the lens parameters as well as the aperture location.
As shown in the lower image, with the location change of the aperture, the center of
the blurred disc moves from p1 to p2.
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5.2.1 The Geometry of the Off-Axis Aperture Camera
The geometry of the off-axis camera is depicted in Figure 5.1. It can be seen
by this figure, when a point P on the object surface is not brought in focus, the
image of this point is not a point but a blurred pattern. Because in this work we
assume the aperture is a circle, by some explanation in latter part of this section
we will know that the shape of the blurred pattern is a disc. From the lower
image in Figure 5.1 we can see that with the location change of the aperture the
center of the blurred disc will change too. Figure 5.1 depicts an example where
the center of the aperture changes from C1 to C2 and the center of the blurred
disc changes from p1 to p2. Figure 5.1 depicts another fact that the diameter d2
of the blurred disc is proportional to the distance d1 between p1 and p2. This
means that, in this camera model, compared with the difference of the locations of
the projections of an object the amount of blur is significant. So we combine the
stereo and defocus cues in the image formation model proposed for this camera
which makes this camera a versatile imaging device. One image of the off-axis
camera we used in the experiments is displayed in Figure 5.2.
In this section we will focus on the geometry of this camera model. The
image formation model will be given in the next section where we will see how
the defocus cue is combined with the stereo cue.
We derive the geometry of this camera based on the lower image displayed in
Figure 5.1.
Let the origin of the coordinate system at the center of the lens, z-axis parallel
to the optical axis and the x-y plane coincide with the plane of lens. Given that the
center of the moving aperture is C2 = [C1 C2 C3]
T ∈ R3 and P = [P1 P2 P3]T ∈ R3
is a point on the surface of the object. The ray going through P and C2 intersects
the lens at point R and a pencil of rays starting from point P will converge to
point Q after the diffraction of the lens. Suppose the focal length of the lens f ,
the distance from the point Q to the lens v0 and the distance from the image
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Figure 5.2: A image of the off-axis aperture camera.
plane to the lens v. And then the coordinates of the point Q can be denoted as
[Q1 Q2 v0]. The target is to find the coordinates of the the projection p2 of point
P on the image plane.
The equation of line PC2 is:
x− C1
P1 − C1 =
y − C2
P2 − C2 =
z − C3
P3 − C3 (5.1)
Put z = 0 into Equation (5.1), we can find the first two coordinates of point
R to be
R1 = −C3P1 − C1
P3 − C3 + C1, R2 = −C3
P2 − C2
P3 − C3 + C2 (5.2)
By the thin lens law, we have 1/f = 1/v0 + 1/P3. So v0 = fP3/(P3− f). The
first two coordinates of point Q are
Q1 = −v0P1
P3
, Q2 = −v0P2
P3
(5.3)
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The equation of line RQ is:
P3x+ v0P1
(C1P3 − C3P1)P3 + v0P1(P3 − C3) =
P3y + v0P2
(C2P3 − C3P2)P3 + v0P2(P3 − C3)
=
z + v0
v0(P3 − C3) (5.4)
Plugging z = −v into Equation (5.4), we obtain the coordinates of image
point p2
x = −vP1
P3
+ (1− v
v0
)
C1P3 − C3P1
P3 − C3
y = −vP2
P3
+ (1− v
v0
)
C2P3 − C3P2
P3 − C3 (5.5)
It can be written in a more compact form:
pi[P]
.
= −vP1,2
P3
+
(
1− v
v0
)
C1,2P3 − C3P1,2
P3 − C3 (5.6)
where pi represents the projection of this camera from R3 to R2, P1,2 = [P1 P2]T ,
and C1,2 = [C1 C2]
T .
Notice that when the image plane is at a distance v = v0 or when the aper-
ture is centered with respect to the lens, i.e., C = [0 0 0]T , then the projection pi
coincides exactly with the perspective projection of P in a pinhole camera. Oth-
erwise, as the center of the aperture is moved away from [0 0 0]T , the projection
pi[P] is a shifted perspective projection. Furthermore, when v 6= v0, the point P
generates a blurred pattern on the image plane. In Equation (5.6), with respect
to a fixed value C3, we can see that the coordinates of the projection of an object
have linear relationship with C1,2 i.e., C1 and C2. Since in this work we suppose
the aperture is a circle opened on a plane which is parallel to the image plane,
then the blurred pattern generated by a surface point on the image plane is also
a circle. In this chapter we call it a disc. Let the diameter of the aperture be
a, then by computing the projection of P through the boundary of the off-axis
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aperture, we find that the diameter of the blurred disc d2 as depicted in Figure
5.1 is:
d2
.
= a
∣∣∣∣1− vv0
∣∣∣∣ P3P3 − C3 (5.7)
which is identical to the well-known formula used in shape from defocus when
C3 = 0, i.e., when the aperture lies on the lens [33, 53].
5.2.2 Image Formation Model
From the previous section we know that when v 6= v0 the energy from a surface
point will distribute within a disc on the image plane. Based on some experiments,
we believe that the distribution of the energy within the disc can be described
with a Gaussian. we can explicitly write the intensity I measured on the surface
of a square pixel yk,l ∈ Ω centered at point (k, l) on the image plane as
I(yk,l) =
∫ k+1/2
k−1/2
∫ l+1/2
l−1/2
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
e
− ‖y¯−γ−1pi[P(x)]‖2
2σ2(x)
2piσ2(x)
r(x)dxdy¯ (5.8)
where σ is related to the blur diameter d2 via σ
.
= γ−1κd2, γ is the length of a
side of a square pixel. In our experiments we set κ = 1/6. As for the Gaussian
distribution, three standard deviations from the mean account for almost 100%
of the total energy. r(x) is the radiance emitted from a point P(x) on the sur-
face. We parametrized the surface of the object as P : R2 7→ R3. For now we
will not make such parametrization explicit as it will be thoroughly analyzed in
Section 5.3. Rather, we make our representation of the radiance explicit via the
coefficients ri,j:
r(x)
.
=
∑
i,j
ri,jU(x− xi,j) (5.9)
where x = [x1 x2]
T , xij = [i j]
T , U : R2 7→ {0, 1} denotes the indicator function,
i.e., U(x) is 1 if and only if−0.5 ≤ x1 < 0.5 and−0.5 ≤ x2 < 0.5. The coordinates
(i, j) belong to a regular lattice with step 1. By substituting Equation (5.9) in
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Equation (5.8), we obtain
I(yk,l) =
∑
i,j
ri,j
∫ k+1/2
k−1/2
∫ l+1/2
l−1/2
∫ i+1/2
i−1/2
∫ j+1/2
j−1/2
h(x, y¯)dxdy¯
=
∑
i,j
ri,jHi,j(yk,l)
(5.10)
where h(x, y¯)
.
= 1
2piσ2(x)
e
− ‖y¯−γ−1pi[P (x)]‖2
2σ2(x) denotes the point spread function of the
camera, and Hi,j(yk,l) is implicitly defined by the above equation.
Remark rijHi,j(yk,l) is the energy given from a unit cell (a small square with
side length 1) centered at the regular lattice point (i, j) to a pixel centered at (k, l)
on the image plane. There are four integrations involved in the computation of
Hi,j(yk,l). Computing these integrations directly is time-consuming. By assuming
that each small cell is fronto parallel i.e., each small cell is parallel to the image
plane, Hi,j(yk,l) can be computed in a closed form which is given in the Appendix
B.
5.3 Space Warping: How to Bend Geometry to
our Advantage
The image formation model in Equation (5.8) could be immediately used to re-
construct the 3D shape of an object in the scene and its radiance. For instance,
one could displace the center C of the aperture on a plane parallel to the image
plane and apply standard stereo methods. However, when we only change C3 or
the aperture diameter d2, the estimation problem becomes more difficult. The
main issue is that the relationship between the input images captured with these
modalities is highly non linear. To counteract such nonlinearities we suggest
changing the representation of the unknowns so that their projection is as linear
as possible. We call this method warping.
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To illustrate the issues created by the original image formation model, we need
to make our parametrization of the surface P(x) explicit. Suppose that P(x) =
[xT u(x)]T where u : R2 7→ [0,∞) is the depth map of the scene. Then, using
Equation (5.6), a small variation δu of the depth map u causes the projection pi
to vary as
δpi[P(x)]
.
= δu(x)∂(pi[P(x)])
∂u
= δu(x)
(x− C1,2)(vf + C3f − vC3)
f(u(x)− C3)2 .
(5.11)
One can observe that the variation δpi[P(x)] in the above equation depends on
the coordinates x. In particular, when x = C12, δpi[P(x)] = 0 and as ‖x− C1,2‖
grows, also ‖δpi[P(x)]‖ grows. While in principle this behavior is acceptable, in
practice it is an issue when using gradient-based techniques; part of the gradient
of the cost functional will depend on δpi[P(x)] and, as a consequence, the points
close to the point x = C12 will go much more slowly than the points far away
from the point x = C12. If enlarge the time step, the convergence of the points
far away from the point x = C12 will be unstable.
We suggest a simple method to offset this behavior. The key idea is to choose
a parametrization of the surface of the object P(x) such that the projection
pi[P(x)] = αx for some scalar α 6= 0, and P(x) does not depend on the varying
camera parameters. If such a projection exists, then the captured images can
be easily warped into each other so that the only difference between them is the
relative amount of defocus. Once the (warped) depth map u is recovered from
the warped images, one has to undo the warping by using the parametrization
P(x) (unwarping). For instance, in shape from defocus where C = [0 0 0]T and v
changes between the input images. In this situation, plug C1 = C2 = C3 = 0 into
Equation (5.11), one has that δpi[P(x)] = δu(x) vx
u2(x)
, which is still dependent
on x, we cannot use the parametrization P(x) = [xT u(x)]T . Let us define
P(x)
.
= [xT 1]Tu(x). Then, the projection pi[P(x)] = −vx and δpi[P(x)] = 0; the
input images can be mapped into each other by warping their image domain (i.e.,
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scaling each image by its corresponding v and γ)
Iˆ(yk,l, v)
.
= γ−2v2I(γ−1vyk,l)
= γ−2v2
∑
i,j
ri,j
∫ k+1/2
k−1/2
∫ l+1/2
l−1/2
∫ i+1/2
i−1/2
∫ j+1/2
j−1/2
e
− ‖γ−1vy¯−γ−1vx‖2
2σ2(x)
2piσ2(x)
dxdy¯
=
∑
i,j
ri,j
∫ k+1/2
k−1/2
∫ l+1/2
l−1/2
∫ i+1/2
i−1/2
∫ j+1/2
j−1/2
1
2piσˆ2(xˆ)
e
− ‖y¯−x‖2
2σˆ2(x) dxdy¯
(5.12)
where σˆ(x) = γ v−1 σ(x).
Finally, once u(x) is reconstructed, one needs to apply the parametrization
[xT 1]u(x) to obtain the correct depth map.
Remark Most algorithms for shape from defocus use implicitly this warping of
the depth map. In fact, typically one works with images that have been aligned
(warped) and the projection pi[P(x)] is always approximated by x. However,
in most methods the last step (unwarping) is not applied, thus preventing the
algorithms from reconstructing the correct object. It is interesting to note that in
the case of telecentric optics [181] some further simplifications are possible. We
have that C = [0 0 f ], and hence pi[P]
.
= − fx
u(x)−f does not change between the
images as it does not depend on v. With telecentric optics a warping between the
input images is not required (as the projections do not change with v). However,
as the projection is still a function of the depth map u and x, the parametrization
still needs to be changed (e.g., by setting P(x)
.
= [xT 1]T (u(x) − f)) and the
corresponding reconstruction still needs to be unwarped.
In the case of varying the diameter of the aperture a, the analysis is fairly
straightforward as the projection pi does not depend on a. Hence, we can choose
P
.
= [P1,2 P3]
T where
P1,2(x)
.
=
f(u(x)− C3)x− (fu(x)− vu(x) + vf)C1,2
C3v − C3f − vf (5.13)
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and P3
.
= u(x). It is immediate to see that for such a parametrization the
projection pi[P(x)] = x. As in the case of telecentric optics, no warping of the
input images is required.
The case of varying C3 is instead more difficult. We approximate the distance
of the aperture from the lens C3 with an average value C¯3. Then, let P(x) =
[xT u(x)
u(x)−C¯3 ]
T (u(x)− C¯3) so that
pi[P(x)] ' −vf + (f − v)C3
f
x +
(
1− v
v0(x)
)
u(x)C1,2
u(x)− C3 . (5.14)
The variation δpi[P(x)] ' δu(x)C1,2
f(u(x)−C3)2 (C3(v− f)− vf) is then approximately inde-
pendent of x (although it remains dependent on u(x)) and the input images can
be pseudo-aligned simply by scaling the image domain by vf+(f−v)C3
f
. After the
pseudo-alignment, the resulting projection is then a function
pi[P(x)] ' −x +
1− u(x)
(
1
f
− 1
v
)
1− C3
(
1
f
− 1
v
) C1,2
u(x)− C3 . (5.15)
Remark Notice that in general it is not straightforward to find a parametrization
P so that the projection does not depend on the depth map u. In such case we
can approximately offset some of the undesired behavior due to the variation of
the projection with respect to variations of the depth map.
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5.4 A Gradient Flow Algorithm
To find the unknown depth map u and the radiance r, we pose the following
minimization problem
uˆ, rˆ = arg min
u,r
E
= arg min
u,r
N∑
n=1
∑
k,l
(In(yk,l)− Jn(yk,l))2
+λ1
∫
‖∇u(x)‖2dx + λ2
∫
‖r(x)− r∗(x)‖2dx
(5.16)
where r∗ is a reference radiance (e.g., one of the input images or an average
of the input images), and λ1, λ2 are positive scalars that control the amount
of regularization. n is the index of the images and E is implicitly defined by
Equation (5.16). While the first term on the right hand side of Equation (5.16)
matches the image model In to the measured images Jn for varying aperture
center C and diameter a, the second term introduces a smoothness constraint
on the recovered depth map, and the third term prevents the estimated radiance
from growing unboundedly.
The minimization is carried out by the following gradient flow algorithm. First
we compute the associated Euler-Lagrange equations. Let the Euler-Lagrange
equations of Equation (5.16) with respect to u and r be denoted by LuE and
LrE, they have the following forms:
LuE(xi,j) = 2
N∑
n=1
∑
k,l
∆In(yk,l)
∂In(yk,l,xi,j)
∂u
− 2λ1Υ(u(xi,j))
LrE(xi,j) = 2
N∑
n=1
∑
k,l
∆In(yk,l)H
n
i,j(yk,l) + 2λ2(r(xi,j)− r∗(xi,j))
(5.17)
whereHni,j(yk,l) has been defined in Equation (5.10) and ∆In(yk,l)
.
= (In(yk,l)− Jn(yk,l))
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and
In(yk,l,xi,j)
∂u
.
=
∫ k+1/2
k−1/2
∫ l+1/2
l−1/2
∫ i+1/2
i−1/2
∫ j+1/2
j−1/2
hn(x, y¯)
∂hn(x, y¯)
∂u
r(x)dxdy¯ (5.18)
where
∂hn(x,y¯)
∂u
.
=
(y¯ − γ−1pi[P(x)])
σ2(x)
γ−1
∂pi[P(x)]
∂u
)
+
(‖y¯ − γ−1pi[P(x)]‖2
σ3(x)
− 1
σ(x)
)
∂σ(x)
∂u
(5.19)
and
∂σ(x)
∂u
= γ−1κa sign
(
1− v
v0(x)
)
vC3 − vf − C3f
f(u(x)− C3)2 (5.20)
and
Υ(u(x)) =
∂u
∂x1
∂u2
∂2x1
+
∂u
∂x2
∂u2
∂2x2
(5.21)
where x = [x1 x2]
T and ∂u
2
∂2x
denotes the second derivative of u with respect to x.
As for the term ∂pi[P(x)]
∂u
, after the space warping, this term will be simplified
and when pi[P(x)] does not depend on the depth u, this term is zero.
By parameterizing the descent direction by an artificial time t ≥ 0, the gradi-
ent flow can be easily modified into more efficient schemes without affecting the
location of the minima. The minimization can be carried out by the following
gradient flow algorithm
∂u(x, t)
∂t
= −LuE ∂r(x, t)
∂t
= −LrE (5.22)
where the derivative with respect to iteration time is approximated by a forward
difference, and LuE and LrE are given in Equation (5.17).
As can be seen in most formulas, this algorithm can be implemented very
efficiently. One can tabulate most computations from analytic solutions of the
integrals of Gaussian over finite domains (i.e., via the error function) and by
exploiting the separability of the Gaussian function. Indeed our current imple-
mentation in C++ with a Pentium 2GHz takes about 1 second to compute the
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above gradients on an image of dimensions 200 × 200 pixels. Each experiment
displayed in this chapter can be finished within 200 iterations of the shape re-
construction and image restoration. So the total time taken by any experiment
presented in this chapter is less than 3 minutes.
5.5 Experiments
5.5.1 Experimental Results from Synthetic Data
In this section, we test the proposed algorithm on four synthetically-generated
data: An equifocal plane, a scene made of equifocal planes at different depths
(Cube dataset), a slope (Slope dataset), and a wave (Wave dataset). For each of
these shapes we show the reconstruction results obtained by either changing the
diameter a of the aperture (see Figure 5.3 and 5.4) or the distance C3 between
the aperture and the lens (see Figure 5.5 and 5.6).
In the experiments displayed in Figure 5.3 and 5.4, we use 4 input images,
which are obtained by setting the aperture diameter a as 2mm, 4mm, 5mm,
and 6mm and with other parameters fixed to focal length f = 30mm, C =
[0 0 20mm]T , and distance image plane to lens v = 45mm. In Figure 5.3 we show
only two of the input images corresponding to a = 2mm and a = 6mm. In the
same figure we show the true radiance and the estimated radiance. In Figure 5.4
we show the ground truth for the shapes of the Cube, Slope, and Wave datasets
in the left column, the corresponding reconstructed shapes from the input images
without noise in the middle column and the corresponding reconstructed shapes
from the input images along with 2% added Gaussian noise in the right column.
In the experiments displayed in Figure 5.5 and 5.6, 3 input images are obtained
by setting the distance of the aperture to the lens C3 as 3mm, 8mm, and 12mm
and with other parameters fixed to focal length f = 30mm, a = 5mm, and
distance image plane to lens v = 45mm. The image order arranged in Figure 5.5
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and 5.6 are the same as in Figure 5.3 and 5.4 respectively. The two input images
displayed in Figure 5.5 are generated with C3 = 3mm and C3 = 12mm.
In all experiments (including the ones on real data) the shape is initialized as
a plane parallel to the image plane and the radiance is initialized as one of the
input images.
To show the robustness of the method, we test our algorithm with the images
with additive Gaussian noise at 5 different levels. They are generated by adding
1%, 2%, 5%, 15% and 20% of Gaussian noise of the radiance intensity to the
input images. In Figure 5.7 we show the absolute errors and relative errors of
the experiments with each dataset at different noise level. which we compute as
the average of the differences of L2 norm between the estimated shape and the
true shape, and the relative error, which we compute as the absolute error and
then normalized by dividing the average of the L2 norm of the true shape. The
errors in the case of changing the aperture diameter are shown in the top row in
Figure 5.7 and the errors in the case of changing the distance from the aperture
to the lens are shown in the bottom row in Figure 5.7.
As we can see from the Figure 5.7, in both group of experiments, as the
noise level going larger, the error in each case is also going higher. They have a
approximately linear relationship. Compared among different datasets, the worst
case is always coming from the Wave dataset and the best case is always from the
equifocal plane dataset, it seems that the sharper of the oscillations on the object
surface the worse is the reconstruction shape. There are at least two possible
reasons. One is that in our image formation model, after the discretization of the
object surface, we assume that each small cell of the surface is fronto parallel. A
surface with sharp oscillations will violate this assumption. Another reason is the
smoothing term in the formulation. The smoothing term smear out the surface
part with steep gradient. This affects the accuracy of the reconstruction of the
Wave dataset. Although the Cube dataset is piecewise fronto parallel, because the
effects of the smoothing term the results from the Cube dataset are worse than
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Figure 5.3: Image restoration when changing the size of the aperture. First row shows
two of the four input images. The first image in the second row is the true radiance
and the second one is the restored radiance.
those from the slope dataset.
5.5.2 Experimental Results from Real Data
To illustrate the algorithm above and validate it empirically, we test it on real
images. Here we show an experiment of a scene containing a miniature house.
The distance between the camera and the house model is about 400 millimeters.
The images are captured by a Nikon D80 Digital Camera equipped with a Nikon
AF Nikkor lens with F = 50mm, v = 57.57mm, and γ = 23.7pixels/mm. The
four input images are captured by setting the aperture to 5mm, 9mm, 15mm
and 22mm. Due to the difference in the aperture, the intensities of the captured
images need to be corrected. We found the average intensity of each image. By
choosing a value as the criterion, we compute the ratios of the average intensities
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Figure 5.4: The reconstructions of the Cube, Slope and Wave datasets when changing
the size of the aperture. In each row, the first image displays the true shape of the
corresponding dataset, the second and third images display the reconstructed shapes
without noise and with 2% noise.
against this value. The final images are obtained from the original images divided
by the corresponding ratios. Two of the input images are shown on the top row
of Figure 5.8. On the bottom row we show the restored radiance (left) and the
recovered shape (right). Figure 5.9 shows several views of the reconstructed
scene. As one can see the qualitative shape has been successfully captured.
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Figure 5.5: Image restoration by changing the distance of the aperture from the lens.
First row shows two of the four input images. The first image in the second row is the
true radiance and the second one is the restored radiance.
5.6 Conclusions
We presented a novel approach to shape estimation and image restoration algo-
rithms based on the off-axis aperture camera. The main property of this camera
is that it needs neither a relative motion with respect to the object nor a change
in the image plane and lens position. The only moving part is the aperture.
We change its location and its diameter and show how this relates to the 3-D
structure of the scene via the image formation model. We propose several pa-
rameterizations for the geometry of the object so that the resulting minimization
algorithm is simple, and its convergence well-behaved. Because this is the first
time that a camera is modeled in this way, so there is no comparison possible.
But the results on several synthetic and real datasets are shown and demonstrate
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Figure 5.6: Shapes reconstructed when changing the distance from the aperture to
the lens. In each row, the first image displays the true shape of the corresponding
dataset, the second and third images display the reconstructed shapes without noise
and with 2% noise.
the accuracy and effectiveness of the technique. From the experimental results
we can see that this approach works better for smooth surfaces. For the surfaces
with sharp oscillations, some parts of the reconstructed surface have been killed
or smoothed out in some way. There are two possible reasons for this. One is the
assumption in the image formation model where we assume that each small cell
on the discretized object surface is fronto parallel. The other is the smoothing
terms in the formulation. The work of expanding the image formation model to
a more general one and the work of studying the effects of the smoothing terms
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will be done in the future.
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Figure 5.7: Absolute and relative errors between the ground truths and the estimated
depth maps of the four synthetic datasets at six noise levels. The unit of the absolute
error is millimeter. Top row: the results from the experiments when changing the size
of the aperture. Bottom row: the results from the experiments when changing the
distance from the aperture to the lens.
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Figure 5.8: Experimental results on real data. Top row: two of the input images;
the image on the left has been captured with A = 5mm, while the image on the right
has been captured with A = 22mm. Second row: the restored radiance(left) and
reconstructed depth map in gray scale (right).
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Figure 5.9: A few views of the reconstructed house displayed in Figure 5.8.
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Chapter 6
Large-Baseline Multiview Stereo:
Dealing with View-varying
Clutter and Occlusions
6.1 Introduction and Problem Statement
In this chapter we present two novel methods for solving calibrated multiview
stereo (MVS), i.e., the problem of estimating 3D surfaces from a collection of 2D
views with known pose. Part of the work presented in this chapter is published
in our paper [44].
Research in MVS is very active in the field of computer vision and a wide
variety of methods have been proposed to address the recovery of the surface
of 3D objects in very challenging scenarios, e.g., for wide-baseline datasets [80],
with non-Lambertian objects [20, 171], dealing with illumination [86], or in the
presence of clutter [62].
We pose the problem of estimating the surface of Lambertian objects in the
scene from multiple calibrated views as the problem of determining whether a
point in space (a voxel) lies inside or outside any of the objects. The estimated
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surface is then implicitly defined as the interface separating the two groups of
voxels. As pointed out by Furukawa and Ponce [62], MVS algorithms can be
associated to the datasets that they can handle: objects with clear silhouettes;
objects in clutter; objects with occlusions. When the silhouettes of the objects
in images are available, the silhouette images can be used to generate the visual
hull directly. Either the visual hull can be regard as the final reconstruction or
it can be used as an initialization for the final reconstruction. To finish the 3D
reconstruction based on visual hull makes life easier. Unfortunately, if the images
are not taken in a controlled environment, it is not easy or even possible to extract
the silhouettes. Our methods can deal with all the three above scenarios and
focus on the challenge posed by view-varying occlusions and clutter. We propose
general solutions that do not require knowledge of the visual hull, silhouettes or
approximate depth maps either implicitly or explicitly.
In the first part of this chapter, we introduce our first method that can deal
with all the three above scenarios in a globally optimal fashion. The experimental
results with this method with the two tori datasets with or without view-varying
occlusions are depicted in Figure 6.1. As we can see, the texture of the background
is similar to that of the tori, so that there is no clear boundary between the
foreground and the background. We call this type of background clutter. Also
the background is changing from view to view so the clutter is view-varying. As
it has been pointed out in Chapter 1, the occlusions we meet in 3D reconstruction
can be divided into two classes: self-occlusions and occlusions from other objects.
From the two tori datasets (Figure 6.1) we can see that some parts of the tori
are self-occluded. In each of the two images displayed in the second row, there is a
disc occluding some parts of the tori. These discs do not belong to the objects we
want to reconstruct, so they are occlusions from other objects. Because the discs
are located randomly in each view, they appear at different locations relative to
the tori in different views. We call them view-varying occlusions.
Our method is a continuous convex formulation of MVS (Section 6.2) which
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Figure 6.1: Reconstruction of two concatenated tori from synthetic images where the
foreground and the background have the same texture (clutter) and with or without
view-varying occlusions (circular regions that change position in each frame). Top row:
two of the input images of the two tori dataset with only view-varying clutter. Second
row: two of the input images of the two tori dataset with view-varying clutter and
occlusions. Third row: two views of the reconstructed 3D model from the two tori
dataset with only view-varying clutter. Bottom row: two views of the reconstructed
3D model from the two tori dataset with view-varying clutter and occlusions.
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includes a Bayesian formulation of the visibility of each camera (Section 6.3). In
Section 6.4 we explicitly deal with the integration of 3D surface estimates from
different views. The convex cost functional is then minimized by an efficient
gradient-flow algorithm in Section 6.5. Finally, in Section 6.6 we demonstrate
the method on data with view-varying clutter and occlusions and on the original
Middlebury data set, where we show that, with the clutter and occlusions, it still
performs similarly to current state-of-the-art methods.
The contributions of this method are that we formulate MVS to simultane-
ously deal with the dependency of multiple views by voting the visibility functions
with the proposed Robust interpolating function. The proposed algorithm is
independent of initialization, can easily incorporate surface regularization terms,
does not have degenerate solutions (e.g., the empty set), and does not use the
visual hull or silhouettes explicitly or implicitly at any step of the algorithm.
Furthermore, more general models of image formation can be used without com-
promising the estimation process.
In the second part of this chapter, we introduce our second method for solving
the same problem. In this method, a narrow band around the approximated
surface is chosen for each central view. For a voxel close to the surface, the number
of narrow bands containing this voxel will be counted. If a certain narrow band
contains a voxel, we would say the corresponding central view has a contribution
to this voxel. Then how many views contribute to a certain voxel is determined by
the number of the narrow bands which contain this voxel. The final visibility value
of this voxel will be determined by all the views which contribute to this voxel.
By partitioning the voxels within the narrow band into two groups according to
their visibility values, the surface is reconstructed as the interface between these
two groups. The benefits of doing this are the follows. First, this method has the
same robustness to view-varying occlusions and clutter as the preceding method.
Second, the computational load in this method has been reduced dramatically
by not using the interpolating function to integrate the visibility functions from
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each view into a global visibility function. A shortcoming of this method is that
the proposed algorithm is not convex. But as shown by the experimental results,
by setting some parameters properly, it seems that the convergence to the global
minimum is not a problem.
The proposed algorithm is based on the work of Chan and Vese [31], whose
algorithm is used for segmentations of 2D images. It is also related to the work
of Curless and Levoy [40] where a signed distance function is generated based
on the surface from the range image, and then the narrow bands of weighted
signed distance function are accumulated to generate a full surface. Curless’
method works well with range images generated by active sensors where there is
less noise than the depth maps generated from 2D images. Goesele et al. [65]
employ this method to work on the depth maps generated from 2D images, but
only the portion of the scene that can be matched with high confidence in each
input view can be reconstructed and leading to that each individual depth map
may contain numerous holes.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: first the energy formulation is
described in Section 6.7 which is followed by the description of the extraction of
narrow bands in Section 6.8. We introduce our techniques to extract the surfaces
in Section 6.9. After the experimental results are given in Section 6.10, this
chapter is terminated by a brief conclusion on both methods.
6.2 A Continuous and Convex Formulation of
Multiview Stereo
We pose the problem of estimating the surface of Lambertian objects in the scene
from multiple calibrated views as the problem of determining whether a point in
space (a voxel) lies inside or outside any of the objects. This is represented with
a function φ : V ⊂ R3 7→ −1, 1, with V the bounded volume in 3D space where
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reconstruction is performed. Ideally, in our approach when a voxel X ∈ V is
inside any of the objects in the scene then the value of function φ at this voxel
is 1 and if a voxel is outside any of the objects in the scene then the value of
function φ at that voxel is −1. The function φ is called visibility function in
this chapter. The surface of the objects is defined implicitly as the set of points
{X : φ(X) = 0}. The next step is to define an energy such that its minimum is
at the surface of the objects in the scene. To do so we introduce the following
energy minimization
φˆ = arg min
φ
E[φ]
.
=
∫
Φ(φ˜(X)|φ(X))dX + α
∫
Ψ(φ˜(X))|∇φ(X)|dX
+β
∫
θ(φ(X))dX. (6.1)
The energy is composed of three terms. The first term Φ(φ˜|φ) is the data fidelity
term, which measures the discrepancy between φ˜ and φ. In our notation the
function φ˜ is an approximate estimate of the visibility function which is computed
from the input data. The details of the computation of the visibility function are
given in the following sections. The discrepancy function will be analyzed in the
next section. The second term is the regularization term. It is a weighted version
of Total Variation, which penalizes large variations of φ at the surface of the
object. The weight is defined as Ψ(φ˜)
.
= exp[−φ˜2/µ] with a positive constant µ.
The second term is weighted by a positive constant α. The third term is a convex
penalty term with θ()
.
= max{0, |φ| − 1} and weighted by a positive constant β.
This term prevents φ from leaving the range [−1, 1] and keep this formulation as
a convex one.
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6.2.1 The Discrepancy Functions in the Formulation
In our implementation we tested two choices for Φ. One choice is the discrepancy
Φ(φ˜(X)|φ(X)) = |φ˜(X)− φ(X)| (6.2)
and a second choice is
Φ(φ˜(X)|φ(X)) = (1 + φ˜(X))(1− φ(X)) + (1− φ˜(X))(1 + φ(X)). (6.3)
If we assume that −1 ≤ φ ≤ 1, the relationship between Φ(φ˜|φ), φ˜ and φ
expressed by Equation (6.3) is illustrated in Figure 6.2. Given two constant
values φ˜0 and φ˜1 with −1 ≤ φ˜0 < 0 and 0 < φ˜1 ≤ 1, it can be seen that Φ obtains
its minimum at φ = −1 and φ = 1 along φ˜ = φ˜0 and φ˜ = φ˜1 respectively. In fact
Φ obtains its minimum at φ = 1 for all φ˜ ∈ (0, 1] and minimum at φ = −1 for
all φ˜ ∈ [−1, 0). It means that for all voxels with −1 ≤ φ˜ < 0 the value of φ will
converge to −1 to minimize Φ and for all voxels with 0 < φ˜ ≤ 1 the value of φ
will converge to 1 to minimize Φ. The only uncertain situation is when φ˜ = 0
where Φ takes a constant value. In this situation, φ can be any value between
−1 and 1, but in practice, the regularization term in the formulation will do its
work to pick a suitable value for φ. In fact, if φ˜ is either −1 or +1 for most of the
voxels and has a quick transition through 0 at the surface of the objects, then we
have found no noticeable difference between the solution obtained with Equation
( 6.2) and the solution obtained with Equation (6.3) in our experiments.
The interpretation of the term φ˜ in Equation (6.2) is much more apparent than
in Equation (6.3): It behaves as a proxy, i.e., as an initial estimate of the function
φ obtained from the data. Then, by minimizing Equation (6.1) we approximate
the proxy with a smooth function. An immediate consequence of this formulation
is that the accuracy of the solution depends highly on the accuracy of the proxy.
In the following sections, we will study how to calculate φ˜(X) so that we can
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Figure 6.2: The illustration of the relationship between Φ(φ˜|φ), φ˜ and φ expressed
by Equation 6.3. See details in text.
tolerate discrepancies in the model due to sensor noise, changes in the brightness,
contrast of the camera, departure from the Lambertian assumption, occlusions
and clutter.
6.2.2 Relations to Kolev et al. [94]
In work by Kolev et al. [94], the energy term relative to the measurements and
the model is defined as
EKolev(u) =
∫
(ρbck(X)− ρobj(X))u(X)dX (6.4)
where ρbck(X) + ρobj(X) = 1 and ρbck(X) and ρobj(X) depend on depth maps
estimates obtained from different views. For instance, they can be defined as the
negative log-likelihood of X belonging to the object or the background. One of the
nice features of this energy formulation is that the two terms ρobj(X) and ρbck(X)
“compete” to define whether the voxel X lies inside or outside any of the objects.
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By minimizing this energy they obtain a solution u that tends to +∞ on voxels
inside objects (ρobj(X) > ρbck(X)), and to −∞ outside (ρobj(X) < ρbck(X)). By
adding a convex energy term that penalizes values of u out of the range [0, 1], u
will instead become the indicator function of the inside of the objects.
Now, define the following identities
φ(X)
.
= 2u(X)− 1 (6.5)
φ˜(X)
.
= ρobj(X)− ρbck(X) = 2ρobj(X)− 1 (6.6)
in the above energy term. The constraint on u ∈ [0, 1] becomes φ ∈ [−1,+1].
Since ρobj ∈ [0, 1] by definition, we also have that φ˜ ∈ [−1,+1]. The resulting
energy is identical, up to a constant scale factor, to Equation (6.3). Hence, one
can immediately conclude that the term ρobj−ρbck also defines an initial estimate
of the surface of the objects and the accuracy with which it is obtained determines
the overall performance of the reconstruction task.
The main differences of our work and the work of Kolev et al. in [94] are as
follows. In [94], for a voxel on the surface, they use the visual hull and its surface
normals to predecide which camera can see this voxel. In our work we avoid to
use the silhouette informations or visual hull at any stage. The work in [94] does
no focus on the robustness to the occlusions or clutter, but that is the main goal
of our work.
6.3 Bayesian Photoconsistency
To determine the proxy φ˜ we obtain depth maps from small groups of nearby
views, so that outliers due to occlusions are minimized, and then merge them
into a single 3D surface [120, 189]. In our algorithm we follow a similar merging
strategy, but try to delay as much as possible hard decisions so as to maximize
the amount of information used to take them. In broad terms, the key idea is
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to obtain a visibility map from each depth map and then to integrate all the
visibility maps together via a robust interpolating function. To illustrate the
steps needed, here we will show the computation of a single visibility map. The
integration of all the visibility maps will be discussed in the next section.
6.3.1 Photoconsistency Computation
In order to compute a depth map, we need to define how images are generated
from the scene. Let {Ii : Ω ⊂ R2 7→ R3+}i=1,...,N be a collection of N calibrated
color images, {pii : V ⊂ R3 7→ Ω}i=1,...,N be perspective projections of a voxel to
pixel coordinates in the i-th view, and {Ci ∈ R}i=1,...,N be the camera centers.
Under the Lambertian assumption the intensity measured on the i-th camera
sensor can be written as
Ii(pii[X]) = r((X−Ci)λ∗i + Ci) where
λ∗i = arg min
λ∈[0,∞)
{λ|φ(λX + (1− λ)Ci) = 0} (6.7)
and r : V 7→ R3+ is the color intensity reflected at a point in space. The above
definition formalizes two well-known notions: 1) If two images capture light from
the same point in space, the same intensity is observed (photoconsistency); 2) The
intensity captured by an image at a pixel pii[X] depends on the closest surface
point to the camera along the ray connecting the camera center Ci to the point
in space X.
Given the i-th view Ii we are interested in computing an estimate of the
visibility of a point from this camera. In this case we have that if a point X on
the surface is visible from both the i-th and the j-th camera then
Ij(pij[X]) = Ii(pii[X])) + ω (6.8)
where ω is sensor noise, which we model with a Laplace distribution. Then we
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can write the photoconsistency value between these two views as
ρi,j(X) =
σ
2Ii(pii[X])
e
−σ| Ij(pij [X])
Ii(pii[X])
−1|
(6.9)
where 1
σ
Ii(pii[X]) is the scale parameter. It is reasonable to assume that sensor
noise in each view is independent from the other views. Thus the photoconsis-
tency of M views can be computed as the product of individual pairwise pho-
toconsistency terms. The quantity ρi,j(X) is the probability of photoconsistency
and is maximal at the surface when all points are visible and distortions are well
modeled by Laplacian noise. Notice that the long tails of the Laplacian distribu-
tion allow to compensate for occlusions and other distortions. Furthermore, the
degree of tolerance to outliers can be varied by changing the scale parameter. By
combining the different views, we obtain
ρi(X) =
jM∏
j=j1
ρi,j(X). (6.10)
where j1, · · · , jM are the indices of the neighbor views of the i-th view. The i-th
view is called the central view in this local group and the neighbor views of the
i-th view involved in the calculation of Equation (6.10) are called target views in
this local group.
Remark The above model rejects outliers similarly to other robust functions
that have been suggested in the literature (see, for instance [7, 178]). In practice,
the overall behavior is that the photoconsistency term should be as sensitive as
possible to small intensity deviations between the views, which are more likely to
have been generated by a genuine point on the surface, rather than large intensity
deviations, which might have been generated by extremely different phenomena
(e.g., occlusions, clutter, and quantization).
The computation of the photoconsistency term Equation (6.10) can be done
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Figure 6.3: The illustration for calculating the photoconsistency probabilities with a
plane-sweeping scheme. Details can be seen in the text.
Figure 6.4: The photoconsistency probabilities along two projection rays(left) and
the visibility along a projection ray(right).
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in a reasonably efficient manner by parsing each point in the volume V. We
simply compute the photoconsistency probability independently at each point
X in space. For the sake of simplicity we do not integrate the visibility within
windows or slanted planes or compute normalized cross-correlations, although
such options are all possible in our framework. Figure 6.3 depicts the procedure
for calculating the photoconsistency probabilities with a plane-sweeping scheme.
For a plane parallel to the image plane of the central view(camera O in Fig-
ure 6.3) and at certain depth, all the pixels in the central view are backprojected
onto this plane and then the corresponding points are projected onto the neigh-
bor views of the central view. The correspondences of the pixel values between
the central view and the neighbor views are substituted into Equation (6.10) to
calculate the photoconsistency values for each point. This procedure is repeated
for each plane located within a certain distance range with respect to the central
view. And then for each pixel in the central view, a series of photoconsistency
values are computed at different distances along the projection rays. The photo-
consistency values along each projection ray are used to decide the depth maps for
the corresponding pixel and the visibility functions with respect to each central
view are built based on the depth maps.
The photoconsistency values along two projection rays are depicted with a
red and a blue curves in the left image in Figure 6.4. It can be seen that, along
the red curve, there is a sharp peak with a distinctively high value. On the other
hand, the photoconsistency values along the blue curve are all very small such
that the blue curve looks like a straight line with zero values everywhere. If there
is a sharp peak with a distinctively high value along a ray, we believe that the
probability that the corresponding point is located on the surface is high. But if
all the photoconsistency values along a projection ray are very small, we will not
pick any point along this ray as a surface point. This situation usually happens
with four kinds of pixels: the pixels with a large noise, the pixels of background,
the pixels with a serious self-occlusion within the local camera group or the pixels
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occluded by other objects. For this kind of rays, we set all the voxels along the
rays outside of the objects with respect to the current central view. This is
expressed in Equation (6.12).
6.3.2 Visibility Mapping
Once Equation (6.10) has been evaluated, we map the photoconsistency proba-
bility ρi to the visibility of a point X with respect to the i-th view. Notice that
the visibility φ˜i must be a nondecreasing function as we evaluate voxels along a
ray from the camera center Ci. We enforce such constraint by considering the
integral of ρi(X) along the projection ray passing through Ci. We then shift and
truncate such function so that the visibility φ˜i is 0 at the depth map, and between
−1 and 1 everywhere else. First, for each ray, we compute the location of the
depth map
λ∗ .= arg max
λ∈[0,1]
ρi(Ci + λ(Xmax −Ci)) (6.11)
where Xmax is the furthest point from the camera Ci along the chosen ray in the
volume V. Then, we define the visibility from the i-th view along the ray via the
cumulative distribution function of ρi, i.e.,
φ˜i(Ci + µ(Xmax −Ci)) = max
{
−1,min
{
1,
∫ µ
λ∗
ρi(Ci + λ(Xmax −Ci))dλ
}}
, ρmax ≥ τ
−1, ρmax < τ
(6.12)
where µ ∈ [0, 1] and ρmax is the maximum photoconsistency value along a ray, i.e.,
the photoconsistency value when λ = λ∗. τ is a predefined threshold parameter.
The value of τ is related to several factors. First it is related directly to the
parameter σ in Equation (6.9). The larger is the value of σ, the larger is the
value of τ . The value of τ is also related to the number of neighbor views of a
central view. The more neighbor views of a central view, the smaller value of τ
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should be set. The noise level in the input images affects the value of τ too. The
higher is the noise level the smaller values should be set to τ . The general rule is
that τ should be set a value such that for most pixels projected from background
in a central view the corresponding values of ρmax are less than τ and for most
pixels projected from foreground in a central view the corresponding values of
ρmax are greater than τ .
It is obvious that zero level set of the visibility function of a certain central
view is the approximated surface seen from this view. One central view and
one view of the zero level set surface of the corresponding visibility function are
shown in Figure 6.5. It can be seen that for the pixels occluded by the view-
varying occlusions, holes are generated at the corresponding voxels. Because
we do not use the silhouettes or visual hull, there are some floating fragments
outside of the object. To reconstruct a full scene and at the same time to fill
the holes and to eliminate the floating fragments outside the objects, once we
have obtained estimates of the visibility φ˜i from each view, we proposed a Robust
interpolating function to integrate them into a single visibility function φ˜. This
will be presented in the next section.
6.4 Voting Multiple Views in the Presence of
Clutter and Occlusions
After the computation of the visibility functions for each central view, we need to
integrate them into a single visibility function with a proper voting function. In
this chapter we call the final single visibility function the global visibility function.
The most common method to integrate depth maps, or visibilities, is to deter-
mine which cameras share overlapping views. This can be achieved by using an
initial estimate of the surface from the visual hull (i.e., via silhouettes) or from the
depth maps themselves. The normals to the surface are then extracted and used
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Figure 6.5: The zero level set surface of the visibility function from one central view.
Top row: the image of the central view (left) and one view of the zero level set surface
of the corresponding visibility function (right). Bottom row: two views of the zero level
set surface of the corresponding visibility function.
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to determine which cameras are potentially imaging a given voxel. This assump-
tion results in a simple MVS formulation as one only needs to average preselected
sets of overlapping depth maps. This, however, comes at a cost, as the normals
from an approximate surface estimate could be incorrect and a hard decision on
which cameras overlap could lead to averaging depth maps incorrectly.
In this work, we use a different strategy. The procedure of combining the
visibility functions can be written as a voting function f : RN 7→ [−1, 1], so that
the visibility estimate is given by a certain combination of all the visibilities. It
can be expressed as
φ˜(X) = f(φ˜1(X), ..., φ˜N(X)). (6.13)
where φ˜i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , are the visibilities with respect to each central view, which
can be computed with Equation (6.12). φ˜ is the global visibility function. In
this general formulation however, it is easier to create a consistent integration
of the visibilities and to take into account clutter, occlusions and noise. The
function f can be seen as a voting heuristic, where the vote cast by each visibility
results in a decision for each voxel in space. Furthermore, in defining f it is
important to make sure that some desirable properties are satisfied: for instance,
f should be invariant to permutations of the input parameters. Notice that f
could be learned from training data so that one could determine the most robust
integration method for a given camera configuration. In this work, however, we
do not investigate this direction.
6.4.1 Voting Schemes
In this section, we first analyze three choices of the voting schemes and report
their performance.
Min Voting Function
This is one of the simplest and most computationally and memory efficient func-
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tions as its evaluation can be done recursively as visibilities become available:
f(ξ1, · · · , ξN) = min
i
ξi. (6.14)
where 1 ≤ i ≤ N is the index of the central views involved in this voting scheme.
In this scheme the final visibility value of a particular voxel is chosen as the
minimum value among the visibility values of this voxel given by each central
view. This scheme comes from the following observations. Given the perfect
visibilities, when the visibility of a voxel is 1 with respect to a central view, it
just means that this voxel is behind of the objects’ surface portion which can be
seen by this central view and does not mean it must be inside of the objects.
Because it could be beyond the objects’ surface at opposite side. But if a voxel
has a visibility vale as −1 with respect to one of the visibility functions, it means
at least one camera can see it so this voxel must be outside of the objects. For a
particular voxel, if the visibility value of it given by one central view is 1 and at
the same time its visibility value given by another central view is −1, −1 should
be chosen among these two values. In our scheme of visibility mapping, for most
voxels, the visibility values are either 1 or −1. But there is transition part around
the objects’ surface, the voxels within this transition part can take values between
−1 and 1 as their visibility values. Given two visibility values of a voxel, we prefer
to believe the smaller one. This conclusion is based on the perfect visibilities. So
this scheme is very sensitive to noise and unfortunately it is also one of the worst
performing ones (see Table 6.1). Notice that this mapping is non linear in the
arguments.
Local Mean Voting Function
This interpolating function mimics the choice made by methods that use depth
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information to decide which depth maps to average.
f(ξ1, · · · , ξN) =

1
N ′
N ′∑
i=1
ξi, if ∃i1, i2, · · · , iN ′ : |ξik | ≤ τ
min
ik
ξik , if ∀i : |ξi| > τ & ∃i1, · · · , im : ξik < −τ,m ≥M
max
i
ξi, if ∀i : |ξi| > τ & ∃i1, · · · , im : ξik < −τ,m < M
(6.15)
for a small positive constant τ and a predefined integer M .
The ideas of this voting function are as follows. For a voxel, if there are a few
views believing that it is close to the surface then the final visibility value of this
voxel is set as the average of the visibility values of these views. If all the views
believe that a voxel is far away from the surface and for a predefined integer M ,
there are at least M views believe that it is outside of any object, then the final
visibility value of this voxel is set as the minimum among the visibility values of
the views which set it outside of any object. If all the views believe that a voxel
is far away from the surface and the number of views which can see this voxel
is less than M , then its final visibility values is set as the maximum of all the
visibility values at this voxel.
Geometric Mean Voting Function
This interpolating function integrates the visibilities from each view by computing
a geometric mean.
f(ξ1, · · · , ξN) =
(
N∏
i=1
(1 + ξi)
)1/N
− 1. (6.16)
The idea of this voting function is to reduce the effect of self-occlusion on the
visibility. In fact, if a voxel is outside of the objects but it is occluded by a part
of the objects to a certain view then this view believes it behind the surface so
the visibility value at this voxel with respect to this view is set to 1. This is a
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wrong visibility setting because of the self-occlusion. But if there is a view which
can see this voxel then the visibility value at this voxel with respect to this view
is −1. This is the right visibility setting. Then the final visibility value computed
by Geometric mean voting function between these two views is −1. We obtain
the right visibility setting.
The comparison and evaluation of the results from different voting functions
are shown in Section 6.4.3.
6.4.2 Voting via Interpolation
The last section gave three choices of the voting functions. Besides these, multi-
dimensional interpolating functions can be used to combine the visibility func-
tions.
Suppose there are N central views involved in a visibility voting scheme, then
for a particular voxel there areN visibility values given by each central view. That
is, each voxel is mapped to a N -dimensional vector with the visibility values given
by each central view as its elements. For example, if a voxel is mapped to the
vector [1 1 · · · 1]T with all the elements as 1, it means all the central views can
not see this voxel. If a voxel is mapped to the vector [−1 −1 0 1 · · · 1]T , it
means that the first two central views can see this voxel and the third central view
believes this voxel is on the objects’ surface and all the other central views can not
see this voxel. A visibility voting scheme involves to define a rule to map the N -
dimensional vectors to scaler values between −1 and 1. Because of the existence
of the transition part of the visibility values along an optical ray as mentioned in
previous section, the visibility values of some voxels can be any values between
−1 to 1. So for a fixed value N , there are still infinite N -dimensional vectors
with the visibility values given by each central view as their elements. It is not
easy or even possible to define a visibility voting scheme to map each of this kind
of vectors to a scaler. So we decide to do the visibility voting in two steps. First
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Figure 6.6: The ideal voting functions with 2 views ξ1 and ξ2.
we define rules to map the vectors, whose elements include only 0, 1 and −1, to
scalers and then for the vectors with other combinations, the corresponding values
are given by the N -dimensional interpolating function. More explicitly, we define
the known points of f at the finite set of locations in the N -dimensional grid
{−1, 0, 1} × · · · × {−1, 0, 1} and for the points away from the grid its visibility
value is given by the N -dimensional interpolating function (an example of 2-
dimensional grid {−1, 0, 1} × {−1, 0, 1} is shown in Figure 6.6). In this section,
two interpolating functions are discussed. One is the Ideal interpolating function
and the other one is the Robust interpolating function. The difference between
them is how to define the corresponding values for the grid points. That is how
to define the known points for the interpolations.
Ideal Interpolating Function
The known points of the Ideal interpolating function on the N -dimensional grid
{−1, 0, 1} × · · · × {−1, 0, 1} are defined as follows:
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f(ξ1, · · · , ξN) =

−1, if ∃ i : ξi = −1
1, if ξi = 1 ∀ i
0, at all other locations
(6.17)
The idea of this interpolating function is as follows. For a grid point on the
N -dimensional grid, if any of the input visibility values is −1 then also f maps
to −1. This corresponds to the situation that a voxel is set outside of the objects
if there is one central view which can see it. If all input visibility values are 1
then f is also set to 1. This corresponds to the situation that a voxel is set inside
of the objects if noun of the cameras can see it. All the other grid points are
defined on the surface. Obviously, this interpolating function works well in ideal
conditions, that is, all the input visibilities are computed perfectly.
Robust Interpolating Function
The above mentioned voting schemes, including the Ideal interpolating function,
work well when the input visibilities are perfect or with small errors. In fact we
can never obtain perfect visibilities, especially, when in the presence of clutter
and occlusions. See the second image in Figure 6.5, it is far from perfect. With
this kind of input data, as it can be seen in the next section, none of them works
fine. A robust voting scheme which tolerates conflicting terms are essential. For
this purpose we introduce the Robust interpolating function.
As in the case of the Ideal interpolating function, we first define the known
points of f at the finite set of locations in the N -dimensional grid {−1, 0, 1} ×
· · · × {−1, 0, 1} as follows:
f(ξ1, · · · , ξN) =

−1, if ∃ i1, · · · , iM : ξik = −1
1, if ∃ i1 · · · iN−M+1 : ξik = 1
0, at all other locations
(6.18)
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The meaning of the above definition is that we set a voxel outside of the
objects if at least M views agree that this voxel is outside of the objects. If
we want to set a voxel inside the object we need at least N −M + 1 visibilities
agreeing that it is inside the object. For all the other cases, we set the voxel on
the surface of the object.
The value of M depends on the number of the input visibilities. Based on our
experiments, the integer value of M can be chosen up to 20% of the number of
input visibilities. If the value of M is chosen about 20% of the number of input
visibilities, it means it can tolerate about 20% of the wrong decisions. This is
particularly effective in the presence of view-varying clutter and occlusions, where
several visibilities may be incorrect at some locations.
method Robust Geometric Local Ideal
names interpolating mean mean interpolating
Min
accuracy0% 9.01e-5 4.08e-4 1.58e-4 1.65e-4 3.03e-4
coverage0% 100% 99.42% 99.88% 99.62% 98.83%
accuracy1% 1.03e-4 1.03e-4 1.81e-4 3.28e-4 7.72e-4
coverage1% 100% 98.29% 99.70% 98.37% 93.27%
accuracy2% 1.58e-4 6.51e-4 5.06e-4 8.93e-4 1.7e-3
coverage2% 99.99% 96.53% 95.75% 90.27% 75.59%
accuracy3% 2.75e-4 7.79e-4 1.0e-3 1.5e-3 2.5e-3
coverage3% 99.73% 94.87% 89.83% 78.54% 56.20%
accuracy5% 6.43e-4 9.49e-4 2.4e-3 3.1e-3 4.6e-3
coverage5% 95.66% 92.72% 76.73% 49.05% 24.48%
accuracy
occlusion
1.4e-3 3.3e-3 4.8e-3 4.7e-3 4.6e-3
coverage
occlusion
89.04% 67.50% 48.81% 46.92% 46.99%
Table 6.1: Performance on the Sphere synthetic dataset with 5 different voting
functions: Robust interpolating, Geometric mean, Local mean, Ideal interpolating and
Min. The percentages in the first column of the table indicate the noise levels. The
unit of the accuracy is meter. The last two rows show the performance when view-
varying occlusions (a randomly placed disk) are present. See details in the text for the
meanings of accuracy and coverage.
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(a) Input image (b) Min (c) Local mean
(d) Geometric mean (e) Ideal interpolating (f) Robust interpolating
Figure 6.7: Comparison of the reconstructed visibilities φ˜ (without smoothing) of
five voting function choices with the temple dataset. First row: the first image is one
of the input images. The last two are one view of the zero level set of the integrated
visibility functions from Min and Local mean voting functions respectively. Second
row(left to right): one view of the zero level set of the integrated visibility functions
from Geometric mean voting function, Ideal interpolating and Robust interpolating
functions respectively.
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(a) Input image (b) Min (c) Local mean
(d) Geometric mean (e) Ideal interpolating (f) Robust interpolating
Figure 6.8: Comparison of the reconstructed visibilities φ˜ (without smoothing) of
five interpolating function choices with the temple dataset in the presence of clutter
and occlusions. The image arrangement is the same as in Figure 6.7. The only differ-
ence in these experiments is the input images with clutter and occlusions (the squares
highlighted in the red windows).
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of the reconstructed results of the Sphere synthetic dataset
between Robust interpolating function and Min voting function without view-varying
occlusions at 3% noise level. Top row: Two of the 60 input images. Bottom row:
The reconstructed 3D model with Robust interpolating function (left) and Min voting
function (right).
6.4.3 Evaluations of the Different Voting Functions
In this section, the comparisons and valuations of the performance of different
voting functions are shown.
First we show a direct comparison of the 5 choices of the voting functions on
the Middlebury Temple dataset in Figure 6.7. As one can see, the results from
the Min, Local mean voting functions and Ideal interpolating function are quite
poor compared with the result from the Robust interpolating function. The only
one that is comparable with the Robust interpolating function is the Geometric
mean voting function. But if we observe carefully, we will find that the upper
part of two pillars are killed too much in the result from the Geometric mean
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voting function. So the Robust interpolating function is more successful than
the other functions in preserving more of the surface and at the same time in
avoiding artifacts due to incorrect visibility estimates. The advantages of the
Robust interpolating function are more obvious when the input data with view-
varying clutter and occlusions. This can be seen in Figure 6.8 where the input
data are the modified Temple dataset in the presence of view-varying clutter and
occlusions as shown with the first image. The other images in Figure 6.8 are
the zero level sets of the integrated visibility functions from the corresponding
voting functions. It can be seen that while the result from the Geometric mean
voting function is still better than the results from the Ideal interpolating, Local
mean and Min voting functions, it is much poorer than that from the Robust
interpolating function.
We also run several experiments on synthetic Sphere dataset where, in dif-
ferent experiments, we consider images with different levels of noise and with or
without view-varying occlusions.
In Figure 6.9 we show some results of the experiments from Robust interpo-
lating function and Min voting function on synthetic Sphere dataset. In these
experiments, the input images are with 3% noise and without view-varying oc-
clusions. These experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the Robust interpo-
lating function in dealing with the noise in the input images.
The evaluations of the experimental results on synthetic Sphere dataset are
shown in Table 6.1. In these evaluations, the accuracy is computed as the average
distance of the reconstructed surface points to the ground truth. For a point on
the true surface, if there is a point on the reconstructed surface with distance less
than 0.2 millimeters to it, we would say this point is covered by the reconstructed
surface. Otherwise, this point will not be counted in the coverage.
It can be seen from Table 6.1 that, with the data without view-varying oc-
clusions or noise, although the Robust interpolating function does slightly better
than all the others, any voting function can do a good job. As the noise level
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up to 5%, the results from the Ideal interpolating, Local mean and Min voting
functions are quite poor. This is the same as the results from the Temple data
set. It means they are not robust to noise. At this noise level the result from
the Geometric mean voting function are acceptable, but the best job are from
the Robust interpolating function. In the presence of view-varying occlusions,
the coverage of the reconstructed surface from the Robust interpolatin function
is close to 90%. For others, they are all below 70%. So in this work, we propose
to use the Robust interpolating function to do the visibility voting.
One shortcoming of the proposed approach is that the Robust interpolating
function grows in complexity with the number of central views that it integrates.
While this is perfectly tolerable for medium-size reconstructions, it is unman-
ageable for large-size reconstructions. This challenge can be solved by parallel
computing, but in this work we do not investigate this direction.
6.5 Numerical Implementation
After defining all the functions and parameters for the minimization problem
defined with Equation (6.1), we can solve it by first computing the Euler-Lagrange
equations and then using a numerical scheme to solve them. In the case of the
discrepancy function given with Equation (6.2) we have
∇E[φ(X)] = φ(X)− φ˜(X)|φ(X)− φ˜(X)| − α∇ ·
(
Ψ(φ˜(X))
∇φ(X)
|∇φ(X)|
)
+βθ′(φ(X)) = 0 ∀X ∈ V
(6.19)
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Figure 6.10: The reconstruction of Dinosaur dataset. The first row shows two input
images. The second row shows two views of the reconstructed 3D model obtained with
the Robust interpolating function.
and in the case of the discrepancy function given with Equation (6.3) we have
∇E[φ(X)] = −2φ˜(X)− α∇ ·
(
Ψ(φ˜(X))
∇φ(X)
|∇φ(X)|
)
+βθ′(φ(X)) = 0 ∀X ∈ V.
(6.20)
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Figure 6.11: The reconstruction of Temple dataset. The first row shows two input
images. The second row shows two views of the reconstructed 3D model obtained with
the Robust interpolating function.
These equations could be solved via linearization and successive over-relaxation
(or other iterative solvers for linear systems). However, we find that a gradient
descent scheme works quite efficiently on these functionals and most of the pro-
cessing time is actually spent in the pre-computation of the estimate φ˜. Notice
that we prevent any division by zero by introducing a small positive constant.
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The solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations via a gradient descent is given by
φ(X, t+ 1) = φ(X, t)− ε∇E[φ(X, t)] (6.21)
for a small step ε > 0. Starting from any initial condition, this iterative scheme
will converge to the global minimum of functional (6.1). Notice that the smooth-
ness term is formulated as total variation and therefore it tends to yield 3D
surfaces that are piecewise smooth.
Data set completeness accuracy #views
dinosaur(robust) 99.3% 0.60 mm 60
temple(robust) 98.6% 0.76 mm 56
dinosaur(geometric) 95.7% 1.94 mm 60
temple(geometric) 89.6% 1.45 mm 56
Table 6.2: Performance on the Dinosaur and Temple datasets with two different
voting functions Robust interpolating and Geometric mean. Notice that the results
from the Robust interpolating function are at the same level as the state-of-the-art in
MVS.
6.6 Experiments on the First Method
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method we use the two multiview
stereo data sets publicly available at the Middlebury website [1]: Dinosaur and
Temple datasets. The performance results that we have obtained with the original
datasets from the Robust interpolating and Geometric mean voting functions are
shown in Table 6.2. From the table, first we can see that although the zero level
set of the visibility function from the Geometric mean voting function displayed
in Figure 6.7 are comparable to that from the Robust interpolating function,
but from the evaluation, the Robust interpolating function works much more
accurately than the Geometric mean voting function. Second, our results are
not the best in the Middlebury evaluation list (see Figure 6.12), but they are
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Figure 6.12: Middlebury evaluation list.
at the same level as the state-of-the-art in MVS. One main reason affects the
accuracy of the reconstructed model is that when we generate the depth maps we
compute the photoconsistency values independently for each point not within a
window. This leads to a very noisy depth map as shown before. We compute the
photoconsistency values in this way for efficiency and at the same time it shows
that the proposed method is robust to noise.
Two input images of the Dinosaur dataset and two views of the reconstructed
model from the Robust interpolating function are shown in Figure 6.10 and two
input images of the Temple dataset and two views of the reconstructed model
from the Robust interpolating function are shown in Figure 6.11. The reconstruc-
tions obtained with the two discrepancies Equation (6.3) and Equation (6.2) are
virtually identical; so, we only display the results obtained for Equation (6.3).
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Figure 6.13: Input images and reconstructed results from the Dinosaur dataset in
the presence of view-varying occlusions and clutter. The images in the first column
are two central views with the occlusions included in the red boxes. The images in the
second column are two views of the reconstructed model from the Robust interpolating
function and the images in the last column are two views of the reconstructed model
from the Local mean voting function.
In Figure 6.13 and 6.14 we show the input images and corresponding recon-
structed results of Dinosaur and Temple datasets with view-varying occlusions
and clutter. It can be seen that in the presence of view-varying occlusions, the
reconstruction results from the Robust interpolating function are still comparable
to the ones obtained with uncluttered images, but the results obtained from other
interpolating functions are much worse. Here we just display the results from the
Local mean voting function for comparison.
The input images in the experiments are generated from the Middlebury Di-
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Figure 6.14: Input images and reconstructed results from the Temple dataset in the
presence of view-varying occlusions and clutter. The images in the first column are
two central views with the occlusions included in the red boxes. The images in the
second column are two views of the reconstructed model from the Robust interpolating
function and the images in the last column are two views of the reconstructed model
from the Local mean voting function.
nosaur and Temple datasets as follows: The background images are generated
by tiling image patches which are obtained by cutting a patch at a random lo-
cation in a randomly chosen image in the corresponding image group. With the
help of an approximated silhouette generated from the original image, a cluttered
background is attached to the original image. And then the three occluders are
attached onto each of them at random locations.
We used a Mac Pro 8-core 3.2GHz in our experiments. The reconstructions
are defined on a volume of 359× 301× 307 voxels for the Dinosaur dataset and
465× 301× 219 voxels for the Temple dataset and are produced in less than 30
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minutes after the computation of the visibility φ˜. The time taken for computing
the visibility function depends on how many reference views have been used. If
12 reference views are used in Dinosaur dataset, it takes about 245 minutes for
Robust interpolating and Ideal interpolating functions and about 72 minutes for
geometric, local and min interpolating functions.
6.7 An Occlusion-Robust Surface Integration For-
mulation via Narrow Bands in Multiview
Stereo
The problem we are going to solve with this method is the same as the one solved
by the preceding method. Here we give the energy formulation directly without
stating the problem again.
The energy formulation proposed in this method has the following form
φˆ = arg min
φ
E(φ, c1, c2)
.
= µ
∫
V
δ(φ(X))|∇φ(X)|dX
+λ1
∫
V
|Ψ(X)− c1|2H(φ(X))H(ω(X))dX
+λ2
∫
V
|Ψ(X)− c2|2 (1−H(φ(X)))H(ω(X))dX (6.22)
Where function φ has the same meaning as in Equation (6.1), function H is the
Heaviside function and δ is the Dirac delta function. µ ≥ 0, λ1, λ2 > 0 are fixed
parameters. N is the number of central views. ω(X) =
∑N
i=1 ωi(X)− ν, with ν a
nonnegative integer and ωi(X) represents the weighting volume for the i
th central
view. In this work we use a simple binary weighting, ωi(X) ∈ {0, 1}. For the ith
central view, within a narrow band around the approximated surface ωi(X) = 1
and for other points ωi(X) = 0 (the details of the weight setting are given in the
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next section). In the experiments shown in this chapter we set ν = 1. This means
that a point needs to be seen by at least two views to be reconstructed.
Ψ(X) is computed with the following expression:
Ψ(X) =
 Φ(X)/(ω(X) + ν), ω(X) > 00, ω(X) = 0 (6.23)
where Φ(X) =
∑N
i=1 ωi(X)φ˜i(X) and φ˜i(X) is the visibility function of the i
th
central view as same as that in the preceding method.
The values of c1 and c2 of a point X are related to the visibility values at it
and proportional to the number of cameras which have non-zero weighting at it.
For different points, the visibility values and the number of cameras of non-zero
weightings could be different. So we compute them with the following expressions:
c1(φ) =
∫
V
Ψ(X)H(φ(X))H(ω(X))dX∫
V
H(φ(X))H(ω(X))dX
(6.24)
c2(φ) =
∫
V
Ψ(X)(1−H(φ(X)))H(ω(X))dX∫
V
(1−H(φ(X)))H(ω(X)).dX (6.25)
The first term in Equation (6.22) is a regularization term to penalize the
surface area. The last two terms are data fidelity terms. In practice the Heaviside
function H is replaced by a regularized vision H . Here we use the one presented
in Chapter 4, Section 4.5, and suggested in [31].
H(z) =
1
2
(
1 +
2
pi
arctan(
z

)
)
(6.26)
The corresponding regularized vision of Dirac delta function has the following
form
δ(z) =

pi(2 + z2)
(6.27)
In Figure 6.15, two plots of the regularized vision of Dirac delta function are
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Figure 6.15: Two plots of the regularized vision of Dirac delta function with  = 0.2
(red) and  = 0.5 (blue).
shown. It can be seen that the larger is the value of  and the heavier tails
the regularized Dirac delta function has. So if we use a regularized Dirac delta
function with a larger , say 2, in the Equation (6.22), the formulation will take
a quite wide band around the zero level set of φ into account. This helps the
convergence to the global minimum.
Equation. (6.22) can be solved by first computing the Euler-Lagrange equation
and then employing a numerical scheme. The Euler-Lagrange equation of the
proposed energy functional is:
∆E[φ] = δ(φ)
[
µdiv
( ∇φ
|∇φ|
)
− λ1(Ψ− c1)2 + λ2(Ψ− c2)2
]
= 0,∀X ∈ V
(6.28)
The iterative step of a gradient descent problem for solving the Euler-Lagrange
equation is given by:
φ(X, t+ 1) = φ(X, t)−∆t∇E[φ(X, t)] (6.29)
for a small step ∆t.
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6.8 Extraction of the Narrow Bands
Based on the visibility functions computed for each central view given in the
preceding method presented in this chapter, we explain how to extract a narrow
band around the approximated surface from each visibility function. In fact we
extract the narrow bands by setting weights to each point along each optical ray
starting from the center of any central camera.
Figure 6.16: The visibility values along two optical rays (left) and the weight setting
along a ray. See details in the text.
The visibility value along two rays are shown in the left image of Figure 6.16.
Along the blue line, all the visibility values are small (very close to −1), and
therefore the corresponding ray does not hit the surface. Along the red curve,
the visibility values change from −1 to 1 and the point with visibility 0 is the
suggested first intersection of the corresponding ray with the surface. There is a
transition around the approximated surface point with values from -1 to 1. The
number of voxels in this transition can be changed by tuning the parameter σ
in Equation (6.9). To take a narrow band around the approximated surface, the
following expression is used to define the weights along the ray:
ω˜i(X) =
 1, ξ < v˜i(X) < β0, otherwise (6.30)
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where −1 < ξ < 0 and 0 < β < 1. These parameters determine the width of the
band. As for how to choose values for ξ and β, the general rules are as follows.
First, the absolute values of ξ and β should be close to each other. This will help
to keep the narrow band approximately symmetric to the reconstructed surface.
Second, the absolute values of ξ and β should be neither close to 0 nor to 1. If
the absolute values of ξ and β are too small ( very close to zero), the narrow
band will be too thin leading to holes on the reconstructed surface. On the other
hand, if the absolute values of ξ and β are too large (very close to 1), the narrow
band can be too wide and this will also lead to some problems. For example,
when we reconstruct an object with a extensive thin surface, if the narrow band
is too wide, it could be thicker than the surface itself, then the narrow bands
generated for reconstructing this side of surface could affect the reconstruction
of the surface on the opposite side. So without considering other constraints,
ξ = −0.5 and β = 0.5 could be a safe choice.
An example of the weights along a ray is shown with the right image in Figure
6.16. In this image, the green curve shows the weights along this ray and the red
curve shows the original visibility values along the same ray. The blue part on the
red curve consists of the visibility values of the points involved in the narrowband
along this ray.
After setting the weights along each optical ray starting from the center of
the ith central camera, the weighted volume σi(X) is built with respect to this
central camera. A slice of the weighted volume with respect to a central view in
the Sphere dataset is shown in Figure 6.17.
6.9 Surface Estimation
After obtaining the weighting volumes ωi (i = 1, · · · , N), the function Ψ(X)
defined in the energy formulation (6.22) can be computed with Equation (6.23).
Figure 6.18 shows a schematic of a slice through the function Ψ(X). In this
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Figure 6.17: A slice of the weighted volume (narrow band) with respect to a central
view in Sphere dataset.
schematic, the part between the green and red curves is the part within the narrow
band. The value at a point A outside of the green curve is 0, the value at a point
B inside of the red curve is also 0, the value at a point C between the green and
blue curves is positive and the value at a point D between the blue and red curves
is negative. So the blue curve is the zero level set, i.e. the reconstructed surface.
If the Matlab routine isosurface is used to generate the zero level set from the
slice shown in Figure 6.18, the zero isosurface includes not only the blue curve,
the reconstructed surface, but also the red curve, the interface between negative
values and zero values.
Figure 6.19 shows a slice of the reconstructed volume of the Sphere dataset.
The two green curves shown in this figure are the zero contours generated by the
Marching Cubes method. The outer one is on the reconstructed surface, the inner
one is on the interface between the narrow band around the approximated surface
and the interior part of the sphere. To evaluate the reconstructed results or to
render the reconstructed surfaces with other software, it is necessary to extract
the surface points from the zero level set. Here we briefly explain the procedure
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Figure 6.18: A schematic of a slice of the function Ψ(X) defined in Equation (6.22).
of extracting the surfaces from the zero level set obtained from the algorithm
proposed in this work.
First vertices and the facets of the zero level set are generated by the Marching
Cubes method. For a certain central view, we sort the facets by the distances
from the centers of the facets to the camera center in the near to far manner.
Then, the facets will be projected onto the image plane in the sorted sequence. If
a facet is projected onto a region which has been covered by the projections of the
previous facets, then it is not on the object surface with respect to this central
view. We say that this facet has no contribution to this view. This procedure
is repeated to each central view. The reconstructed surface comprises the facets
which contribute to at least one central view. An example is shown in Figure 6.20.
The left image shows the zero level set of the visibility values of a central view.
The extracted surface is shown in the right image.
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Figure 6.19: A slice of the reconstructed volume in Sphere dataset. The two green
curves are the zero contours.
6.10 Experiments on the Second Method
We test the algorithm proposed in this paper by synthetic data and real data
with synthetic background and occlusions. As we have discussed in Chapter 4,
the values of λ1 and λ2 should be equal to each other to avoid fevering any of
the two data fidelity terms. The ratio between µ and λ1 (or λ2) tunes the work
of the smoothing term against the work of the data fidelity terms. So we can fix
the values of λ1 and λ2 and tune the values of µ only in the experiments. In all
the experiments, the parameters λ1 and λ2 in Equation 6.22 are set to 1. For
generating the images displayed in Figure 6.22 and 6.23, parameter µ is set to
0.3.
In the numerical implementation, we tried different numerical schemes such
as ENO2 and WENO. Because there is no sharp corners on the reconstructed
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Figure 6.20: The zero level set of the visibility values of one central view and the
corresponding extracted surface.
surface, we can no tell much difference of the reconstructed surfaces visually.
The displayed results in Figure 6.22 and 6.23 are generated with ENO3 scheme.
First we show the robustness of this method to occlusions with the synthetic
Sphere dataset. In this experiment, three central views are used. Because of the
occlusions, there is a hole in the reconstructed surface from each central view.
After combining these three views together with the proposed algorithm, the holes
are all filled in the reconstructed surface. The central views, the reconstructed
surfaces from each central view and the final surface reconstruction obtained by
combining these three views are shown in Figure 6.21.
Second, we also use the Sphere dataset to give an evaluation of the proposed
method at different added noise levels. In this experiment, 12 central views and
59 images in total are used. In this group of data, the cameras are located on
a hemisphere whose radius is about 65 centimeters. The center of the object (a
sphere) is at the origin of the world coordinate system with radius 10 centimeters.
The evaluations on accuracy and coverage are given in Table 6.3. The accuracy is
computed as the average of the distances between the points on the reconstructed
surface to the true surface. The coverage is the percentage of the points on the
true surface which can find a closest point on the reconstructed surface with the
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Figure 6.21: The central views and the reconstructed surfaces. Images in the first row
are the three central views. The first three images are one view of the reconstructed
surface from the corresponding central view. The last image in the second row is one
view of the reconstructed surface by combining all these three central views together
with the proposed algorithm in this work.
Datasets Sphere 1% Sphere 3% Sphere 5%bigball
coverage 100% 98.13% 93.73% 83.06%
accuracy 0.09mm 0.235mm 0.372mm 0.9mm
#views 59 59 59 59
Table 6.3: The evaluation on the Sphere dataset at different noise levels.
distance between them less than a threshold. In our experiments, the threshold is
0.2 millimeters. The percentages in the first row of the table are the noise levels
in the corresponding datasets.
Third, we test the proposed algorithm on the synthetic Tori dataset. Four
central views, the similar views of the reconstructed 3D model and a reconstruc-
tion process are shown in Figure 6.22. The reconstruction process shown in the
third row in Figure 6.22 includes one view of the initial surface, one view of the
reconstructed surfaces after 10, 30 and 50 iterations. It can be seen that although
the initial surface is quite far from the true surface, it can still converge to the
true one. We also tested a few other initializations, they all converged to the true
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surface. As we pointed out in the previous section, the proposed algorithm is
not convex, but it seems that convergence is not a problem by choosing a proper
value for the parameter  in Equation (6.27). In all the experiments shown in
this chapter, we set it to 2.
Figure 6.22: The reconstruction of Tori dataset. Four central views are shown in the
first row and four views of the reconstructed tori are shown in the second row. In the
third row four stages of the reconstruction are shown. They are the initial surface, the
results after 10, 30 and 50 iterations.
Finally, we test the proposed algorithm on the modified Dinosaur dataset.
Four input images and four views of the reconstructed 3D model are shown in
Figure 6.23.
6.11 Conclusion
In this chapter we have presented two novel frameworks for multiview stereo in
the presence of view-varying occlusions and clutter. We cast the problem as re-
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Figure 6.23: The reconstruction of Dinosaur dataset. Four central views are shown
in the first row and four views of the reconstructed dinosaur are shown in the second
row.
covering a smooth surface separating voxels in the scene that are outside objects
from voxels that are inside objects via a robust integration of depth map estimates
from different vantage points. These frameworks have been designed to be robust
to image noise, view-varying occlusions and clutter and to avoid relying on some
estimate of the reconstructed object either via the visual hull or silhouettes. The
proposed approaches can also be easily modified to take into account novel image
formation models or to incorporate general regularization schemes in a globally
optimal and computationally efficient numerical implementation. We have illus-
trated how to robustly perform the integration of all visibilities simultaneously
so as to tolerate view-varying occlusions and clutter. Experimental results on
synthetic and publicly available real data demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed method. As an alternative surface integration method for multiview
stereo, we take a narrow band around the reconstructed surface from each cen-
tral view and integrate the narrow bands to reconstruct the whole surface. This
is the second method presented in this chapter for solving multiview stereo. By
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working on a narrow band of the visibility function, the proposed algorithm is
very robust to noise and view-varying occlusions and clutter. Compared with the
first method presented in this chapter, this work integrates the visibility func-
tions in a much more computationally efficient way. Although the formulation is
not convex, in our experiments, we did not meet any problem for convergence by
setting the parameters in the formulation properly.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Summary
This Thesis was concerned with the development of algorithms for reconstructing
3D digital models of a scene from a collection of 2D images. Three algorithms
were proposed in this work.
The first one is an algorithm for solving multiview stereo with a small baseline
based on an off-axis aperture camera model. We can capture images with this
camera by rotating the off-axis aperture around the optical axis or by changing
the size of the aperture or by altering the distance from the aperture to the
lens along the optical axis. When an object is not brought into focus, with the
changing of the locations of the aperture, the locations of the projection of the
object on the image plane is also changed. But compared with the difference
of the locations of the projection, the amount of blur generated by the finite
aperture is not negligible. So in this algorithm, as we still use the information
generated by stereo, we focus on dealing with blur. To combine the stereo and
defocus cues in one formulation, we do not compute the discrepancy between
the images taken from different views but compute the discrepancy between the
measured image and the image generated from an image formation model. To do
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so, we can complete the shape reconstruction and image restoration at the same
time. In addition, this imaging device can be used in a small-scale space where
the camera motion is constrained by the surrounding environment.
The second algorithm presented in this thesis is a continuous convex formula-
tion for solving multiview stereo with a large baseline. Within this algorithm, a
new integration scheme for integrating the visibility functions has been proposed.
For each voxel in a certain volume, which contains the objects to be reconstructed,
each central view will give a visibility value to it. The integration algorithm allows
conflicted visibility values given by different central views and use all the visibil-
ity values simultaneously to derive the final visibility value of this voxel. These
make this system very robust to time-varying extensive occlusions and clutter
and at the same time it does not need to know which cameras share overlapping
views. Because of its convexity, this system can guarantee to converge to the
global minimum no matter where the initial surface is. The degenerate solution,
the null surface, is not included as a global solution.
One shortcoming of the second algorithm is that, with the increasing of the
number of central views, the computation load is getting heavy. The third al-
gorithm is designed to solve this problem by integrating the visibility functions
within a narrow band around the surface. It keeps the same robustness to oc-
clusions and clutter as the second algorithm, but its computation is much more
efficient than the second algorithm.
Our work is based on many algorithms proposed for solving multiview stereo.
Chapter 2 gave a detailed review of the multiview stereo methods for dense 3D re-
construction. Based on a taxonomy [146], they are divided into four classes: voxel-
based 3D volumetric approaches, partial differential equations (PDEs) based sur-
face evolution methods, the algorithms that compute and merge depth maps and
the techniques to reconstruct the 3D surfaces by region growing. The second
and third algorithms in our work can be seen as a combination of the first three
classes. In these algorithms, we employ the volumetric data representation mim-
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icking the approaches of the first class. The object surface is embedded in a 3D
volume as the zero level set. The visibility functions of each central view are
generated based on the corresponding depth maps. We do not merge the depth
maps but the integration of the visibility functions achieves the same purpose,
i.e., reconstructing a full scene based on the reconstructions from individual views
or local groups. We formulated the reconstruction problem as a energy minimiza-
tion problem. Staring from a initial setting, the surface is evolved by some partial
differential equations and could converge to the solution.
In this thesis, the image formation procedure is reviewed in Chapter 3. In
the first algorithm proposed in this work, the measured images are compared
with the images computed from a image formation model. The design of the
image formation model is one of the central parts of the first algorithm. To
test the accuracy and robustness to clutter and occlusions of the second and
third algorithms, we generated synthetic data with clutter and occlusions. Image
formation procedure is fundamental to each algorithm proposed in this work.
Because of the importance of the level set methods to this work, the level set
methods and the related numerical schemes were revised in Chapter 4.
In the following chapters, the three algorithms proposed in this work have been
described and analyzed in detail and tested with synthetic and real images, and
the experimental results and evaluations have been displayed. The qualitative
results and the quantitative evaluations show the versatility of the first algorithm
and the accuracy and the robustness to occlusions and clutter of the second and
third algorithms.
7.2 Main contributions
The three major contributions of this work are the three algorithms we proposed
for solving multiview stereo.
Because stereo has more physical dimension than defocus, it is more sensi-
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tive to the variation of depth. On the other hand, defocus is more stable than
stereo because of its two-dimensionality. In our first algorithm, these two cues
are formulated in the same framework naturally. This is the first algorithm in
multiview stereo which combines these two cues in this way. The off-axis camera
model proposed with this algorithm is a versatile imaging device, which can be
used in standard stereo reconstruction, to do reconstruction from defocus and
to do reconstruction by combining stereo and defocus. Nobody has modeled a
camera in this way before. In the image formation model proposed for this cam-
era, the intensity of each pixel is generated by integrating the radiance from each
point on the object surface. Four integrations are involved in the image forma-
tion model. Computing the integrations directly is very expensive. We derived a
closed form for the computation of the image formation model.
In multiview stereo, most methods are robust to occlusions and there are some
methods which have a convex formulation. In our second algorithm, it is the first
time to combine the convexity and robustness to occlusions and clutter in one
formulation. In this method, we proposed a novel way to map the photoconsis-
tency values along a projection ray to the visibility values. We test several scheme
to integrate the visibility functions from each central view into a global visibil-
ity function including a novel scheme we proposed in this work. The proposed
scheme can tolerate conflicted visibility settings from different central views. This
makes this system very robust to occlusions and clutter. The visibility values of
a voxel from each central view are treated in the same way and all of them are
taken into account to derive the global visibility value of this voxel. This makes
this system do not rely on the visual hull or silhouette images at any stage. The
convexity of this system guarantees the convergence from any initialization.
The third algorithm is designed to integrate the visibility functions only within
a narrow band around the surface. This is a novel formulation in multiview stereo.
Compared with the second algorithm the third algorithm is much more efficient
in computation. It keeps the same robustness to occlusions and clutter as the
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second algorithm and at the same time it improves the robustness to image noise.
7.3 Future Work
There are several aspects of the proposed algorithms that can be extended in the
future.
First, for the first algorithm presented in Chapter 6, the Robust interpolating
function integrates the visibility functions in a heuristic way. A data-dependent
criterion instead of a heuristic criterion would be more desirable to integrate the
visibility functions. It would be possible to build a data and camera configuration
dependent criterion based on probability theory.
Second, for the second method presented in Chapter 6, we built a non-convex
system to integrate the visibility functions. Although accurate tuning of the
parameters was sufficient to deal with the non-convexity, a convex formulation
is still desirable. The vector-valued minimization technique developed in [29, 67]
was employed in [30] to modify a non-convex formulation into a convex one. The
idea is to consider the optimal constants as functions subject to a constraint on
their gradient. It is possible to build a convex formulation based on the vector-
valued minimization technique for the second formulation presented in Chapter
6.
Third, a few formulations for solving multiview stereo claim to be convex.
However, the convexity for these formulations can only be claimed after the vis-
ibility function or the counterparts have been computed. A fully convex formu-
lation for multiview stereo is still not available. This could be another direction
to be investigated in the future.
Finally, for the algorithm proposed in Chapter 5, we only tested one scenario
with real data, i.e. when the size of the aperture was changed. For testing the
algorithm in other scenarios, the calibration of the location of the aperture is
involved. This is also work that needs to be done in the future.
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The Derivation of the
Euler-Lagrange Equation in 1D
Case
Here we give the derivation of the Euler-Lagrange equation of single function
of single variable. Suppose φ = φ(x) is a function with real number x as the
independent variable, φ′ is the derivative of φ with respect to x, φ and φ′ are
continuous on an interval [a0, a1]. The function Φ(x, φ, φ
′) has first and second
derivatives with respect to x, φ, φ′. The functional E is defined as:
E[y] =
∫ a1
a0
Φ(x, φ, φ′)dx. (A.1)
Suppose functional A.1 attains its extreme when φ = φ0(x), and φ(x, α) =
φ0(x) + α[φ(x)− φ0(x)], where α is an arbitrary real number, then δφ = φ(x)−
φ(x0) is called a variation of φ0(x). The variation of functional A.1 can be defined
as:
Ψ(α) =
∫ a1
a0
Φ(x, φ0 + αδφ, φ
′
0 + αδφ
′)dx. (A.2)
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The derivative of Ψ(α) with respect to α is:
Ψ′(α) =
∫ a1
a0
[Φ′φ(x, φ0 + αδφ, φ
′
0 + αδφ
′)δφ+ Φ′φ′(x, φ0 + αδφ, φ
′
0 + αδφ
′)δφ′]dx.
(A.3)
Then,
Ψ′(0) =
∫ a1
a0
[Φ′φ(x, φ0, φ
′
0)δφ+ F
′
φ′(x, φ0, φ
′
0)δφ
′]dx, (A.4)
because when α = 0, Ψ(α) attain its extreme, so Ψ′(0) = 0, i.e.,
∫ a1
a0
[Φ′φ(x, φ0, φ
′
0)δφ+ Φ
′
φ′(x, φ0, φ
′
0)δφ
′]dx = 0. (A.5)
By integrating by parts in eq. A.5 we obtain
∫ a1
a0
[
Φ′φ(x, φ0, φ
′
0)−
d
dx
Φ′φ′(x, φ0, φ
′
0)
]
δφdx = 0. (A.6)
Then, according to Theorem 2.3.2
Φ′φ(x, φ0, φ
′
0) =
d
dx
Φ′φ′(x, φ0, φ
′
0) (A.7)
Equation A.7 is the Euler-Lagrange equation of single function of single vari-
able and it is easy to extend it to multiple dimensions.
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Appendix B
Closed-Form Computation of
Equation (5.10)
The integration Hi,j(yk,l) defined in Section 5.2.2 can be computed in a closed
form, which will be presented here. For facilitation to read, the defination of
Hi,j(yk,l) is repeated here.
Hi,j(yk,l) =
∫ k+1/2
k−1/2
∫ l+1/2
l−1/2
∫ i+1/2
i−1/2
∫ j+1/2
j−1/2
h(x, y¯)dxdy¯ (B.1)
where h(x, y¯)
.
= 1
2piσ2(x)
e
− ‖y¯−γ−1pi[P (x)]‖2
2σ2(x) . According to the description in Section
5.2.2, σ(x) is the same everywhere in the small square, so it can be denoted by
a constant σ. pi[P(x)] is the vector including the first two coordinates of the
projection of a point (x1, x2, x3)
T on the image plane. Because we suppose that
the small square centered at point (x1, x2, x3)
T is parallel to the image plane, so
x3 is a constant within this small square. According to Equation (5.5), pi[P(x)] =
(Ax1 + B1, Ax2 + B2)
T with A = −γ−1[(1 − v/v0)C3/(x3 − C3) + v/x3], B1 =
γ−1(1−v/v0)C1x3/(x3−C3) and B2 = γ−1(1−v/v0)C2x3/(x3−C3). Now Hi,j(yk,l)
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can be expressed by the following expression:
Hi,j(yk,l) =
1
2piσ2
∫ k+ 1
2
k− 1
2
∫ i+ 1
2
i− 1
2
e−
(y¯1−Ax1−B1)2
2σ2 dx1dy¯1
∫ l+ 1
2
l− 1
2
∫ j+ 1
2
j− 1
2
e−
(y¯2−Ax2−B2)2
2σ2 dx2dy¯2
(B.2)
We know that the Error function is defined as
erf(x) =
2√
pi
∫ x
0
e−
t2
2 dt (B.3)
By changing variables, we have the following equation
2√
pi
∫ i+ 1
2
i− 1
2
e−
(y¯1−Ax1−B1)2
2σ2 dx1 =
σ
A
[erf(Ip0)− erf(Iq0)] (B.4)
where Ip0 =
y¯1−A(i− 12 )−B1
σ
and Iq0 =
y¯1−A(i+ 12 )−B1
σ
with A, B1 and σ having the
same meaning as in Equation (B.2).
Define the following function
Exp (x) =
1√
pi
e−x
2
+ x · erf(x) (B.5)
One property of function Exp (x) is that its derivative is the Error function
erf(x), so by combining Equations (B.2), (B.3), (B.4) and (B.5), we can have
the following equation
Hi,j(yk,l) =
σ2
8A2
E1 · E2 (B.6)
where Ei = Exp Ipi − Exp Iqi − Exp Iri + Exp Isi , with the included variables
defined in the following expressions:
Ip1 = k +
1
2
− A(i− 1
2
)−B1
Iq1 = k −
1
2
− A(i− 1
2
)−B1
Ir1 = k +
1
2
− A(i+ 1
2
)−B1
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Is1 = k −
1
2
− A(i+ 1
2
)−B1
Ip2 = l +
1
2
− A(j − 1
2
)−B2
Iq1 = l −
1
2
− A(j − 1
2
)−B2
Ir1 = l +
1
2
− A(j + 1
2
)−B2
Is1 = l −
1
2
− A(j + 1
2
)−B2 (B.7)
Equation (B.6) gives a closed form for computing the energy given to a pixel
by a small square represented by a sampled point on the object surface.
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